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I INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
T.ie Technology Utilization Office at NASA Ames Research Center
requested that the SRI Technology Applications Team (TA'ream) quickly (in
1 month) analyze the feasibility of a miniature versatile portable
speech prosthesis (VPSP) and gather info nnation on its potential users
and on other similar devices. T'he VPSP is a device that incorporates
NASA speech synthesis technology. The objective of SRI's research was
to provide information sufficient for NASA to decide whether it lids
valuable technology tc contribute to the miniaturization of the VPSP and
whether or not it should fund the development of a mini-VPSP. The scope
of the TAream's research encompassed identifying the needs of potential
users, evaluating the development status of technologies similar or
related to those used in the VPSP, and determining whether comparable
computer-based speech syn_hesis devices are already available, or will
soon be available, in smaller size.
In May 1978, the design of the VPSP, a computer-based speech
synthesis system that would fit on a wheelchair, was initiated at the
Rehabilitation Engineering Center of Children's Hospital at Stanford.
The primary purpose of the project was to produce a device that would
provide communication assistance--in educational, vocational, and social
situations--to speech-impaired individuals. It was expected that the
VPSP would be an especially valuable aid for persons who are also
motor-impaired, thus the placement of the system on a wheelchair. The
project was funded under a grant from the NASA Technology Transfer
Division, Washington, D.C; the funds were routed through the NASA Ames
Research Center University Affairs Office to Children's Hospital.
Contributors to the project included staff of the Rehabilitation
Engineering Center, consultants with expertise in psycho-linguistics and
electronics, staff and patients of the Stanford Speech and Language
Clinic and the San Francisco State University Department of Special
Education, and equipment manufacturers. Ilie Stanford University
Biomedical Applications Team (BATeam) provided coordination between NASA
and Children's Hospital. A single prototype VPSP system was constructed
and tested between May and November 1979. Representatives of the
potential user conmzunity had experimented with the VPSP by May 198U.
A second phase of the VPSP project was initiated in late 1979 and
early 1480 with additional NASA funding. Hardware and software
components of the system were refined, a videotape of its operation was
made, a demonstration was held for equipment manufacturers, a request
for proposals was distributed to organizations potentially interested in
manufacturing the VPSP, and Computers for the Physically Handicapped
(CPH) was selected to produce the VPSP commercially.
The VPSP is essentially a talking word -processing system, built
around a specially designed operating system that is tailored to the
abilities of a range of severely physically disabled persons. Figur
is a photograph of the system. It visually displays on a CRT (cathc
ray tube) the user's control options and text and permits the user t
gene: te, speak, edit, store, and retrieve text messages of unlimite
vocabulary. The hardware components, placed in a metal box that fit
the back of the wheelchair, are an S-100 cardcage (housing a Gromemc
floppy disc controller, a dynabyte 16K static memory board, a Cromer
Z-80 CPU card, and a custom interface board), a 5-1/4-inch disc dri%
and a fan and its power inverter. Other hardware components include
Votrax ML-1 speech synthesizer (disassembled and repackaged in anoth
metal box), a third metal box containing the power supply, a standar
Hitachi 5-inch television set (this is the video monitor), and a 5-i
Realistic speaker. Four different user controls--a single switch,
five-switch arm, a joystick, and a keyboard--can be attached to the
wheelchair with brackets, velcro strips, or clamps, as needed.
Three different software packages are available for the VP:)P.
is designed primarily for those who can only operate a switch, anotF
is designed for input via a standard (typewriter) keyboard, and a tii
is controlled by a joystick or a five-switch arm. The joystick/five
switch and the single-switch versions have some characteristics in
common. In fact, because the software is modular, all three package
have many similar modules.
Although the VPSP is suitable for a certain (nonambulatory) use
population, nonvocal persons who are ambulatory could benefit from a
more portable and lightweight speech synthesis device. In November
1980, a NASA RTOPS (Research and Technology Objectives and Plans) was
prepared proposing a feasibility study to consider whether designing a
person-portable versatile speech prosthesis is possible; in effect, it
would be a mini-VPSP that achieves the same functions and has the
performance characteristics of the wheelchair VPSP prototype. The RTOPS
has been revised and NASA is still evaluating it.
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FIGURE 1	 THE VERSATILE PORTABLE SPEECH PROSTHESIS
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II PROBLEM DEFINITION AND APPROACH
The VPSP was designed as a tool for victims of cerebral palsy,
-Itiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, muscular dystrophy, or cancer
of the larynx and for stroke victims suffering from residual brain
damage. A brief clinical evaluation with cerebral palsy and stroke
victims revealed that the device is relatively useful, requires a short
training period, and satisfies the needs of certain users.
The VPSP, however, also presents problems. During testing, the
device proved to be somewhat awkward to operate, to be fragile (with
wires becoming damaged and the memory disc unit drifting out of
alignment), and, for a few users, to be too complex. For example, some
users had difficulty in adjusting to the scanning cursor. in addition,
the VPSP is too large and too heavy to be useful to ambulatory nonvocal
persons.
The questions that must be addressed, then, are:
• What does the potential user population really need and want?
• Do the hardware and software components that comprise the VPSP
represent the state of the art?
Are these components available now or will they soon be
available in smaller size; and, if so, is the quality of the
more miniature components inferior, comparable, or superior to
those currently incorporated in the VPSP prototype?
• Has anyone else made, or is anyone else designing, a smaller and
lighter text-to-speech synthesis device that incorporates all or
most of the VPSP functions?
The SRI TATeam's approach to achieving its research objectives and
to answering some of the questions associated with the VPSP was twofold:
• To interview participants in the original VPSP project as well
as other pertinent experts.
• To conduct a survey of the marketplace to determine the status
of relevant technology development.
SRI TATeam members interviewed approximately 16 people by telephone
and in person. Exhibit 1 lists the VPSP project staff and other speech
synthesis experts who were interviewed. Exhibit 2 lists the equipment
manufaci,irers that were contacted as part of the market survey.
In addition to the discuss ; ons with the people named in Exhibits 1
and 2, the TATeam obtained and reviewed product information from the
companies listed in Exhibit 3.
Exhibit 1
PEOPLE WHO WERE INTERVIEWED
Participants in the Original VPSP Project
Gary Steinman, Assistant Director
Luke Brennan, biomedical Engineer
Stanford University Biomedical Applications Team (NASA BATeam)
730 Welch Road, Suite 214
Palo Alto, California 94304
(415) 497-5351
Maurice LeBlanc, Chief
Rehabilitation Engineering Center
Children's Hospital at Stanford
520 Willow Road
Palo Alto, California 94304
(415) 327-4800, ext. 345
Carol Simpson
Psycho-Linguistic Research Associates
2055 Sterling Avenue
Menlo Park, California 94025
(415) 854-1771
Peo p le Involved with Speech Synthesis
Professor John Eulenberg
Artificial Language Laboratory
Computer Science Department
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824
(517) 353 -6622
Dan Christinaz, Electronics Engineer
(Care of Dr. Kenneth Colby)
Department of Psychiatry
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA)
Westwood, California
(213) 825-0043
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Exhibit
Gregg Vanderheiden
Cerebral Palsy Commaunicat!
Trace Center
University of V;.sconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
(608) 262-696b
7
David Kolbus, Computer Speech Comunication Expert
SRI International
(415) 859--2802
David Fylstra, Software Engineer
SRI International
(415) 859-2816
Exhibit 2
MANUFACTURERS CONTACTED DURING THE MARKET SURVEY
Votrax Division, Federal Screw Works
John McDaniel, Marketing Consultant
JHM Marketing Associates
216572 Matias
Mission Viejo, California 92675
(714) 586-9876
Texas Instruments
Kun-Shan Lin
Consumer Products Group
P.O. Box 10508, MS 5893
Lubbock, Texas 79408
(806) 741-2350
Texas Instrument:,
Laurie Kane
Speech Products Marketing Group
Midland, Texas
(915) 685-6683
Telesensory Speech Systems
Alan Yatagai, Marketing Manager
3408 q illview Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94304
(415) 0056-TALK
Jeff Ward, Sales Representative
(415) 964-9300
International business Machines
Mike Manning, Sales Representative
San Mateo, California
(415) 573-3100
Hycom (a subsidiary of Sharp)
Dick Trembly, Marketing Manager
Special Products
16841 Armstrong Avenue
Irvine, California 92714
(714) 557-5252
Basic Coinnunicationa
Tom Cannon
Ft.. Collins, Col lradu
(303) 226-4688
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Exhibit 3
COMPANIES THAI PROVIDED PRODUCT INFORMATION
National Semiconductor
Santa Clara, California
EPSON (a subsidiary of Seiko)
Torrance, California
General Instrument
Hicksville, New York
Intel Magnetics
Santa Clara, California
Micro Switch (a division of Honeywell)
Freeport, Illinois
Cherry Ele-,trical Products
Waukegan, Iilinois
Kurzweil Computer Products
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Harris Semicondu for
Palo Alta, California
H-C Electronics
Mill Valley, California
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III FINDINGS: COMMERCIAL PkODUCTS
This section presents the findings of the market survey conducted
by the SRI TATeam. A variety of compar.ies involved in the manufacture
of components of the VPSP were surve yed. in some cases, discussions
were held with company representatives and information was obtained on
currently available and planned products; in other cases, only product
literature was obtained. Some of the product literature is appended to
this report.
The hardware components of the VPSP were identified, for the
purposes of the survey, as follows: user control, microcomputer,
display screen, speech synthesizer, memory, speaker, and power supply.
This section also addresses the software component of ie VPSP and
describes other speech prosthesis devices that are commercially
available or that are currently being developed.
Hardware Components
11c Pr ('^.ntrnl
Numerous standard keyboards as well as versatile, modifiable boards
are available from Cherry Electrical Products. Cherry also produces
snap-action switches that could be used as an alternative control
mechanism with a device like the VPSP.
Micro Switch manufactures a combined key panel and printed circuit
(PC) board, shown in Figure 2, on which alternative keyboard modules can
be used. The keyboards can be as small as 12 inches x 4 inches Y 2
inches and can weigh as little as 1.75 pounds.
Companies can be contacted to manufacture custom-made uEer
controls, such as a headset or joystick; the joystick and five-switch
arm for the VPSP were custom made. Figure 3 illustrates the user
controls (other than the keyboard) for the VPSP.
Microcomputer
Microcomputers/microprocessors are available as standard items.
The Z-80 and 8080 microprocessing units were used in the VPSP
prototype. Uthers that have been used with spe,-ch synthesizers are the
Intel 8085 microprocessor, the Motorola 6808 microprocessor, and the
National Semiconductor COP400 micrucontroller.
11
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FIGURE 2	 A MICRO SWITCH KEYBOARD
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Display Screen
Hycom, a subsidiary
 of Sh
model electroluminescent (EL)
panels will begin in 1952.	 tic
available for alpha- numerics.
is 4.8 inches x 10.1 ln.hes x
characters per line; it :-equir
After production begins, the p
The smaller EL panel is 1.8 in
lines with 8U characters per 1
costs $2,500. When production
each. Figure 4 is an example
Hycom is not planning to produ
intertace of these panels is d
irp, currently is marketing two types of
lisplay panels; actual production of these
h models have full-field display and are
Each weighs about 2 pounds. 'file larger
.5 inches and has 24 lines with 53
!s 13 watts of power and costs $2,900.
'Ices will be $600 Pach for 5,000 units.
ties x 7.1 inches x 1., inches and has 12
no; it requires 11 watts of power and
starts, 5,000 EL panels will cost $550
if the type of EL panel H y com produces.
:e smaller EL panels. The cur_•ent
fferent from that of an RS232 (a serial
interface). To adapt the electronics to make the panels suitable for
such applications as the VPSP, a $250 to $3UU interface board would be
required.
Epson produces alphanumeric liquid crystal display (LCD) modules
that can be connected directly to any microprocessor, character
generator, anu random :^ccess memory (RAM). The largest is 7.U9 inches x
2.7'2 inches x 0.75 inctics and has tour lines with 32 characters per
line; a cursor can be displayed at any place b y addressing it to the
module. Figure 5 is a photograph of the larger Epson LCD module.
Popular Science (June 1951) reported that Hitachi, Toshiba, and
Matsushita are expected to begin marketing LCD panels in 1982. None of
these companies, however, provided the 'LATeam with information on their
plans. The same article indicated that Sinclair Research (a British
company) plans to introduce in 1982 a flattened CRT with half the vulUme
of a conventional picture tube. Tnis 3-inch CRT would be used on
Sinclair's $125 Microvision minitelevision and may also be combined with
the "ultra-compact" Sinclair personal computer.
Speech Synthe.. i ze:
Votrax is currently selling a Versatile Speech Module MM/1), a
single board that costs approximately $995 and measures 12 inches x 6
inches. It incorporates a microprocessor (6800 Microprocessing Unit)
that is programmable, storage capability, a SC-01 speech synthesizer,
interfacing electronics, and amplifying electronics (8 ohm, 1 watt).
'Ilie quality of speech from the VSM/1 is not as good as that from the
ML-1 Votrax unit now used in the VPSP (the transitions are noc as smooth
and the sound production is not as accurate). Both systems are based on
the formant speech synthesis technique.
Votrax also has a slightly larger single board synthesizer (the
SVA) that provides more accurate speech and better transitional
quality. It comes with a keyboard in suitcase size but does not have a
display panel. The SVA board has an unlimited vocabulary text-to-speech
synthesizer, a microprocessor, and amplifying electronics, but it has no
storage capability for specific words and phrases.
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According to Mr. John McDaniel of Votrax, the VSM or SVA boards
could be reduced to a single chip with synthesizer capability, for
purposes of a system like the VPSP. This chip could be combined with
oth--r off-the-shelf chips for interface, amplifying, microprocessing,
and storage.
Votrax plans to introduce a new speech synthesizer, the SC-02, that
will have more human-sounding qualities than the SC-01 synthesizer. It
vill probably not be more expensive than, and is designed to replace,
the SC-01. At present, Votrax intends to introduce the SC-02 in late
1982 or earl y 1983, but tht, company would be interested in cooperating
with anoth-r / organization to develop and introduce the SC-02 earlier
than planned.
Telesensory plans to introduce a new speech synthesizer based on
the formant technique in the spring of 1982. The synthesizer would be a
single b and 12 inches x 7 inches x 1 inch in size. The estimated price
of the synthesizer will be between $3,000 and $4,000. The unit will
have an unlimited vocabulary and a 1,50U-word dictionar y_ capacity. The
board will have an RS232 connector and will be usable with American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) input; however, it
will require a microcomputer and a memory device. The company is not
planning to reduce the size of the board to a chip because it does not
believe this would be cost-effective or that the technology for reducing
a board to chip is saLis*actury at this time. Within the next several
years, however, Telesensory dues plan to produce a better quality speech
generator.
Texas Instruments has large-scale integration (LSI) voice synthesis
processors (VSP) and voice synthesis memories (VSM) in volume production
now. The TTlS5200 single-chip VSP interfaces with 8- and lb -bit
microprocessors, has an on-chip first-in, first-out (FIFO) buffer that
allows speech data to be stored in the host microprocessor system or
off-line on bubble memory or floppy disk; or can be used with the
TM5610U VSM for storage of 3,000 words of speech. The "IMS5100 single
chip interfaces with 4-bit microprocessors and can be used with up to 16
'IMS6100 voice synthesis memories to store up to 30 minutes of speech.
The TMS5100 and IMS6100 two-chip set is expected to cost $13 in late
1981. All TI speech synthesizers use the linear predictive coding , (LPC)
technique and can be be integrated with microprocessors, displa y , and
interface functions in a custom module or board.
A TM990/306 speech module without standard vocabulary can be
produced without erasable prograrrviable read-only memory (EPROM),
allowing the user to install solid-state speech vocabularies developed
for his or her own application. However, for high-volume app.ications,
user-specific vocabularies can be implemented on mask-programmed ROMs.
The rl speech synthesizer provides more intelligible and iaore
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human-sounding speech than the Votrax or Telesensory synthesizers;
however, it does not have the unlimited vocabulary capability of the
other two synthesizers.
'lie National Semiconductor D WITALKER speech synthesis system is
more limited in capability Than the others. Based on the waveform
digitization technique, it is more natural sounding; however, the
MM54104 speech processor chip, for example, has only 256 possible
addressable expressions.
Memory
Small memory unitA are available as chips in magnetic bubble form.
According to an article in the May 1980 issue of IEEE Spectrum, bubbles
are more reliable and smaller than disks (a single chip comes in a
package not much larger than a semiconductor chip package), and they
consume less power and have shorter access times. They also fit on the
same board with a microprocessor.
Intel manufactures a bubble memory device capable of storing 1
megabyte of information on a 10 cm x 10 cm printed circuit board, as
shown in Figure b. It is available for less than $1,000 for one and for
less than $600 for volume orders. Intel's bubble memory chip is 14 inn x
14 mm. Intel also produces other bubble memory sizes; the smallest, has
a 128K capacity and provides nonvolatile storage.
National Semiconductor and Hitachi also produce bubble memory
devices. The Hitachi unit plugs into the bus of such microprocessors as
the 6800 and the 8080. National Semiconductor's bubble memory expansion
module board measures 2.8 inches by 3.7 inches by 1 inch and weighs 3
ounces.
Speakers
Minispeakers are widely available, one manufacturer being
Intervox. They have been in use for some time in such products as
computer education toys. However, the quality of smaller speakers is
not as good as that of the Radio Shack speaker currently used on the
VPSP.
Power Supply
Rechargeable batteries are available in all sizes.
Software
The software for the VPSP seems to be the most sophisticated
currently in use. There does not appear to be another speech synthesis
system or device on the market or near development that has the scanning;
capability or rule making capability of the VPSP. The device being
16
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developed by Mr. Dan Christinaz at UCLA may have some (e.g., correction
of misspelled words) but not all of the functions in the VPSP software
package. Mr. Gregg Vanderheiden of the Cerebral Palsy Communication
Group at the University of Wisconsin believes that the scanning
algorithm and other combined functions of the VPSP make it the most
advanced text-to-speech device available.
The SKI TATeam is not qualified to evaluate the possibilities of
adapting the VPSP software package for use with much smaller hardware
components. For example, we do not know the implications for the
software of using a 128-character display screen or of using bubble
memory storage. These uncertainties can best be answered by Carol
Simpson of Psycho-Linguistic Research Associates.
Other Text-to-Speech Presthesis Devices
A number of text-to-speech synthesis devices are currently being
designed, demonstrated, or produced for speech-impaired and other
handicapped people. Tile one that most closely resembles a mini-VPSP is
the prototype device just constructed by Dr. Kenneth Colby (Department
of Psychiatry) and Mr. Dan Christinaz (electronics engineer) at UCLA.
It is a portable speech prosthesis device that is 5 inches x 10 inches x
3 inches in size (not including tiie battery and speaker) and weighs 7
pounds (not including the 3 to 4 pound battery). Tile device has the
following components:
• A Votrax VSM single-board speech synthesizer with speech
i-'_onation, 3 inches x 5 inches in size (between $400 and $500).
• A Cherry alphanumeric keyboard similar to those used on
terminals or typewriters ($100).
• An EPSON liquid crystal display (LCD) screen, 1-5/8 inches x
5-1/2 inches in size, with four lines and 32 characters per line
($250).
• RAM and EPROM memory chips, 36K to 40K in all, pro-iding 2-1/2
months of memory life with two small batteries (donated by Texas
Instruments).
• A 6-volt rechargeable Gates battery that lasts about 2-112
hours, contained in a 3- to 4-pound box attached to the device
with a cord so that it can be hung, around the waist of the user.
• An Intervox speaker, 1-1/2 inches x 2-1/2 inches square (of not
very good quality) that can be used as a neck ornament and
attached by a cord to the device.
• A serial RS232 port so that a control switch can also be used.
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• A PC board ($200 to $300).
• Software that allows the user to program and store words or
phrases Lut does not have menu selection.
The total cost of assembling this device, called the IST-1, was
about $2,000 and the parts were purchased in single quantities. The
reason for designing the speaker to be worn as a neck ornament is that
people communicating with the user tend to talk to the speaker in the
device rather than to the person operating it. With the speaker
component around the neck, people will be more likely to respond to the
user rather than to the device itself. Mr. Christinaz hopes to make 10
of these and provide them to potential users for testing. One reason
for such tests would be to evaluate the sturdiness and reliability of
the hardware package.
In addition to building and testing the IST-1 devices, Mr.
Christinaz is attempting to construct more complex software that would
predict words the user is spelling, that would correct misspelled words,
and that would generally be more accurate. However, he is concerned
that such a program would require an extensive memor y (in the range of
256,000 bytes) and thus significantly more power--perhaps se much power
that the battery world be too heavy to carry in conjunction with the
other components.
Mr. Christinaz is anxious to find an organization that would help
fund the construction of the 10 demonstration units and assist in the
test program. Computers for the Physically Handicapped, among others,
however, has not indicated much interest in providing such support.
Mr. Gregg Vanderheiden, at the University of Wisconsin, is
attempting to develop a wearable keyboard that produces speech and
printed text because he believes that nonvocal people need both types of
outputs. lie did not provide the details on this device.
According; to Mr. John McDaniel, Votrax is currently selling the
Type 'n Talk (TNT), which can be used in conjunction with a computer,
for $345 (see Figure 7). The TNT has a microprocessor-based
text-to-speech algorithm, unlimited vocabulary, a 750-character buffer,
a [-watt audio amplifier, ES232C interface, the SC-01 chip, and data
echo of ASCII characters. The TNT is fairly compact but, unlike the
VPSP, is not an independent system. Mr. McDaniel believes, however,
that a speech synthesis system comparable to the VPSP could be packaged
in calculator size with computer, display, and speaker included.
Telesensory has a prototype text-to-speech system called the TTS-X
packaged in a 14 inch x 17 inch x 2U inch enclosure. It includes a
4-inch speaker (8 ohm), a 5-amp (110-volt) baetery, and two LSI boards.
A product demonstrator with it Litronix display panel and a heytronics
keyboard is currently being shown around the country. The speech
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Isynthesizer is based oil
	 turmanr code and sounds very much like the
VPSP voice. Telesensory plans to have a commercial text-to-speech
synthesizer available in early 1982 on a single 12 inch x 7 inch x
I inch board. Telesensory may incorporate the soon-to-be-commercial
speech synthesis board with its Autocom l.apboard Coimnunication Aid, a
device that is built for use on a wheelchair and has a magnetic board.
When a pointer is used to touch a key indicating a word, letter, or
number, it appears on a display or can be printed out.
H-C Electronics is currently marketing the Phonic Mirror Handivoice
device, shown in Figure 8. The IIC110 features 128 touch-se-sitive
display areas/keys on a flat board and two operating memories, each
storing 50 entries for a total of 100 entries. Through the use of 373
words, 26 letters. 13 morphemes, and 16 common usage phrases, a kind of
unlimited vocabulary is available. The Handivoice weighs 6 pounds and
is 16-3/4 inches x 7-3/8 inches x 2-3/4 inches in size. however, it
does not have a display screen or many of the qualities of the VPSP,
such as menu selection.
Prot. John Eulenberg of the Artificial Language Laboratory at
Michigan State University believes that the commercially available
speech prosthesis devices du not particularly suit the needs of the
users. He has built a variety of wheelchair-portable speech synthesis
and )rintout systems, but he would also like to see more person-portable
devices on the market. Specific features tic is working on are a
keyboard (with as few as 10 keys) strapped to the body and operable with
one hand and a system that is based on body movements as the only user
control.
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Mr. Vanderheiden believes that the menu selection and scanning
cursor method used in the VPSP is too slow for most ambulatory speech-
impaired persons and that many would like to have a faster-talking
device. He feels that "high" technology such as the menu selection an
scanning capability is not what is needed by the ambulatory speech-
impaired user. Mr. Vanderheiden believes the best kind of device for
such users would be one that can be programmed to suit an individual's
speech needs and that is still portal-e. lie believes that duplicating
the VPSP in miniature would be difficult and that only with fewer
functions could it be made portable.
Mr. Christinaz believes that the user and the people with whom the
user communicates are more comfortable if the source of the speech (the
speaker) is more naturally placed close to the head of the user rather
than at a distance from the user inside the speech synthesis device.
Otherwise, people are more likely to .address themselves to the device
rather than to the user.
Most of the people tht• TAfeam interviewed agreed that those users
who will be ambulatory will probably be able to use a keyboard control;
the majority will not require another user control mechanism such as a
switch because, if they hav? the motor control to walk, they will very
likely be able to operate a keyboard.
Unfortunately, the TATesm could not conduct a detailed survey of
user needs within the short :ime trame of this study. However, it wou
probably be advisable to do :o before a decision is made on whether or
not to proceed with miniaturization of the VPSP.
It appears that all the hardware components that would be required
to make the VPSP person-portable are available. In some cases, the
miniature components are more advanced than their counterparts used in
the VPSP prototype. What remails to be done is determining the
feasibility of adapting the sof,:ware package for use with smaller
hardware components and, if this can indeed be done, evaluating whether
the result is the most suitable device for ambulatory speech-impaired
Another uncertainty expressed by an SRI software engineer is the
possibility of combining all the off-the-shelf components into a
workable, well-packaged product. lie was concerned about the complexity
of "plugging in" ;:11 the hardware of varying sizes into a compact
one-piece device. Not all the components are standardized at present.
Mr. McDaniel believes that it would be possible to design and build
a calculator-size speech synthesis device with the SC-01 or SC-02 Votrax
chip, a minicomputer, display panel, small speaker, and keyboard; but he
believes that the menu selection function in the software would be a
roadblock. Mr. McDaniel also said that Votrax would be interested in
discussing the possibility of collaboration with NASA or others on such
a project.	 If this were to occur, Votrax might be willing to accelerate
development of its new, more intelligible SC-02 speech synthesizer chip.
Before such an effort is initiated, it would be advisable to
examine and evaluate in greater detail the devices being developed by
Mr. Christinaz at UCLA and by Mr. Vanderheiden at the University of
Wisconsin. These two devices are the closest in capability to the VPSP
and are designed for ambulatory speech-impaired persons.
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SPECiFICATIO'1S OF PROTOTY !E TEXT-TO-SPEECH TTS-X
The text-to-speech prototype system will be constructed as a conplete stand alone
unlimited speech peripheral device. This system will consist of two TSI wire wrap
boards, one TSI printed circuit bard and nine printed circuit boards rude by DEC
mounted in a card cage. The card cagn, power supo'/, speaker and tape cartridge will
be packaged in a 14" x 17" x 20" enclosure. Exterr:al user cont rols (switches,
poten_ic:letc•rs, etc.) will be :mounted on the front panel. The RS-232C connector used
for I/0, the AC power cord and the fuse holder wil y he arran ged on the back panel.
TSI .:ill ;.se materials and construction techniques consistent with the quality and
reriah'li •-y requirements of a laboratory evaluating prototype. The electronic
hard.ia re will ue purekased from reputable wanufac,i.-ers as OEM boards, OEM subsystems
and components. The :rclo3ures and other hardware re n,uired will be bought Cs "off
th( shelf" products -• TSI does not intend to fabr i cate them. The en g ineering staff
at TSI will assemble, te--t, debu g„ and service th! unit y we construct.
-he specification; ;t the text-to-speech protot ype are as follows:
1. Function -- The systeal will receive full wo d- as strings of characters in ASCII
format. T hese words are snoken in either lexica', prosodic, or spell mode.
Lexical mode produces speech in which each word is pronounced with f- ull
normal stress (hased cn the leAical stress rules for words) without
regard to the Surrounding •,-ords.
Prosodic ride prr,:J c^s s;1ecch which r • n'-e Liusely resembles human speech
in convey-atic-., an en. i r'f, rr hrase is analyzed be fore speech begins arid
each word is stressed with rela'_ions')ip to the surrounding words.
Spell mode names crash ch,ir^-'ter ir, t it ir,>ut string.
The mode or orrra;.i(,n shall I- se?ecc-J inp,,' cu_ l rel char, * n r-s ;1`•.1_'Ci1).	 If the shell
mode is net selected, thi :y,tem will o;ernte it tie lexical rode for incominn test
in ASCIi fort-at. The pr'o•odic r -odu iS user'	 he u,er :ashes to replay a series
of words which were re^cived and st )red in the 1G.',j churaeter PAM buffer, This
RAM buffer auto: •, iticaliy sl.or •e tilt, last 1000 chirlc'_rcr's received via the RS--3,)C
input pert.
	
Usin g the d'	 1'1!' !1'.'l t m:`,( {)(t"ItiCn a poir;tcr to
a woad in the ,...`' huffcr ,.' iC t rill tw the Ait..;r; wnr.l for r,p1kY i^ ti ! ln •r'—lic mode.
?.	 Vorabiilar y `_i,e -- Thr` t >:t-t om 	r h s:	 11 wili'rr;.ri: an unlir: 4 to-1 [u111ish
V;1.- al,.. l drti'.
	
•^1'c	 Vire tn	 i c I	 ^.'•.i ^f	 r	 .• i1t1G.p r I,ir•(^'i.
as
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This dictionary is used for words which are most common in the English language and
words which do not follow the typical phonetic rules of the language. Along with
this dictionary is a set of algorithms which convert the other words to phonemes.
A phonetic synthesis subsystem converts the resulting phonLmo , stress, unu duration data
to speech parameters which drive the PDSP synthesizer to create the synthetic speecur.
3 Maximum Voc abulary Length -- If the text-to-speech system is o perated in the
lexical mode text bein q inputted to the system via the RS-232 port), the system
can speak indefinitely at a maximum speaking rate of 200 words per minute. The
minimum speaking rate is 50 words per minute. The speech rate 	 controlled from
a front panel potentiometer.
For prosodic mode oper-tioo the maximum amount of words which can be read out is
determined by the number of words that can be stored in the 1000 character RAM huffer.
If we assume the average viord length is seven characters, the total number of words
is about 143. Because the text-to-speech system can speak any English word, any
word or words can be stored in the RAM buffer.
In addit,on, the system has the ability to expand and pronounce common abbreviations.
For example, "Dr." is expanded and pronounced as "drive" or "doctor" drpending upon
the context. Time, date, and monetary amounts are spoken as in conversational speech
(e.g., "513.26" is ;;ronounced as "thirteen dollars and twenty-six cents"). 	 Capitals
embedded in lower case text are spelled (e.g., "the TSI speech board" is pronounced
as "the T-S-I spee O board").
4. Re sponse Time -- The text-to-speech system's speech output will keep up with
sentence inpu^ up to a rate of 200 words per minute.
5. Interface -- The text input will be in ASCII format at 1200 baud base.; on
RS-2320 specificatiuns. The external user's control consists of variable speech rates
between 50 - 200 words per minute, vo l ume contro l , spell moue switch, buffer po nts
control (forward ar^ back). The power required is 110 V, 60 Hz, 4-5 amps.
6. Electronics - Three microcomputers (10085, 2xLSI-11), RAM, tape cartridge,
PrograrrrmabTe TTgital Signal 	 -ocessor (PDSP; chips.
Because this prototype system will produce speech output given ASCII tent string as
input, the only equipment that should be prepared is a machine that can serve as an
ASCII text string generator. The TSI text-to-speech system will do everything else.
28
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In a world of instant communication the need and
right to communicate vocally is essential. A segment of
the population has been denied this basic tool because
of various kinds of birth defects, brain damage, or in-
juries. Space-age technology has produced the Phonic
Mirror HandiVoice, a portable electronic voice synthe-
sizer that can communicate verbally virtually any word
in the English language. For non-oral people the oppor-
tunity to communica t e like their peers means more than
just talking with an artificial voice. It marks the be-
ginning of a new and meaningful life style. It can be an
important beginning in reducing the physical limita-
tions of non-oral people. Basic communication depen-
dence is diminished while opportunities for schooling
and jobs are realistically increased. For mane the Phonic
Mirror HandiVoice will become an augmentative
means of verbal communication, while for others it will
be a diagnostic instrument, and educational aid, or a
therapy tool. For the family and friends it will enhance
communications leading to better understanding for all
concerned. Whatever its role, the Phonic Mirror Handi-
Voice will give non-oral people the opportunity to en-
large their participation within their particular en-
vironment.
Technology has resulted it a variety of speech pros-
theses. The Phonic Mirror HandiVoice, with its svnthe-
sized speech output, is not intended to be the panacea
for all non-oral individuals. However, the first step is
the professional assessment of the non-oral person's
cognitive and motor skills together with an evaluation
of the potential user's wants and needs. It the assess-
ment and evaluation indicates that the non-oral person,
in due time. can sufficiently upgrade his or her com-
munications output, either model of the Phonic Mir-
ror HandiVoice might be recommended. Considera-
tion also must be given to a proper training program, a
follow up program, and family involvement it the non-
oral person is to derive full benefit from the Phonic
Mirror HandiVoice. To this end both models of the
Phonic Mirror HandiVoice are available at established
Assessment/Evaluation centers throughout North
America. All centers are staffed by accredited speech
pathologists and occupational therapists. fhe Assess-
ment/Evaluation center will assist the non-oral person
and his family in selecting the most appropriate com-
munications prosthesis to meet his present and future
needs.
__J
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EchoOn
Echo On is published regularly during t
year for all those with interests in non-spee
Readership includes the non-oral, Phonic D
diVoice users, parents, professionals of va
plines medical schools and universities.
funders foundations and government ages
is no charge for the publication. Subscripti
entered by writing to the editor of Echo On.
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voicepals
The Voice Pals program was instituted as a commu.ii-
cations vehicle for Phonic Mirror HandiVoice users.
Voice Pals is an updated version of pen pals. wherein
Phonic Mirror HandiVoice users send and exchange
casette recordings with fellow users and sports, enter-
tainment. and government personalities. Echo On
serves as the -learing house for all Voice Pals. Voice
Pal: become more proficient with their Phonic Mirror
HandiVoices while gaining a measure of self-esteem
and self-confidence in knowing that their peers and
famous personalities are receiving their communica-
tions and responding Phonic Mirror HandiVoice users
become Voice Pals b y completing a general interest
questionnaire anal requesting cassettes and mailing car-
tons for which there is no charge. 3 M contributes the
cassettes and Phonic Mirror provides the special mail-
ing cartons
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USA:
PHONIC EAR INC.
250 Camino Alto
Mill Valley, CA 94941
415/383-4000 TLX 172 164
Canada:
PHONIC EAR LTD.
7475 Kimoel Street Unit 10
Mississauga Ont L5S 1 E7
Canada
416 / 677-3231
TLX 06-968754
Phonicear MSGA
Outside North America:
PHONIC EAR INTERNATIONAL AIS
Formervangen 34
DK 2600 Glostrup
Copenhagen. Denmark
Phone (02) 45 85 66 TLX 33245 phonic dk
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Accessories
AT 135 Battery Pack Rechargeable battery pack provides long life and reliability Powers the
unit for up to 10 hours of continuous use F
l
attery pack may he charged
while the unit is operating but only use the charger provided with the unit
to prevent damage
AT 141 Battery Charger UL and CSA approved for 120V — 60 Hz operation D, S and N approved
for 220V - 50 Hz operation Specify voltage when ordering Use only the
battery charger provided with the unit
AT 151 Keyguard Snaps over the keyboard to allow people with limited motor skills to
accurately activate the keys Provides separation to prevent activation
of more than one key at a time
O.
AT 152 Carrying Case Custom-fitted real leather case provides good protection I(,r the unif
Easy-opening flap gives access to controls and keybo:.r' without re-
moving case Comes with adjustable carrying strap ano mounting
hardware
1
t
AT 140 Carrying Strap Adjustable shoulder strap for easy carrying of Ine unit Attaches to bu'. r1
-rn threaded bosses on ether the sides or ends of the unit Moun;ing
'tardware supplied with the strap
AT 153 Vocabulary Card Kit 	 Seven vocabulary card set provides easy access and reference to
words, sounds and phrases Included are numeric and alo habetrc vo-
cabulary listings. samp le word combinations. common male anC 'emaie
names, phonetic key and vocabulary categories
AT 168 Accessory Kit Includes AT 133 Sound Switch. AT 134 Pedal Switch, AT 1GO Tough
Switch, Al 161 Leaf Switch, two AT 162 Cahle Assemblws, one AT 151
Keyguard and one AT 140 Carrying Strap
0%-,OLAA	 873 IA?P 101 rq
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AT 133 Sound Switch
AT 134 Pedal Switch
AT 160 Touch Switch
l^
161 Leaf Switch
AT 16L Cable Assembly
HC 120
External Switches
Activated by any sound grunting, tongue clicking or blowing Light-
weight (1 oz ) Durable steel headband and sole foam temple pads
provide slatll ty and comfort Headband and microphone are fully ad-
justable Comes with permanently attached cable assembly.
Activated by gross movements of hard or foot Gives good audible
reinforcement and physical feel of the switching function Req uires less
than 5 ounces of force applied to center Pruvides large target area and
rugged cons'ruction. Can be screw-mounted for stab le positioning.
Comes with AT 162 Cable Assembly.
For use by people with extreme motor limilations Activated by very
light touch and smo l deflection Deflection required can be adjusted
Can be screw-mount ed for head or hand operation Comes with AT 162
Cable Assembly.
For use by people wrh moderate motor limitations. Can be activated by
chin, lateral arm movements or other movements with moderate control
Deflecting leai In either direction activates switch Can be rod- or screw-
mounted in any position Comes with AT 162 Cable Assembly
Used with AT 134 Pedal Switch, AT 160 Touch Switch or AT 161 Leaf
Switch Cable Is 6 leel long with 3 5 mm Mini-Phone plug molded on
each end
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IT Enill-in teat-to-s<pooch
algorithm
a 70 to 100 bits-ner-se" nd
smock syntbesuer
Type 'N Talk,' an important ie 'mological
advance from Voltas, enable, y. • ur com-
puler to talk to you simply and t loarly -
with at, unlimited vocabulary You can
enluy the many leatures of Type N Talk.'
the new test to spoech synthesiser, for
lust $345 00
You operate Type N Talk * by simpl y typ
Ing English test and a talk command
Your typewritten words are automatically
translated 1100 rlectrrnlc slwc h b y the
system 'a micngvcm-esart based test to
speech algorithm
The endless loos of
smech synthesis.
Type 'N T.dk "adds a whole new world of
speaking roles to your computer You can
program verbal tominders to prompt You
th.0ugh a complex tewirr .i%d make your
compuler announce events In leaching.
the computet with Tvlw N Talk 'can
actually tell student, when they to right
a r wtonq even prave A correct answer
And of courve, Type N Talk is q;"I fun
for coml•uter games Your games come to
Idr with svukcn threats lit dannot to
minders aad pl..rso Now all computers
can speak Mako your ono of Oho host
Tod-t o-i m b easy.
q!ISh Irsl v auloindt , ally Ir&uslaled
.0 else lienlr'aliv svt-tnr •1, ' speet h
with 11%1, N Talk A SCII Ao hom
your tenlpuler a kevlwurd r, fed fu
Type'N Talk - Ihr.•u.r'e .n RS 1310 utler
IA'.. Ili	 .1m vich
lust onwt tngli,h it-a1 and hear the venial
response (electronic speech) .'irough your
audio loud araker For ecun,.le simply
type the ASCII chat Aclvrs rer resenting
"h o-I I o" to generate the sew :1•a
word "hello "
T1T"El-'N -TALK"has its
own memory.
Typo  Talk - has its own b"I ui mlcro-
Prax•essur and a 750 character butter to hold
the %voids wTu've typed F•: cr ' w small"
computer can riec•ute program, and •p•'&k
smult.vneously Type N Tali ior •m'I have
to use your host computer's met wry, or W it
up with tune ccmauming Iett tranelatwn
Data switchinq canabillty
allows for Oi71-CIE wage.
Placr Type N Talk between a "oniputer
Of modem and • lelmltlal T ype 'N Talk
can speak all data tent to the Irtmmal
while online with A computer Inlormatlon
randoml y arcossod from A dA!a base canbe verbalised Using Iho Type 'N Talk '
dal& switching capabilit y . the unit can be
"de selected' while data is sent to the
minal and vier versa	 perm: hnq speech
and visual data to be indc, r ,auntly sent
on A amyl.• data channrl
Seledable feah •-ros rmake
intorfacinq versaule.
Type N T&II can be interlaced in several
wa y s usinq .pocial control characterContort it direwily it, a computer s sepal
mlerfaco Then a terminal, lone printer, or
additional Typo 'N T.elk umla can be
connected to the him Type- N Palk.'
elemm.atu. q The need for additional
RS 13: C ports oil 	 computer
Uxinq unit A,- u1nment codes multiple
1 y lw 'N Talk union can I,- dm:.y chained
Unit addlt • sulq code* allow independent
cuntr.-I of Twin, - N Talk - units and
your pf-ler
Look what yco got for S345.00.
TYPE-'N=1 1,ai comes with:
• Text tospeech algorithm
• A one wall audio am;-Irhar
• SC 01 speech synthesirer chip (data
rte 70 10 100 bits pet second)
• 750 character buffer
• Data switching capability
• Selectable data modes for veisatdo
interfacing
• Baud rate (75 9600)
• Data echo of ASCII characters
• Phoneme act-was modes
• RS 2320 interface
• Complete programming and Installation
Tnatrucftons
The Vortex Type 'N Talk' is one of the
@astral lu program tPoerh s ynthesizers on
the market 11 uncs the least amount of
mrmury and it gives you the most Ilesible
vu, &bul.,y avall&blu atrv-here
Order now. Toll tree.
mil-3L.3L3L3 L-AL3 LA
Call the toll free number below to
© order or request additional inlor•
matron MaatrrCaid of Visa
accepted Charge to your credit
card or send a chock lot S I4S W
plus $I 00 dth yery Add 4 1 . silos
tax .n Michigan
1-900-521-1350.
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I.	 INTRI3.000TION
The TMS 5100 is a PMOS voice synthesis processor (VSP). Speech is synthesized by processing an externally provided
variable-data rate bit stream of encoded speech data and converting the result to an aud.ble output with an on-chip
eight bit D'A converter and push pull amplifier The TMS 5100 was designed to be used with one or more TMS 6100
128K bit (ROM) vorcesynthesis memories (VSM) and therefore outputs all control signals necessary for direct interface
Control of the VSP is normally provided by an external device (e.g., TMS 1000! through four control pins and a
command clock.
2. THEORY OF OPERATION
21 LINEAR PREDICTIVE CODING
Linear predictive coding (LPCI synthesizes human speech by recovering from the original speech enough data to con
struct a time varying dig tal filter modeling the voice tract and exciting this filter with a d-g tal representation of
e thcr glottal air impulses o r the rush of air that produces unvoi—d sounds.
The TMS 5100 design is based on a 40 Hz frame rate (the rate at which new speech data — a maximum of 49 bits'
frame — is obtained from the external memory), and an 8 kHz sample rate which corresponds to a maximum output
frequency of 4 kHz Each 49 bit frame defines excitation and filter characteristics that are linearly interpolated (every
3 125 millisecond) to be smoothly time varying throughoit the 25 millisecond interval between frames This allows a
relatively low (1960 brts'sec maximum) da!a rate to produce high quality speech The data rate is actually slower than
this since certain speech parameters are not necessary in some instances as described in the next section.
DATA FORMAT — FRAMES
Each 49-bit fame is com posed of 13 parani
(1) Energy (amplitude — four bits).
(2) Repeat bit,
(3) Pitch (frequenc/ — five bits).
(4) Ten reflection coe;frcients IK parameters — K1, and K2, five bits each. K3 K7, four bits each.
K8 K 10 three bits each),
The K para meters are used to define the voca l tric! transfer function.
A full ,et o f parameters for each frame wo.ild require a data rate o f 40 Hz X 49 bits = 1960 b is/second Three special
cases. in whic h
 a full frame is not necessary, allow the data rate to be considerab l y reduced
111 Since the vocal tract changes shape relatively slowly, of is often Possible to repeat p r evious re fi ec!ron co-
effic en' data If the repeat bit is set to a 1, the K parameters from the previous frame are used and no
more data is accesserr from memory Th s makes repeated frames on l y 10 bits .n length (4 energy 1
re peat, b pitch)
(2) Unvoiced sounds (such as s, f , t, sh) require fewer reflection coefficients When pitch = 00000 , only
K1 K4 are used K5 K10 are internally zeroed, makino an unvoiced frame of 28 bits (4 energy 1 repeat,
5 pitch, K1 and K2 — five b • ts each, K3 and K4 — four bits each).
(3' When energy = 0000 no other data is required. Energy is zero during inte r word or rntersvllable pauses.
When energy = 1111, it is detected as an end-of phrase and the TMS 5100 stops talking Both of these cases
yield a four bit frame
The comb, aat-on of these three uses has reduced the average data rate to nominally 1200 bits/sec
EXAMPLE PHRASE — "HELP"
Table 1 shows the word "HE LP" bit b y
 bit. frame by frame
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TABLE 1 - HELP
0000
01000000001001101110100 10111
0111000601
1101100100100001010010000110011110CQ0101011)0101010
1101100111
1110100111
1101101000011010111110101010100101111()00100101101
11011010000111001011100011001101100001001OLX)Il1U1
1101100110100010101001101001111110110101010000ii0
1011100101
101010010001101001111L1001100111101110010001010110
100 110000 1
1001011101
1000011011
0010011100()(11010010111011001111001010111001011011
0000
0000
0000
0111000000101000101110111000
0111000000100010101110110i10
0101000001
0011000000100110011110100110
00100000001001000i0110110101
0000
1111
r	 r z N v In so r^% op rn o
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J
H
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w	 cc
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22 TMS 5100
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The T%1S 5100,s controlled by commands u1- five p.ns the Control Bus ICTL 1 2.1 91 .1-111 !hr pr,lcrssor data ,'orIt.
IPDC) (see TAlle 2) A command is f rst set up on file Control Rus (1t,th the PDC owl, t h e n %imbed - n io t he dev c r by
toggfinq the PDC (low h-gh local Mulh nibble Commands. such n Loid Address are rrecuted b y stfolvng,n the
command first. then selting up the data tin file Control Bus and toggl 1-q the PDC The hryrnr.rnq of each tomm,nat
description gives the hwary form of rash command
PDC'S
CTL1
REQUIRED
ILSB)
x l
X
x s
x
x t
x t
t )
TABLE 7 TMS5100 COMMAND LIST
CONTROL BUS CONTENTS
NAME
	 CTL8	 CTLd	 CTL2
rueol
RESET
	 0	 0	 0
L OAD ADDRESS	 0	 J	 t
OUTPUT	 J	 1	 0
READ BIT	 t	 0	 0
SPEAK	 l	 0	 1
READ & BRANCH	 1	 1	 0
I
TEST TALK
	
1	 1	 1
to- r.a's	
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2
RESET
The Re%e- command (000X) is used to s y nc hr un to a command sequence Since there are some multi nibble commands
Duch a, load Address which requires a Load Address command followed by address dotal the TMS 5100 ma y not
be reads to accept a command for exam ple when the device is expecting data in a load add r ess sequence The Reset
command must be exrCUted three times to ensure That the next toggling of the PDC will strobe in a command, not
data
The Reset com mand can also be used to halt speech The execution of the Reset command while the TMS 5100 is
ta l k, rg completr l y hilh the device but does not dear a ny internal regoters Thn allows the rest of the phrase to be
spoken upon subsequent execution of the Speak command
LOAD ADDRESS
This command 1001 XI loaM the address of a phrase contained in a VSM. r e . 1MC 6100 Ts. , is a two nibble command.
the first nibble is the Load Address command (001 X) Once that has twin toggled in, the TMS 5100 expects the data
ta n the Control Bus to to four address tats U pon togglrny the PDC the chip gates this address (along with the prole
conliol signals) to the VSM This two nibble sequence is repeated as many times as necessary to complete loading o f the
VSM address register For example. th , Till 6100 requires five Load Address sequences. i.e.. it takes exactly ten toggles
of the PDC to load an address
READ & BRANCH
Th s instruction (110X) is an indirect load address command for a single ROM system Frrsl an address is loaded
This is the address of a word in the VSM That contains the address of data that the user desires The Reid and Branch
command is now executed and the VSM address reg-ster is loaded with the contents of the ROM byte (s pecified in the
Load Address se q uencel and the nevi consecutive b y te In this manner a look up table of phrase addresses tan be
stored in the VSM and easily accessed The execution of this command also performs a dummy read so that a Read Bit
or Steak command can be immediately executed to access data or begin speech (Note the addressed byte holds the
MSS s of thr VSM address The next sequential b y te ho l ds the right LSB's of the VSM address The VSM uses only
the 14 LSB s of these Iwo bytes. and therelore the Read and Branch command is local to only one VSM, i e a look
up tab l e for data must be on the same chip as The data itself
SPE AA
This command (101X1 is used to start the TMS 5100 talking After an address has been loaded and a dummy read
performed Isee F i gure 1). this command is Toggl yd into the TMS 5100 and it immediatel y begins transferring data
from the VSM aril talking The speech can now be interrupted by the Reset command if desired and restarted later
by srrnpts toggl ing the Speak command into the device again If no Reset command is issued during the speech the
device co n tinues talking unti l it detects an end of phr ase datum Isee Sections 4 7 and 4 3)
TEST TALK
The Test Talk command 1111X) was created so that the controlling device would know when the TMS 5100 is
fen shrd talking This i s a three PDC command the f rst PDC clods in the comenarsd, the second gates the status of
the ta l k latch in the device to CTL 1 and enables the CTL output buffers the third returns the CTL pi ns to inputs
A f ar the falling edge o f the second PDC. CTl1 will be high if the TMS 5100 is talking and as soon as the device
detects a n erd of vlr ase datum, it will go low indicating the end of $perch Note that no commands will be under
stood by The device until the third PDC is used since the CTL output butters art- enabled (Sir Figure 11 Also note
that the mrihor) o f esunng two Reset commands (see Reset command section) would also guarantee the next toggle of
the PDC to mean a command exists on CTL
RE AD BIT/OUTPUT
The Read B t command 000)(1 is used lot two reasons (1) trading data out o f VSM in conjunction with the Out
put com m and (010X I and Il l chang.ng the duact.on of the ADDS Data true from VSP output to VSP input (a "dummy
read option pro: to usrny a "Speak' command)
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YES
CTL • 100X
PDC • J"t
(DUMMY
READ)
VAAIT
100'S
PDC n Impton tn• Co—and on Cont–I 8„1 .s vt p hNore PDC h Qh
CT L - X X X II meant contents of Control R.s
START
CTL =OOOX
PDC • JZ
(RESET)
CTL - OOOX
POC - J-1-
(RESET)
CTL - OOOX
POC - J
(RESET)
CTL-00!X
PDC - J-L
ILOAD ADDR
COMMAND(
CTL - (4 BIT
ADDRESS)
PDC - T-1
ADDRESS N NO
LOADEDY
CTL - 101 X
PDC - J-L
(SPEAK
COMMAND)
CTL - 1111X
PDC - J-L.
(TEST TALKI
CTL - (DON T
CARE)
PDC - _ I-1_
STATUS OF
LATCH TO CTL1
IS	 YES
CTLI - 1'
NO
DONE TALKING
TMS 5130
STILL
TALKING
FIGURE t - OPERATIONFLOW - TALK COMMAND SEOUENCE
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4
Date car, tie read out of the VSN' by
11)
	
Load-ny a 20 bit addrra.
(2 1 	 Performing a dummy read.
(3 1 	 Perfo r m ny four Read B , t Commands sequentially to load the 4 bit data buffer In the TMS 5100,
141 Togttl nq the PDC w.th an Out p ut command on CTL,
(5 1 	 Togg l ing the PDC aga lI to retu r n the CTL p i ns to Inputs
(6)	 Toggling the PDC again to return the CTL p i ns to Inputs
111	 Going to ste p 4 and repealing until all needed data is obtained
Data Is transferred between the VSM and t he speech synthesizer over the ADDS pin Since this p in Is usually an in
put on the VSM and an output on the TMS 5100 a dummy read Is required to reverse the data flow so that data Is
nos% tvans f e rl esf •, the other d,rectwn This nerd only be performed when a nes% address is loaded as the correct
directio n of data flow will %ti ll he set In cases suc h at Interru p ted s peech or in between seouentlal data reads (see P610
Transfer Bit section)
3 OPERATION OF TMS 5100 VS/P WITH TMS 6100 VS/M
This section is intended as an aid for thou• who ma y desire to interface the TMS 6100 ROM to the TMS 5100 The
following sections desc r ibe the timing of the control signals (ADD1 ADD2 ADD4. ADDS. ROMCLK. MO . and M1)
that the TN1S 5100 provides to the ROM It Is suggested tuft the reader obtain a co py of the TMS 6100 specification
to fu r ther clarity t hi s discussion
DESCRIPTION OF T t 1E TN1S 6100
The TMS 6100 contains an auto Incrementing address req tier no further load address sequences art- needed if the data
Is sequentia ll y pos , tloneuf In the ROM See Figure 2 fo r operation flow
The TMS 6100 Is a mask programmable 128K bit Real Only Memory Internal l y organized as 16K words of 8 bits.
externally 11 appears as 128K X 1 Once the 20 bit add r ess (14 bit% to se l ect a byte withi n the device. 4 chip select
bits 2 tsrts ignored) i t loaded through ADD1. ADD2. ADD4 and ADDS in five Load Address se q uences, data is read
out tilt wise by togg l "19 a control pill MO The RON' contains an on chi p address counter .rh ch Is Incremented every
eight bits (eight togg l es of M01 The tour inle rrsa' chip select bits are a mask programmable option, and allow parallel
connection o f u p to 16 ROMs (about 30 m , nute+of speech) without the need o f external select circuitry
M1 I. OAD ADDRESS
The TMS 5100 loads an address to The TMS 6100 using the ADD bus and M1 control pin As the PDC is brought high
during the address portion of a load address sequence, the TMS 5100 brings Mi high and gates the CT L bus to the ADD
but Wh e n the PDC is brou ght low. 11i goes low and the TMS 6100 stores the nibble In Its address register This 18 bit
register 1% filled after five toggles of M1 (ten toggles of the PDC, as M1 stays low when the Load Address command
(001 X 1 is C l ocked in 1
MO - TRANSFER SIT
Data I s t r a n s f e r red from the ROM to the TMS 5100 over the ADDS pi n Togg l ing MO Instructs The ROM to transfer the
next required tilt As the PDC is broug h t high during a Read Sir command, the TN'S 5100 toggles MO and acce pts the
new bit Into its four bit buffer over the ADDS pin The first MO a l le y a load address sequence changes the direction of
the ADDS Data line
ROM CLOCK
The TMS 6 1 00 requires a clock input of from 100 kHz to 200 kHz This clock is used to pe r form shifting and lousing
o f data w t h in the device s ' pu l ses o f MO o r M1 must be made in synchronization with this clock as shown in the
tim.ng Biagi ams
It is sugyested that any circuitry emu l ati ng the TMS 6100 be designed to be svnC hr o nous with the ROM CLK output
o f the TMS 6100 or inconsistent results ma y be obtained
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CTL - O(' X
PDC - - M-
(R E
	 f1
F
;TL-000>
OC - 1"L
'RESETI
CTL - 0010
PDC • !Z
ROAD ADDR
CT.. • iA.'Df^
DC•-ri
J	 ^1
ADORE CS
	
Mn
'-I UADED'
i^
"ES
CT1_ 1OWX
PD :7 • ,7
fGI^MMV	 1
REAM
WAIT
700 ^+
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4. TMS 5100 SPECIFICATIONS
4.1 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS' OVER OPERATING FREE AIR TEMPERATURE RANGE
(UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED)
Su pp ly Voltage VDD (see Note 11 	 -20 V to +0 3 V
Voltage app lied to any device pin	 ....	 -24 V to +0 3 V
Storaqe temperature
	
-30'C to +125`C
Operating temperature 	 O*C to +70`C
Continuous power dissi pation	 .......	 600 mN
NOTE t All .ortege .Slue..,* w,rn .@.pact to VS5
"'trwxoj oevond those I, .fe,t undo ' A h.o l ute Maxnnum Ret. ngi may ciu.e permanent damage to the oev¢o Th-. a stress rn,ng only and
tunctlonal of the device of I hwo or povond C h ow hold undo, the Re(o m mon Jed u perat,ng CO n d,f,on. wcl,on of it - w., ,tnit.o.
is hot Im phed E ePosu,w to oh.Olul. meumuT rated cond,t.o hs f or ..tendecl perlo ^f m ar eff ect davrC. rel,en,lnv
4.2 RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS
PARAMETER MIN NOM MAX UNIT
Su pply voll&w V DD -83 -9 -9 7 V
High level Iripul voltage I t" Note 21 -0 7 0 V
Low ltvtt Input voltagr Ise* Note 21 V -4 V
Oscillator freque n c y (external RC) 608 640 674 ► H;
Ope rati ng her a . , temperawrr T A 0 25 70 ' C
4.3 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OVER OPERATING FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE RANGE, VDD - -9 V
MIN TVP	 MAX
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT(See Note 2)
H,gh lava ADDS -0 7 0
VIH Input vduge
-- — ----
V
CTL1 CTL2 CTL4 CTLS PDC -095	 0
VIL
	
Loh level input Voltage all Input% -24
---Y-
4 L'
ROM CLK CPU CLK 10 11
H gt` level -0 S 0VON ADPI AD02 AD04 ADD8 ION • 100 yA V
output.ol tage —
CTLI CTL2. CTL4, CTL8 -0 %	 0
VOL Low leve l output val" NI outputs IOL	 100 uA VOD 5 V
[IN H,gr, level i nput Curren t VI	 0 V 100 PA
III, Lon level input CIIr , Mt VI	 - 2 1 V 50 YA
'oil Su pp l y cu rr ent All inputs a n d outputs ripe n
10011 wea.e , toad
20	 45 mA
----_
Power output to weak er
501 	 each outvul 30
mN
%oTE 2 Th e elga Dralc co .—1,nn Mhe'. In. mw. beds,.. it". p'N,tuel Irma 1s de.ugnaled a. mrnlmum 1. used ,n In.. date .n eat to, tog-.
.o l (eg. —*Is Only
44 TIMING REQUIREMENTS, DATA CUTPUT AND 1/0 MODE SWITCHING ITEST TALK, OUTPUT) SEE FIGURE 3
PARAMETER MIN	 MAX UNIT
t	 CS setup time 0 w
t nH	 Pulse n,dt h P DC high 1 CV( le
I 'm
	
Pulse w,dtn roc high f in, - 640.H 1 6 25 y.
1.1,	 Pulse n,dt n PDC low 1 cvcle•
t nL	 Pulse w,dl n PDC ton. I M, - 640 .Ht 6 25 pi
t t v4',441	... eI f A - 25'C.
i C"lo rob,. tU th. p.'v cent Irma In Cr ­; uoc. cvclat.
Sl
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4 5 TIMING REQUIREMENTS, COMMAND AND DATA TRANSFER (LOAD ADDRESS, RESET, READ BIT,
READY BRANCH, SPEAK) SEE FIGURE 4
PARAMETER MIN	 MAX UNIT
i su	 Data and CS setup 1­ v 0 us
Ih	 Data hold time 1	 75 ivcl!'
t h	 Data hold time. I osc - 640 kHz • 109 ws
1 wH	 Pulse width, POC high I cycle'
IwH	 ' ulte width POC h.yh . t o, - 640 kHz 6 :5 us
I'" 	 Pulse width . PDC low 1
t wL	 Pulse width. POC low. IoK - 640 kHz 6 25 ut
The %vstem clock is set by using the ROM clock 1160 kHZI.
4 6 SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS OVER OPERATING FREE AIR TEMPERATURE RANCE. VDD = —9
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN T y P t
 MAX UNIT
t C sc 0"'llat Or Irequency 608 640
	
674 kHz
l dIDl Data output time 1 75 cvcle'
tdlD) Data output time to, • 640 kHz 7 8 B t us
td11:01 Output UU t1er swoching time 1 :5 Cycle'
Idle	 01 Output 6ulter swttchmc; time lox • 640 kHz 78 8 1 us
r Typ ical reluea ere at T A - 15•!7.
f C y .le re t ell to the equlvelent time in CPU clock cVCIK
H
CS
	
ISEE NOTE AI	 L
I
1	 .^
POC
^_twH—__^1 	I
I	 ^IIF—' W L —^1
I	 I	 I
I	 N
	
CTLI,CTL2.
	 I	 i	 tI	 I	 I
	
CTL4 CTL8	 +	 ---r^—__—^--	 L
	
,SEE NOTE BI	 l	 i
Ifta•-- I , I D I	 J	 t all 01—^
	
1	 I	 1
OUTPUT
CTL BUFFER
	
STATE
	
i%PUT
%OTF S
	 A O..tp,t hullers ve er+anleo O h ly wade CS s h, gh T u rh. o n @ net turn o f t .:,.^.vt s . • •q un a g ent to 0 ' ti -^.	 , tn• ^ , r.le
0 For TEST TALE( onl y C T LI rsacb.e.
FIGURE ] - TIMING DIAGRAM DATA OUTPUT AND i'O MODE SWITCHING
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I
I
PDC
	fSEE NOTE Al	 I
^twH—^^
	 1
1 _	 1•	 IVrL^^
I
	CTLI	 1	 SEE NOTE 8 rt----
1	 I
1	 tlr^--- t n	 C+
ttu —^ '^	 I
NOTES A After td Command 00Kf1pirdM for f'DL raawramants
B CT L1 i s nrslw.sm (don't cacai for co—and ir•^s4 r wma as CTLI. CTLa CT LB tow add,ass vsnsty,
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MECHANICAL DATA
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APPENDIX
SYSTEM CLOCKS'
TMS 5100
RC OPTION
g
T1145	 N100 OPT IO
 (NOTIMPLEMENTEO)
iEFOSC
 VSS
C-5
VC, •5 V
VSP ii iiiiiiiii
CENAMIC RESONATOR OPTION
'Tn• avelem clock I. wt by using tn• ROM CLK 1160 kH:1
FIGURE A 1 — TMS 5100 OSCILLATOR OPTIONS
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14 ADDRESS BITS
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1.	 P.TRODUCTION
The TMS 6100 is a PMOS 128K ROM Internally organized as 16K x 8. Externally it appears as either a one bit (serial)
or four bit (parallel) output. Once the 14-bit address (of any eight bit bytes Is written I,,to the device, data is read out
one bit or one nibble (half byte) at a time by toggling a control pin. After eig,'1t bits or two nibbles have been read, the
adiress Is Internally incremented. This allows quick download of the ROM starting at one address (at f clk • 200 kHz,
the ROM can be read completely In 1.3 seconds). The output (one-bit or four-bit) is a mask programmable option as
is an Internal chip select allowing parallel connection of up to 16 ROMS (256K bytes).
THEORY OF OPERATION
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the TMS 6100. M1 and M„ are ccntrol signals (formerly called 10 and 11 ) and
determine the mode of operation of the device. The clock Input to the device should be a maximum of 200 kHz.
For proper operation of the TMS 6100 it must be initialized after power Is a pp lied. This Is accomplished by perform-
ing a dummy "load address' and then a dummy "data transfer". The dummy load address is done by pulsing M1 once
in accordance with the device's timing constraints. The dummy data (read) transfer Is done by pulsing MO once and
then waiting 80 microseconds.
In this state the device is ready to accept Its first address. The address is loaded as shown In the timing diagram. Five
nibbles (one nibble Is four bits) must be loaded Into the TMS 6100 constituting one address. Each nibble is first set up
on the data pins and then clocked with one pulse of M1. This address can be broken down as follows.
A	 I	 8
	 I	 r_	 I	 0	 I	 E
LEAST SIGNIFICANT	 MOST SIGNIFICANT
The least significant nibble (LSN),A, Is loaded Into the ROM first and the most significant nibble IMSNI.E, Is loaded
last. The nibble- A thru C and half of D as shown In the diagram make up fourteen bits of address used Internally to
address the memory array. These bits define one of 16,384 possible Internal addresses At each address there are eight
bits of data. This data is read from the addressed location in either two or eight read cycles If the one bit out put is
selected, each MO pulse puts a new bit on ADDS, eight pulses per byt If the four bit output is selected, each MO pulse
puts four new bits on ADD8 through ADD I, two pulses per byte The data Is read out from LSB to MS8 or from LSN
to MSN. After a byte has been read, the Internal address counter Is Incremented (Note the my the least significant
bit or nibble can be directly addressed The rest of the byte must be accessed through pulsing of the MO pin, however,
after one address Is loaded data can be dumped sequentially by continued pulsing of MO )
When the TMS 6100,s used singly, an indirect address techn que is available After a load address sequence s completed
both MO and M1 are pulsed simultaneously This causes the contents of the addressed byte and the following b y te to be
loaded Into the Internal address counter and an access initiated After a 320 ns wart, a "data transfer" pulse or series of
pulses will cause the out put of data stored in the Indirectly addressed byte. No dummy data rranster .s needed.
It should be noted that all wall times specified art proportional to ROM clock period, e.g., a 20 ns wait at 200 kHz is
a 100 ns wait at 160 kHz.
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The TMS 6100 has an internal chip select as well as an external select The four address bits consutut.ng  the most
significant hall of 0 Ind the least significant hall of E in the diag r am make so n the i^ r e-nal chip select They can be
thought of as an extention of the address resistor When an Addr Hs is loaded that is l owe r than the one that enables
the device. the part does not respond to any request for data in the form of reading from the dewe. but if sufficient
reads are performed to increment the address to that value enabling the d±vice, it will respond Similarly, of an address
is loaded that enables the device and sufficient reads are performed incrementing the address beyond that which
enables The device, the device wil! closable itself and not respond to any further reads. It is in this way tha t the internal
chop select acts as a bank decoder, allowing 16 devices (one from each bank) to be bussed together.
The internal chip select can be programmed as one of 16 values. Th. value for this code appea,s in the gate placement
deck as "BANK". The value specified here 15 a hexadecimal number between 0 and F. This corres ponds to a decimal
number between 0 and 15.
The external chi p select s active low ana may be thused to 16 devices (one from each bank) This is also program
ma p le and can be Programmed as a select or programmed o pen In the open mode the device is always enabled if the
internal chip select is valid regardless of the state of the external select
An additional feature is the exclusive OR option. When programmed in the gate placement deck (EXOR - 1), the
MSB of the internal chip select is E XOR'ed with the a pin The result is AND'ed with the internal and external chip
selects to select the chip. This allows connection of up to 16 devices without extra select Circuitry.
FXCLUSIVE 40R OPTION TRUTH TABLE
R
MSB OF
I NTERNAL SELECT
ACTUAL"
CHIP SELECT
L
L
H
H
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
Actual Chip Select • tT Q Internal Chip Select
• Aa,,--, CO-90 lo— l — 10-0 , o, h, D M-K I b- Is
FIGURE 1 — TTMS 6100 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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3.	 TA1S 6100 ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
3 1	 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS' (OVER FREE AIR TEMPERATURE RANGE)
Vo l taoe a ppl ied to any device pin (see Note 1)
	
...............	 ..................	 -15 V to +0 3 V
Supply voltage range, V OI D	 ...	 .............	 ..	 -15 V to +0 3 V
Continuous power dissi pation.....	 300 mW..........	 ... ..	 ...
Operating tree air temperature range
	
...... 0` C to 70°C
Storage temperat •• e range	 . 30 ` C to 125°C.......................
' STrlsses be y ond those listed under - Absolute Maximum Ratings" may Cause permanent damage to the device. This is e strew rating only and
f unctional operation of The device a t thew or an y other conditions beyond those listed under the "Recommends,, rlpersfing Conditions"
section of this sp rc[first ion is not Im p lied. Ex p osure to absolule•me-imuntrated conditions for extended Periods may affect device felia011lTy,
3.2
	
RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS
I PARAMETER MIN	 NOM
IS** Note 21
MAX UNIT
V () l,a-n Supply vo ltage -83
	 -9 9 7 V
V55 Suhse,ate Su pply voltage 0 V
VIH High level input voltage -1
V
V
-4
V
VVIL	 Lon leve l input voltage
TA OLWAIIing I,ee a1r tempe'anrre	 -- Q 70 C
NOTES t Voltage .slop are with respect to VSS
7 The algebraic co n ventio n w here ter more negative (lp s positive) limit Is dwig ny teu	 ,-tlnlmum is used in thq data sn"% for logic
vo l tage levels Only
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	 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OVER RECOMMENDED OPERATING FREE AIR TEMPERATURE RANGE
AND AT -9 V VDD OPERATING VOLTAGE
PARAMETER TcST CONDITIONS
MIN	 MAX
IS" Note 21
UNIT
V OH	 High level output vo yage 10N - -100 uA	 VDp	 -9 V -06 V
VO L 	Lovv level output voltage IOL - 100 uA -42 V
I IH	 High Ievel input current VIH - -0.6 V 10 YA
OI L	LOvvlevel input current VIL	 -4 7 V -10 uA
10	 Output current VI - VSS 10 VDD 110 uA
D0	 D,ain supply current 10 mA
3.4 TIMING REOUIRFMENTS
PARAMETER MIN	 NOM MAX UNIT
loo
	
Clock Ireiluencv
	
--- 100	 160	 200 AHr
ICHIH	 Dal ay time. clod high to control (10 or I11 nigh 	 _-- 0	 1 uS
lc(M11	 M1 cycle hme 10 us
tvy,	 M0. MI pulse width 5 0 
ISU	 Address setup time 7 5 Mt
to	 Add,ess hold hme 5 us
I dt F R)	 F list read de l ay 8ot us
t dllAI	 Indirect address dela y ?: J t ua
tcl,dl	 Paral:ei data read c y cle lime	 40,	 A us
tclsrdl	 Serial data read cycle time 	 10^ us
t Terse requirements ere for lcls - 200 sHr. T,mw we inversely pro portion&, to Icls.
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FIGURE 4
3.5
	
	 SV'VITCHING CHARACTERISTICS OVER RECOMMENDED OPERATING FREE-AIR TEMPERATURE RANGE,
VDD--9V
PARAMETER I MIN
	
MAX UNIT
41MN
	
Acrns 1—p Isom contro ' MO 1 T	 ^s
4.	 TERMINAL ASSIGNMENTS
1 28
2 27
3 26
a 25
5 24
6 23
7 2?
R 21
9 20
10 19
11 1R
12 17
13 16
14 15
NC - no internal connection
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VDD
NC
DATA;ADD1
DATA'ADD:
DATA/ADD-1
DATA/ADDS
CLk
NC
NC
MO
Mt
NC
CS
VSs
^ N,^.
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X0
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5. MECHANICAL DATA
TMS 6100 — 28-PIN 60)0aNIL PLASTIC PACKAGE (100-MIL PIN SPACING)
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1. FEATURES
•	 High quality speech at low data rate.
•	 Performance and reliability o f electronic systems based on integrated circuits.
• Cost effective fabrication process — PMOS.
• Minimum external components.
•	 Simple external interface.
• Low power consumption: Battery Operated.
•	 Efficient coding permitting storage of a large number of messages.
•	 Suitable for synthesis of Speech and Sound effects.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The VOICE SYNTHESIS SYSTEM described herein utilizes a method of speech encoding known as p itch excited
linear predictive coding (LPC). The speech is synthesized by exciting a time varying digital filter modelling the human
vocal tract with a digital representation of glottal air impulses for voiced sounds, or the rush of the air for unvoiced
sounds.
A typical three-chip system consisting of the TMS 5100 voice synthesis processor (VS/P), the TMS 6100 ROM voice
and the TMS 1000 family controller is shown in Figure 1. The TMS 5100 is designed to synthesize speech from a
variable-data-rate bit stream provided by the 128K read-only memory, the TMS 6100- Up to 16 TMS 6100 ROMs may
be used in a single system, providing the potential of storing 2 million bits, or 30 minutes of speech, or a vocabulary
of over 2500 words. The multifunction controller, a 4 bit miciocomputer, spends very little time on speech synthesis
itself, this is due to the simplicity of external interface required by the synthesizer. It can, therefore, fullf ll easily its
primary objective-control of peripherals, such as keyboard, displays, or sensors.
2.1	 VOICE SYNTHESIS PROCESSOR
The TMS 5100 chip is designed for a 40 Hz frame rate (the rat° at which new speech data-typically 49-bits — obtained
from the speech ROM) and a 8 kHz sampling rate, which corresponds to a 4 kHz voice band A block diagram of the
synthesizer is given in Figure 2.
The ten stage d g ta; filter shown in simplified  form in Figure 3 has the excitation signal applied at the input of stage
10, and produces samples representing synthesized speech at the out put of stage I. The digital filter structure is that
of two-multi p ly lattice filter, performing two's complement arithmetic with 10-bit time varying reflection coeff cents
and 14 bit intermediate results. The calculations performed in each stage are represented in Figure 4 Recoding p i pe-
line multiplier performs these overlap p ing multiplies at a rate of one every 6.25 microseconds. For voiced sounds, a
6 25 millisecond  long excitation signal is applied to the input at a time interval equal to the pitch period. For un-
voiced sounds, the excitation has a constant magnitude and pseudo-random sign.
The 12 synthesis parameters (the reflection coefficients K1 K10, pitch, and energy( are stored in the s peech ROM
in coded form Each parameter can assume only a certain number of values from the 2 10 available. As the number
of allowed levels is related to the number of code bits required in the speech ROM, a compromise has been made
between speech quality and data storage. The distribution  of the number of levels (and, consequently the number of
code bits) among the s y nthesis parameters is given in Table 1
A full set of parameters for each frame would require a data rate of 1960 b,ts.'second In three special cases. 1 e , slowly
varying sha pe of the vocal tract, generation of unvoiced sounds, and during an inter word or inter syllab l e parse, the
data rate can be further reduced The combined effect of these three special cases reduces the average data rate to
only 1100 bits/second.
f
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In most uses it is desirable for speech parameters to var y smoothly from frame to frame, rather than he updated
every frame period To this end, the TMS 5100 cor,ta ns all necessary logic to do a n ap prox;mately linear interpolation
of all parameters at eight equidistant points within each frame
Th- TMS 5100 contains an 8-bit digital to analog converter with one-half LSB accuracy. It also incorporatrs a 36
mill watt push-pull speaker driver.
The TMS 5100 has a six line control interface partitioned as follows. four bidirectional  lines CTL 1 8 for transfer of
commands and ROM addresses to the TMS 5100, or of speech status, or of ROM data to the TMS 5100, one prod
essor data clock line (PDC) to transfer the data on CTL 1 . 8. and. one chip select (CSI line to enable the foremen-
troned five Imes
2.2	 VOICE SYNTHESIS MEMORY
In order to store a relatively large vocabulary in a single integrated circuit, the s peech sy nthesis system makes use of
the TMS 6100 — a 16,384 X 8 mask-programmable read-only memory. The chip features a multiplex addressing
scheme with an internal 18 bit-address counter /register. Fourteen bits of the address go directly to the ROM array,
while the remaining four MSB's address four programmable gates to select 1 of 16 chips.
There are two control lines MO and M1, and four data lines ADD 1 . 8. While ADD 1-8 constitute a four bit wide input,
ADD 8 acts also as the serial-data-output line.
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TMS 5100 PIN DESIGNATIONS
NO.	 SIGNATURE	 DESCRIPTION
1 TST 1 est
2 PDC Processor datatlock input
3 ROM CK ROM-clock out put (160 KHO
4 CPU CK CRUclock output (320 KHt)
5 VDD Drain supply voltage
6 C.R OSC Oscillator input
7 R.C. OSC Osu113t0r input
8 T11 Test sync
9 NC No internal connect;on
10 1/0 Test/digital output
11 SPK1 Speaker drive
12 SPK2 Speaker drive
13 PROM OUT Test
14 VSS Substrate su pp l y voltage
15 MO Command bit to TMS 6100
16 NC No internal connection
17 NC No internal connection
18 NC No internal connemon
19 M1 Command bit to TMS 6100
20 CTL4 TMS IXXX control
21 ADD4 TMS 6100 address
22 ADD2 TMS 6100 address
23 CTL2 TMS 1XXX control
24 ADD1 TMS 6100 address/data in
25 CTL1 TMS 1 X X X control
26 A008 TMS 6100 address
21 CTL8 TMS 1XXX control
28 CS TMS 6100 chip select
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TABLE 1 - L ►C -10 SPEECH SYNTHESIS CODING
PARAMETER NUMBEROF NUMBER OF
PARAMETER
NUMBER ALLOWED VALUES CODE BITS
1 AMPLITUDE 15 4
2a REPEAT BIT 2 1
2b PITCH J2 4
J KI 32 5
4 K2 32 5
5 K3 16 4
6 K4 16 4
7 KS 16 4
8 K6 16 4
9 K7 16 4
IC K8 6 3
11 A9 8 3
12 K10 8 3
	
3.	 TMS 5100 SPECIFICATIONS
	
3.1	 TMS 5100 ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS OVER OPERATING FREE AIR TEMPERATURE RANGE (UNLESS
OTHERWISE NOTED)
SUPP I V yO l tJge range. VDD (see Note 1) 	 -20 V to +0 3 V
Operating free air tem perature rangy	 0'C to 70`C
Storage temperature range 	
-30'C to 125'C
	
3.2
	
TMS 5100 OPERATING CONDITIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS (FOR COMPLETE CONDITIONS AND CHAR-
ACTERISTICS, SEE THE DETAIL SPECIFICATION FOR THIS DEVICEI
PARAMETER MIN	 NOM MAX UNIT
Supp l y trollaw V OD -83	 -9	 -9 7 V
Supply Current ID^ 45 mA
High ie»I Input troltapa __071
	
0 V
LON4ew 1  Input	 o:tape VDD	 J V
Vo l tap/ app l.fo to any input output to-Mona , -24 V
OKdlat Ur Itequency (wornal RCI 608	 640	 674 kH7
t TKO 90b l e-C con.0^t-or ..,.r• the To r a neat N IIO p pbp Uv01 I.—It 10 0019^0100 •t	 n ^00o In tK, t oocur.	 j tm .op . c .0r1a9O
Nv0 1 0 0­ .
NOTE 1 All .o-u9O .9we1 v• w,tK r 0apact to vSS
r
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4.	 Tr,*S 610: SPECIFICATIONS
t 1	 T'— 17-1 1 71 AFM.('TF A'AXIMUM RATINGS OVER OPERATING FREE AIR TEMPERATURE RANGE (UNLESS
OTHERV.ISE NOTEDI
S..:	 s 127 !r"p• \' DD (see Note 11	 —20 V ti +0 3 V
0:	 ••e( a • te-nr- • atu • e r ange	 O`C to 70'C
S..
	
--pr-ruff, tanoc	 —30`C to 125°C
4 2
	
Tw. 610J OPERATING CONDITIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS (FOR COMPLETE CONDITIONS AND CHAR
ACTERISTICS, SEE THE DETAIL SPECIFICATION FOR THIS DEVICE)
PARAMETER MIN NOM_ MAX UNIT
-8 3	 -9	 -9 7 V
t p;. ^^ .e^.	 IG1 10 mA
0 V
1^.+e .f 	 na.• .r••ar^
	--
VDD
	
-4 V
05 rt
05 .s
1n^ a ^tp •a t0^ ••n• O r` .n M'a I nf mo • f ne9811,411, fleas o01-1-vf 1 1-7 q deli-enatfll as min-m.m ,a —6d in 191-4 doCV men t to , 109-C .•oltim"
n: 'f 1 A .: u^..r.et r• .. t♦ r fu •f.t to ASS
TMS 6100 PIN DESIGNATIONS
NO	 SIGNATURE	 DESCRIPTION
1 VDD Drain supply voltage
2 NC No Internal connection
3 ADD1 Address Input
4 ADD2 Address Input
5 ADD4 Address Input
6 ADDS Address Input'Data out
7 ROM CK Clock Input
8 NC No Internal connection
9 NC No Internal connection
10 M0 Command bit 0 Input
1 1 M 1 Command bit 1 Input
12 NC No Internal connection
13 CS Cnlp select
14 VSS Substrate supp l y voltage
15 NC
16 NC
17 NC
10 NC
19 NC
20 NC
21
N:
No Internal con lemon
22 NC
23 NC
24 NC
25 NC
26 NC
27 NC
20 NC
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Speech Synthesis
INTRODUCTION
Electronic Speech circuits offer a new dimension of
sophls"cation to many modern machines As annuncle.
tors In trains, eleveto(s. office buildings. autos, bifplSnos,
terminals. toys and games, etc , electronic speech circuits
provide a more direct and na!u f al ennounCarhent than
bells. buzze rs or lights With electronic voice signals,
complex directions can be c;" • ly given in any language
and with a minimum of offort
In the past, electronic announCemMl systems required
elabor ate tale mechanisms These systems were •xpen
g ive and troublesome. so their use was limited to the small
number of applications that required speech announce,
monts IS g . telephone announcement systems) The first
alltlectronic systems used analog to digital conversion
techniques to convert &clue] voice into digital signals
These speech Signals were then stored as PCM or
delta modulation signals in "micorductor memories
The major problem with this arrangement was the
massive memory required for a moderate amount of an
nouncoment time One Second of digital speech, In this
configuralw ., required from l6k to 1001, bill of memory
The latest Solution to electronic sposch is known as
Speech Synthesis This lechhique provides to dramatic
reduction in the memory required for one second of
speech Memory req uirements range from a00 bits to NC0
bits per sacond depording on the desired spes =h Olin
bules and overall quality The synthes ref technique lakes
advantage of Its tact that speech signals are highly
redundant end prsdictsUls by coding only the slowly
vering coefficients of ilpsech of by dramatic compression
of digitized speech, sigmf:cant bandwidth reductions in
the digitized signal can W realized These techniques,
coup led with LSI Semiconductor technology. make true
voice synthesis practical
The Na!ronsl SomlCO rduGtOr speech processor Chip fSPC)
p rovides the complete spsoch Synthesis reproduction Or
Cu.1ry needed 10 garerato high quality and natural speech
(male female or e child '+ voice) . electronic tones or music
A complete chip set is ca l led the DIGITALKER'" If con
gists o f the speech procsssoi chip and a speech ROM The
applications fix chip Oat are endless, but to name e
few
Vo4r a Inlwoclive computer ierminalit
Auto.nolive nautical and aworlsutical instrumentation
annunciators
Voice-back units for banking. weather and time
announcements, acswwing machines, etc
Elovalors, trains, subway systems. ear,
C,onsumw appliances toys and panther
Warning systems la life and poiirw amwgency
All of Ihestr spWiCations benefit from Ine lower .wsraii
cool high rehaAility, er'_e:lent pe rformance and Iasi con
trot response orio.ded by the Somiconductot
DIGITALKER TM
 system The rwnaindst of this note will be
uxot_iillsTM . • war. . %
	 ert....,.w cs
ri "-- 11,_ w rr/
National Semiconductor
Apollcation Note 252
JIM Smith
Dave Weinrich
December 1980
devoted to a description of the MM54104 SPC. the IeeM
niquo used to synt hog its speech and finally g review of the
major DIGITALKER TM applications
SPEECH SYNTHESIS
The basic phonological element of speech Is this
phoneme The phoneme represents a simple sound that
by Itself cannot dlstinC ,
 sh different words Phonemes,
toget her with speaker in.leCticn, volume, em phaW, etc
S •e the fundamental build-ngblock•ofSpeech Theoversll
q Vlity of any &pooch synthesize(, therefore, is directly
controlled by Its ability to faithfully reproduce •I; of the
necessary speech attributes and not lust phonertte
reproduct i on
Th4 common American Eng l ish langurrif consists of sp
pro) .. nul*ly 318 to a0 phonemes— 14- 1b . )wol Sounds and
24 Consonant sounds Each phoneme I• genorated with
either a voiced sound. as In °eye", or an unvoiced sound
Ilk* the sh in "Shy' This difference between a voiced and
unvoiced sound Is vary Important because the unvoiced
sounds are generally fewer In number and less dependent
upon the physiological Uuraeterietics of the speaker A
Speech synthesizer, It tur J out, can exploit this importanl
difference Finally, normal speech rates are •pixoximafe,
ly 10 to 15 phonemes per Second (including susnoe inter
velsi S i nce 36-40 DhOn*rhes can be coded using 6 bits. the
normal bit role lot phone" reproduction is approximate,
ly W to 90 bits pct second Thls bit rate, however, contains
only phoneme Information which Is only one if the many
Important speech altributes
Since phoneme reproduction is a basic element In any
speech synthesizer, an understanding of pfonome con-
struction would be useful Speech Synthesis models use
two driving functions, an impulse source for voiced
sounds end a noise source (hiss noise) fix
sounds Each of these driving aigns i s are llllsred Into
specific frequency bands x torments by timoitsrying
filters The net result, fix particular wt of valid filter
QooflKteniii. is a tormant sound In the human vocal Ifect
System., the driving function consists of the lungs as the
energy Source, and the vocal cords la g*neroling a voiced
sound The driving function lot an unvoiced sound rnliee
on the noise g*heratod as air rushes through the vocal
Chambws and not on vocal co rd vlbialions The formtants
are then genereled toy the resonant chambers of the
Ihioal. mouth and ne"I Cavitl" By cc 'rolling the
pnyalcal nature of these chambers with mouth position,
longue position and throat offllco size, a speaker can con
trot the torments to generate a phonwne 11 should be
noted, howe"t, that lormants are icionlified by dislimlive
froquwicy bands Thw unvoiced sounds do not generate
five" distinctive bonds and therefore do not necessarily
raqutre tle `normal' furnanls lot a faithful reproduction
The" sounds ore cha f ecler izod by a noise of hiss with
very little r esonance This unvoiced resonance Is normally
Identified as a fncativ* torment to g the "oh' sound) and
Is Characterized by an unusually (arVe content of high
frequencrM
N
aZ
N
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A formant base- speech synthesizer, as described pro.
viouely, Mould normally use at least three formant filter
for voiced snunds and one formant filter for Incative
sounds. An additional resonance, called nasal r?Scinarce,
may be included but no dynamic lormant function rs usu-
allyassociated with the nasal resonator For the Synthovi
of a no!mal Eng l ish vowel using a male voice, the three
basic 10rmar' 4 would !all into lhp
 ]pprovimate frequency
bards of 2OC Hz Io300 H:.900 Hz to 2300 Hz and 24G0 Hz to
3070 Hz ;'he Incative !om ,,ml is typically a pulse of high
frequercy noise in rho band from approximately 2500 Hz
to 9000 Hz. with the higher frequency fncative9 like "in"
usually much lower in relative amplitude when compared
to the *an" fricative sound.
The basic formant synthesizer requires formant futer
coefflaen r
 data, amplitude control data and dcvmg fund
Lion control data. This minimum system could synthesize
speech, but would not control inflection of omphasis Its
quality, therefore, can be very disappointing. Noma!
memory requirements lot a minimal system are appfoxl-
mately 400 bits flit one saccnd of speech
A second approach to speech synthesis does not auto-
mati
c
ally break speech into its minrnli-m phonological
elements Instead. ter speech wave'orm is sampled, drgi-
tlzed and com pressed by trve elimiraucn of symmetrical
redundancy and Silent intervals, the use of adent:ve delta
modulation, and the adjustment of pna-e , nformallon in
110 digitized speech. In this way. speech 04~113 ca n be
syn!hesumd as pho lemes, phoneme group s. words or
even whole ph rase&. Also, the attr ibutes of the Ongmat
speaker can be maintained If tha syntheeized eloments
are not broken down -icorrectiy (Id., inflection can modify
the sound of a phoneme i f It occ jrs at the end of a word ur
phrase rstner than at the baglrnl.ng
In a speech compression system, unvoiced sounds can be
standardized. During the compression algorithm, the
voiced and unvoiced Sounds are separated and Ina voiced
sounds are compressed unvoiced sounds, however, are
comparoa to tie avadiable Sounds and Synthesized by
SubSblution. This app r oach ;S succissful because un-
voiced sounds have very few speaker defined characters
tics. As a result, a rt l alrve:y small set of unvoiced sounds
can be used repeatedly
This speech compression technique offers excsllent
quality at a low data rate. The llynthesls of a male voice,
using English, will usually -squire an average of 1000 bits
?er word. Because thi technique can be apps ed to any
voice frequior"r signal, it is also capable of synthesizing
womer,'s and children's voices, music and tones. This
flexibi l ity, plus the realistic quality of th9 Synthesized
speech, make Ilus technique very retractive.
T14E NSC SPEECH PAOCESSOR CHIP (SPQ
The National Semiconductor spomr .
 synthesis system
cons;sl3 of the SPC Device plus the -peech memory IROM)
required to asscmble a complete DIGITALKER' % kit. To
this kll a customer must add a clock input signal of the
necessary oscillator comr­)nPn1S. an audio filter and
ampbher and Iha control circuit function. This would
represent the minimum con f igut atic' s h own in Figure I
The maximum amount of directly adoreit9aole speech
memory,
 accessible by the SPC is 178k bits, but external
page addressing by the control circuit function can in•
crease this RCM f reld as required
The SPC utilizes the speech compression synthesis
technique. As mentioned earlier, this techn,que reduces
the amount of memory needed to store electronic speech
by removing the excass or redundant data from the
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speect signal The fou l main techniques to perform tha'
task are
1. Elimination o f redundant pitch periods
2 Adaptive delta modulation coo-rig to minimize Cand
width and memory requirements
3. Phase angle adj ustments to create Mir—or Image
symmetry
4 Replacing the low leve l portion of a pitch pe r iod with
silence (hall period zeroing)
Na!:onal Semiconductor uses a^ elabo r]te compute' pro-
gram to analyze a l fidelity tape record,ng and W.ler
ate a ROM paliern Inat v,ltl faithfully synt hes,ze the
original voice message
Figure i contains a block d:a; ram c f the MM54104 SPC
The eight-bit start address bus allow; uo to 256 separately
deft -.90 sounds or expressions to be sto r ed in the speech
ROM The control Interlace to the sta rt &ca ress port can
take the form of Cecoaing log-c. a MICROBUS' m port or
Mechanical switches
When the WA goes high, the start address Code Is loaded
Into the control word address tegi}ter Ths SFw' uses this
control address to lelc`' I t Control Word from ROM for the
first block of speech da • a The control word contains
waveform intormat-on repeat i n formation and the ad
dress o f the speech data This address Is :oaded into the
phoneme add ress register and is uses • n fetch the speech
data used to recreate the soeech waveform Before the
synthesis takes place. the waveform dtis Most be decoo
ad to provide information such as male 4 temate. voiced
or unvo,ced, hall-period reroed or licit halfq(nod zeroed
and silence.
the unsynthosized waveform fo r a typlcal voiced pitch
period mlgr, look '*e!.." signa l shown;n figure 3a In the
process u' convil !his signal to a synthel:c form
Beyer}I operations tie performed. First the phase delay of
the signal can be adjusted to create a symmetrical
vavefonr about the center of the p-trh period as shown In
Figure 3o the next step will replace the low level begin
ning and ending quarters of the waveform with silence
(Figure 3c) The result it a comp•essicn facto: o' 4 to 1 on
the ong.nal voice data Now delta mooulat,on is applied
and it's results a re shown 11 Figure 3c Syn.hesls of the
wave f orm starts with a pe'ioc of silence I no speech data
requ l red) a Qua rter r+ehod of adaptive Cel l a modulation
generated speKh followed by the tarne fill data
Ul
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fetched in reverse Finally, the SPC will finish the last
quarter cycle of the speech block period with silence. This
phase modified speech data sounds The same as the ongb
nal speech.
At tnd end Of a wavelofm or speech block, the SPC makes
a decision about repeating the sequence Each waveform
of a typ ica l voiced s • gnal may be repeated an average of 3
to 4 times. The typical unvoiced waveform may be
repeated approximately 7 to 8 times. Once the proper
number of repeats has been generated. the SPC wi l l begin
a new speecT block sequence. This operation continues
until the SPC has executed all control words associated
with the original eight bit start address code.
SPC speech signals are stored as adaptive delta modula-
tion data. This encoding technique exploits the reia!'vely
pred f _Uble and slowly changing characteristic of voiced
speech Because Of!he small Oifferenlial between succes-
sive speech samples, a delta value rather than an absolute
value can be used to determine the actual speech signal.
Addllicn. of the daita va l ue to previously accumulated
values will ri ltm a new output waveform signal level An
adaptive technique is used so that the delta step size can
charge in respon se to slope vanahons. This technique
uses multipledelta modulation step sizes to obtain a more
accurate resolution and yet. the required amount of stored
data remains 10w9r than the information required for a
mote conventional encoding scheme.
The internal SPC clod is derived from a programmable
frequency generator. Vacations in the f requency of this
clock, through thecontrol word, allow the SPC to add a ris.
,ng and falling pitch to speech sounds and sy llables This
derived pitch variation adds a natural infleLtion 10 the syn-
thetic speech
Just as pitch variations a r e used to mcrease realism, so
must the SPC use gain variations Both techni ques ate
controlled by data stored at the beginning of a speech
block and the pfOgrammable oscillator and output amply
her circuit blocks Of the SPC..
Use of the MITALKER T"T is quite straightforward and will
LM Outlined m the n ext section. HCwever. a po:nt or aeon
cation that Gust be covered in this note concerns the
frequency •response Of the Output speech. The ultimate
quality of t he 01137ALKER To will strongly depend ubon
the filter, amp lifier and speakrvr cho,ces made by the user
For tha t reason, it is important to understand the output
chaiactenstics of the device.
Because t h e Synihesized speech data is derived fr om a
different.aleo and sampled input s.giial, it is necessary to
pass the output waveform of the MM54104 through a low.
pass filter wish a cutoff frequency o f approximately 200 Hz
and an attenuation characteustic of 20 d&decade This
compensates for the high frequency pre-empnass used in
the synthes i s technique If the system of interest has a
natural rol l o f f near 200 Hz. this low pass filter can De
elimi nated. The important item is that the entire audio
system s h ould have a cutoff frequency of appronmately
200 Hz The olacemdnt of the cutoff frequency may be ad-
justed for the particular type of voice being synr hes zed A
low pitched man y voce might Sound better with a !CO Hz
cutoff point while women a and children a voices may
snow im provements with a 300 Hz cutoff Figure 4a shows
a filter and ampli f ier ci r cuit for this minimum frequency
• esponse characteristic
As an exa mple of how the overall frequency response of A
! particular aOD ii ral i on can minimize the need for extra
filtering, consider the OIGITALKER fy as a voice an-
nouncement circuit in a telephone system
In this case, the telephone network provides a natural
attenuation to high Iequenuies that balances the SPC
nigh frequency pre-emphasis As a result, the low-pass
filter previously mentioned can be eliminated. However,
because signal Ieauencies above 3 kHz must be attenuat-
ed DefOre they are allowed tc pass into the - eiephone net-
work, a cutoff filter of 3400 Hz may be fcquire(i in place of
the previously mentioned 200 Hz 'cw pass filter A good
filter for this application is the Nations! Semicorkluctor
AF 1 33 active filter
In addition to the 200 Hit 3400 Hit pass Tiller, an extra
stage of filtering Can De used for f requencies above 7 kHz
This filler is optiona l and is normally Gniy used to lwincr
reduce sampling noise Most s) slams can Omit this fille(,
especially it the overall system bani?aidlh snot .ery wide.
A second op tional filler can ba mcludea to ii,nit the overall
IOwi frequency rESyonse of the system Tl"'s high-pass
filler would normally cutoff oclo. 200 Hz fadlusled to
match the 200 Hz lew pass if provided) This h gn pass
filter hm-ts'ow frequency noise and,:a n usually beumil-
led if system Characteristics do hot requt , e ih • s fu^C:On
A circuit having the full freque n cy r espo n se c„aracleristic
is snows in Figure 4b Figure 5 snows the ecommended
overall speech synthesis system f requency response
APPLICATIONS
While the variety of synthetic speech applications are
numerous, the actual m plementafion in any single ao-
plicauon is usually limited to One of the following three
techniques
la) Stogie channel, hardwa r e control logic
(b) Single channel, software control logic
(C) Multichannel. hardware or so f tware control logic
Each of these cacue approac hes 'or the SPC w,ll be
discussed in this section Pa r ticular emphasis will (M
placed on items ib) and icl, however because of t he broad
application possibilities for these two techniques
Certain applications require a .rotatively small number Of
sen tences or announcements with very l itt l e similarity
between the dif ferent sentences Anexampleofthisapph-
cation might be a talking elevator controller where the
messages are brief and nom redundant (e g., going up.
first fl oor second boor etc 1. In t h 's acCi -31-Cn ::P r am
words are used r e peated l y but the number of messages is
limited and the length Of each message is short Th,s ap-
plication and clhers just pike it, Jo not r equire the
assemb l y of short Ohrases P TO comp l ete se n tences. nor
do they require a dynamic message structu r e as would be
required w In an al !--atIC Ca' • 'ei'er P g . your cn3nge
is ten dol lars -1 where a monetary amount may C'arge
from message to message Th.s f ixed message 3cciica
fion. th er e f o re. -ay on ly •"u ,,e the minimum -Chtrol
circuit as shown in F-gufe 6
In Figure 6. the SPC r ece .es a sepa r ate c`Ced nout for
each complete sanlence or n- essage tnai •s s,nines.zed.
This input code is received by the SPC through The SW 1-8
port.
The circuit shown •n Figure 6 uses a mechanical switch
group to interface the SPC w h ile t he F-9,,re 7 cncvr ,strs
a hardware y ogic controller to input the coded message
control data
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Afte r the prope r message address is established on the
SW 1 -8 port a momentary pulse must be applied to the
WA line It this signa l is applied with a momentary action
•witch, as Show n Ir Figu re 6, then an external pu ll - up re
Astor should be used to pu ll the Wei line up to logic hg"
and complete the on chip switch debounce circuitry The
supgesteC value o' this fes'sla n :e I s one mego lim The
W Input Signal will latch the coded message address into
the SPC on the rising edge or WA and irotiale the synthellc
Speech message Since each complete message uses a
unique add r ess code of the SW 1-8 po rt no further control
action Is required a f ter this point The SPC will synthesize
the requested message and return to the idle slate I t a
new Input command signal is received. eithe r during or
after a message is synthesized the SPC will 1mmediale:)
abort the current message and begin Ine new one The cif
cult In Figure 7 shows a lock oul circuit to prevent the
aboning of a cunert message so the! messages must be
completed before a new message can be initiated
to Figure 7 a message 1s i n itiated wheneve r a va' , d code
word is applied to the eight bit SW 1-8 port of the SPC The
va l id code is detected by the combinational logic decode•
and timed to insure all transitions have died Once the
valid code is timed an S R latch Is set and a 97A rising
e1qe is ow
prilli If
spell message I/ completed unce l ine svnines.:ec
message has fil the S PC wilt set the INTR line Ic the
Iag-: one state and a reset pu l se yl be gene r ated to reset
the lock out latch A new speech message can now be
s!a • !ed h mC'ne'ta' l Y a:^ i l - 'y a^ id l e aad r es • Code
Ibl l Owed by a valid code on the S1'. 1 -8 Input port
The SPC will directly address up Ic 126k bill o f speech
memory Figwe 8a snows a t yp ica l spell ROM con
fig,,tation of 1281 ,
 
using two 6ak ROMs The ty pes of ROMs
use-1 ha.e mask prog'a"tmab l e c h ip s •:ie:Is there f o r e no
axl ra decode l og : is r ewi red fo r memos ^ requi rements o'
less tea r+ 128k Although this memo ry size is usuall y suffi.
cient for most app licat i on s certai n systems may require
added speech ROM addressi ng The ci r cuit in Figure Be
shows how the speech ROM or an SPC kit Ca n be expand.
ed in Q& bit pages or modules Each page is a r ranged 10
co n tain a com p l e! P portion of t he entire speech l ib r ah to•
a particula r system Each single speech data block, as
addressee via the star t add r ess port of the SPC must be
conlamed within one ROM page No page boundaries can
be crossed during the synthesis O f a speech expression
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While the simple control schemes discussed so far can be
used in many applications, a far more important group of
applications will lake advantage of the SPC's ability to
construct sentences from a group of words, sounds end
phrases. This type of application uses an intelligent Con-
troller or a microprocessor to string together a grou p of
synthesized phrases to form a complete sentence The
electronic tank teller, previously mentioned. is a good
example of this application The microprocessor COnlrols
the stri nging of SPC code addresses and appiies them,
one at a time, to the SW 1-8 port of the SPC Handshake
timing between the microprocessor and ;he SPC is pro.
vided with the INTR line. This microprocessor ,
 irterface
arrangement is known as MICROBUS'" and the configur.
ation is shown in Figure 9
The use of a microprocessor controller expands the versa•
Willy of the SPC tremendously Messages that are corn
posed of numerical responses or fixed phrases .n random
sequence can be easily Constructed from a l ibrary speech
memory In addition, various IOnes or warnings Can be syn-
thesized and added before, during, or after an announce.
ment to identify the urgency of each message For exam
pie. an automobile message may state that oil pressure
is low' Alone, that message may only mean that pressure
has dropped but no mrnediate hazard exists If however,
pressure has dropped below a critical value, the message
could be compounded to say 'warning, oil pressure Is low,
pull over and stop the engine'' In this latter case, phrases
of high urgency are added to the initial message to Im
crease Its level of importance Of course, the Second
message is not complefel separate from the first but Is,
instead, an expansion of If,* first This technique allows
fewer input address codes 10 inmate a larger number of
messages without assigning a u?afals address code for
each message and for each of its derivatives. This would
be psnicularly important to an electronic bank teller
sin( 'a •y —umber of monetary amounts must be syn-
thesized for a relatively small number of finished
sentence&
When preparing a speech ROM for an SPC that wi l l synthe.
size whole sentences from groups of phrases, it is impor
lant to note the desired inflections. The SPC has the abill.
ty to synthesize all of the important speech attributes
including pitch and gain variations. emphasis. inflection,
etc. This l eads to very high Cualily ife,Iike synthetic
speech if ter stringing of phrases does not result in an
artificial emphasis of inflection It is important to choose
phrases carefully and to record them with the attribute
req uired for a realistic sentence string The stringing
of phonemes should be avoided whenever possible be-
cause the natural ,rillection i s
 
usually lost in such an
arrangement
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A low cost intel l igent controller for the SPC Is one of the
COP41p series of microcontrollore Figure 10 shows one
possible arrangement of an SPC system and a COP420.
The COP provides all of the advantages associated with a
MICROBUS" interface al a relatively low :ost Because
of its limited 110 structure, the COP's serial 110 port is
expanded as required to obtain the desired number of
input lines.
The fina l application technique to be covered Is the
multichannel Configuration The previous arrangements
used an SPC and a dedicated set Of speech ROMe to pro-
vide a single Channel of synthetic speech Appliances,
autos. toys and games, terminals, etc would probably use
N-IIV	 111GU'.100
IV
a single channel SPC arrangement But an entirely dlf
ferent group of products could take advantage of a multi-
ple channel approach to reduce the ROM requirements.
This group of products Includes multiple elevator Con.
trolle rs. electronic banM tellers, multiple pupil learning
centers, volcf response telephone answering equipment,
lelephone sv itching system Cal l announcement centers,
etc. In this ap olicatlon, each channal would use a Separate
SPC and amplifier Circuit, but several channels would
share a common controller and speech library ROM A
typical configuration I$ shown in Figure 11
The library ROM of Figure 11 Is shared over eight SPC
channels Each SPC channel is scanned once in 16 rs as
1
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shown In Figure 12 During each Channel perlo-r of 2,.s. an
SPC output address is presented to the ROM address -n.
put port via a pair of octal TRLSTATE • bus drivers After
one ws, the data from the ROM is Clocked Into the
channels octal data latch, the output of which is con
netted to the SPC ROM data i npul port The remaining t os
Of each channel cycle Is provided for bus settling time
When the speech l Crary ROM is shared over many Chan.
e e l s. the actual n umber of shared Crarnels 'S controlled
by the MMS4104 SPC memory Cycle timing Because the
channel scanning is asynchronOLS 10 the SPC Cycle lirsl
ing, it is necessary for each channel lobe scanned at least
once during the h igh interval of the ROMEN signa l As
shown in Figure 1 3. this signal is righ for at least 20 s of
each memory fetch cycle Thus. a sunning rate of one
cha n nel every 16 is will nsufe that o ath crannel is
scanned at l east once while the ROMEN signal Is high
One final note is necessary about the configuration in
Figure 11. Simple modifications to the counter and
decoder circuitry would allow this Circuit to handle sixteen
channels A four line to sixteen ine decoder would
replace the three to eight Decoder and the clock would
directly enable the decoder during ;he dglic icw clock
period All sixteen c han nels would be scanned every 16 ws
and the scan interval for each channel it id be one ,.s —
one-half ,.s of memory access time and one-half as of bus
guard time
The last multichannel circuit Is shown In Fiqure 11. This
scheme reduces the ncrnber of wires needed between the
speech ROM and each SPC channel By multiplexing
address and data over the some parallel bus. fewer wires
are needed This approach is particu l ar l y attractive when
each SPC Channel is located on an Individual Ci rcuit card
A telephone cent fal office or °ABX announcement system
is a typical example of a channel per card arrangement.
Figure 14 represents that type of system.
As shown i n F•qure 15, each channel of the uni fied bus
appr oac h is scanned for one rs As many as sixlw Chan•
nets. therefore. can a scanned during the AOMTN high
cycle of any SPC During each channel scan, the bus is
gated to !ransm t the ROM address to latches on the ROM
circuit board The address is sent in two bytes After a brief
delay of one-half s. the bus is gated to return the
req uested ROM data to the same SPC channel This data
is then latched on the SPC channel card This Scheme a
very straight forward It exchanges reduced interconnect
wiring for additional logic circuits.
To mimmize interconnect wiring when using a unified bus
structure t he SPC control Ingic would p robably be con.
figured on i per channel basis- The COP microcontroller,
li y, clot\
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once again. Is a logical choice for this function The COP
controller Initiates and assembles a group o f fixed
messages Because of general similarities between the
various messages. phr ase strings a re used to construct
each finished message Also the circuit In Figure 14
allows one message to contain a non fixed message—a
Iel)phons number The COP controller reads a group of
grogram switch*$ of receives a downloaded numbe r from
the switching system'$ central processo r II then Inserts
this number Into the appropriate place during the syn
thesis of the following typical message—"The number
you are Call r)C has been changed The new numbe r is
SSS 1434" The ROM library In this cars contains the
phrases required to , message construction and the data
needed to synthesize the name of each decimal digit The
library cou l d also Contain the names o f the teen digit pairs,
and the wo rds "hundred" and "thousand" These would be
used to synthesize the words "thineen hundred or "Iwo
thou"nd ' . etc
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SUMMARY
This app lication note describes some of the versa
lilot and flexibility of the Nations' Semiconductoi
DIGITALKER" System This system provides loc ,
 cost
speech and tone synthesis lot products ra iging from
consumer items locompulars It provides a reliable after
naltve to mechanical systems (i e . tape decks) without
sacrificing voice quality Also described in this note area
few o f the most popular circuit arrangements possible
with the DIGITALKER r " O' particular Interest are the
methods Outlined to assemble whole messages from
phrase g roups and the schemes used tot multichannel
synthesiser systems This latter application is particularly
interesting because of the memory sevinps for the
multichannel user
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National	
°".ma' IWD
Semiconductor
MM54104 DIGITALKER TI Speech Synthesis System
General Description
The DIGITALKER is a speech synthesis system consisting
of multiple N channel MOS Integrated cacuils It contains
Sr
i
 MM51104 speech prOCesso r chin (SPCI and speech
ROM and when used with external filter, amplifier, and
speaker, produce* a system which generates high Quality
speech Including the natural Inflection and emphasis of
the Original speech Male. tamale, and children's voice%
Can be synifssl2ed
The SPC communica t es with the speech ROM. which con
Mine IM compressed speech data as well as the frequen
cy and amplitude data required for speech output Up to
128* Dist o f speech data can be directly accessed This
can be expanded with minimal external logic
With the addllion of an external resistor, on-chip de
bounce is p'Ov Wsd for use with a switch Interface
An interrupt is generated al the end of each Speech sr
quence to that ev oral sequences of words can be
cascaded to form different speech axprestions
Encoding (digitizing) of custom word or phrase lists must
be dons by National Semiconductor Customer submit to
the factory high quality recorded magnolic reel to reel
tapes containing the words or phrases to be encoded
National Semiconductor will 0011 kits consisting of the
SPC and ROMICI containing the digitized word on phrases
Features
n Designed to be eaatly Interfaced to moat popular
microprocessors
• 256 possible addressable exf ressionx
• Male female, and children's vO/0ee
• Any language
• Natural inflection and emphasis of originat speech
• AodreaNt 12f1k of ROM directly
• TTL compatible
• MICROOLtS IM and CODs~ oompatible
• On-chip switch dabo(Inoa for IntMacing to manlu•t
switches independent of a micropfoceesor
• Easily expendable to greater than 12Ek ROM
• Interrupt capability fo r cascadtng words of phrasea
e Crysta l controlled or externally driven Oscillator
e Ability to store st i enco durations for tim:ng sequences
Applications
• Telecommunications	 a Consumer products
• Appliance
	
a Clocks
• Automotive
	
• Language translation
• Teaching aid%
	
• Annunciator&
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Absolute Maximum Ratings
Storage Temperature Range
	 - 65'C to . 150'C	 Voltage at Any Pin	 12V
Operating Temperature Range
	
- e0'C to 85T
	 Operating Voltage Range, Vpp-Vss
	 N to 11V
Vno-As	 12V	 Load 7. am per& t u r e(So l der i ng, 10 sacondsi
	
300'C
DC Electrical Characteristics T.: o-c to 70 •C. Voo = ?V - IIV. V %s . oV unless ut hot wiSo specified
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units
Vii Input Low Voltage - 03 08 V
V,t Input Low Voltage T„ . - 40'C to 65'C -03 0 6 V
V,,, Input High Voltage 20 Vpp V
V i m Input High Voltage T, .	 - 40'C to 65'C 22 Vpp V
Vol Output Low Voltage lot _ 1 6 mA 04 V
Vpr, Output High Voltage lo„ = - 100 A 24 50 V
Viu Clock Input Low Voltage 03 1 2 V
Vi.n C10Ck Input High Voltage 55 Von V
VolX Clock Output Low Voltage T/pica) Cry Slsl
I
12 V
Configuration and !0%4
Wad on Pin 2
Vp„s Clock Output High Voltage Typical Crys t a l 55 Vpp V
Configuration and 1C%4
Load on Pin 2
Inp Power Supp l y Current 45 mA
Inn Power Supply Current T. _ - 40'C to 85*C 50 mA
III. Input Leakage t 10 rA
I, L, Clock Input Leakage t 10 A
Vs Silence Voltage 0 45Vpn V
VouT Peak to Peak Speech Output Vnp a 11V 20 V
REXT Eternal Load on Speech RTi. Connected Be r ween 50 0
Output Speech Output anti ."s
AC Electrical Characteristics Ta.O'C to 70 •C Von. ?V-I1V Vu = OV unless otherwise specified
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Functional Description
The following desc r ibes the function of all SPC input and
output pins.
Note In the following desriptrons n low represents a
logic ()(0 sV nominal), and a high represents a logic 1(2 4V
nominal).
INPUT SIGNALS
Chip Seled (CSk The SPC Is selected when a is low It Is
only necessary to have CS low during a command to t is
SPC It is not necessary to hold CS low for the duration of
the speech data
Data Res (Slill t•tk This is an $ - bit parallel data Du g which
_.orttains the starting address of the speech data Unused
Inputs must be tied to Vss
Cornrnand Select (CMSt This line specifies the two com-
mands to i t .* SPC.
CMS	 Fundlon
0	 Reset interrupt and start speech sequence
1	 Reset interrupt only
write Shoal (Wk This line latches the starling address
(SWt-SW8^ into a register Or the rising edge o f the VJR.
the SPC sta rts execution of the command spea freo by
CMS The command sequence is shown in the timing
weveform section. It a command to start a new speech ae
quence Is Issued during a speech Sequence. the rvw
speech sequence will be started Immediately When corn
netting WR to a switch is must be a single pole 2 positron
switch as shown on page 1.
ROM Data (RDATA 1 -6). This is an (ibil parallel date bus
whiO. conta.ns the speech data from the s peech ROM.
OUTPUT SIGNALS
Interrupt pNTRZ This signal goes high at the completion
of any speech sequence It fa reset by the next valid Corr,
mand It is also reset at power up
ROM Address (ADR f>-ADR In This is a 14-bit parallel
bus that supplies the address of the speech data to the
speech ROM.
ROM Enable (1016-M-Fell: For low power applications, this
line ca^ be used to drive a transistor that switches the sup-
ply for static speech ROMs See ROM data timing
Speech Output (Speech Outk Th is is the analog outpu!
that represents the speech data See frequency response
section
INPUT/OUTPUT SIGNALS
Clock InputlOutput (OSC IN, OSC OUT); These two pins
connect the main timing reference (crystal) to the SPC
Applications Information
Frequency Response of Combined Amplifier and Speaker
i
MA'DECADE
NOTE r
M..	 CADE
NOTE 7 i
I	 I
I`
I I `Nra t1ECADEn o TE E i
I \
I
the
	
e►
FREQUENCY fital
Note 1: This curve is the desired r es ponse of the entire audio system Including Speaker
Minimum response is a tow pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 200 Hz For an audio system
wt • h a natural cutoff frequency around 200 F,z. this filter can be aliminated This cutoff f
quency may be tuned for the particular eoics being synthesized For a low pitched male voice
It may to 100 Hz• while fo r a high pitched female or child's voice It might be 300 Hz.
Nolle 2 This is optional fiilering that can be eliminated by proper selection of the speaker. If
this 2 pole response is electronically produced. it should be adjusted as described in Note t.
hotel This is optional filtering that can be eliminated for simpler systems. The acceptable
,ii for this cutoff frequency is 6000 Hz-6000 Hz.
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Semiconductor
DT1050 DIGITALKERTM Standard Vocabulary Kit
General Description
The DIGITALKER T"" is a speech synthesis system cor. The "voice" output of the OT1050 Is a highly Intelligible
sistmg of severa l Nchannel MOS integ rated circuits	 It male voice The vocabula ry is cloaen so that It is applica-
contains a speech processor chip (SPQ and speech ROM ble to many products and markets.
and when used with external filter, amplifier, and speaker, Featuresproduces a system which generates high quality speech
Inc",uing the natural Inflection and emphasis of the 6 COPS ry and MICROBUS TM compatible
anginal speech Male. female, and children's voices Can Designed t0 be easily InlaO 10 other popularMsbe synthesized
m crop,	 sors
The SPC communicates with the speech ROM, which con. 0 144 addressable express ions. including numbers
loins the compressed speech data as .veil as the froquen- 8 Natural Inflection and emphasis of original speech
cy and amplitude data required for speech output Up to N Addresses 1215k of ROM directly118k bits of speech data can be directly accessed.
• TTL compatible
With the addition of an external resistor, on-chip de- B On-chip switch debounce for Interfacing to Manuelbounco Is provided for use with a switch interface switches Independent of a m croorocessor
An into r up i — generated at the and O r each speech se- • Interrupt capability fo r cascading words or phrases
quence so that xveral sequences or words can be a Crystal conlrotled or externally driven oscillator
cascade] to form cifferent speech expressions
The :71050 is a standard DIGIT<,LKER kit encoded with Applications
137 separate and useful words. 1 tones, and 5 different III Telecommunications
	
• Consumer products
silence durations (Sue the Maule r Word List Table p The
0 ADplanW	 8 Clockswords and tones have ut-Kl assigned discrete addresses,
making it possible to output single words or words con- 6 Automotive	 • Language tranalation
Catenated Info ph ra ses or even senlarim n Teaching aids	 n Annunciators
Typical Applications Minimum Configuration Using Switch IMeAaw
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Absolute Maximum Ratings'
Storage Temperature Range	 - 65'C to . 150'C	 Voltage at Any Pin 12V
Operating Temperature Range	 0'C to 70'C	 Operating Voltage Range, '/ob !SS 7V to IIV
voo-vss	 12V	 Lead TemperaturelSoidering, 10 seconds) 300'C
DC Electrical Characteristics' Ta=O-C to 70'C Vop=7V-11V VSS=OV unless otherwise specified
Symbol Parameter Conditions Min Typ Max Units
V ii Input Low Voltage - 0 3 08 V
VIM Input High Voltage 2.0 Vbp V
Vol Output Low Voltage 101 = 16 mA 04 v
Vo l t, Output High Voltage IVM = - 100 A 2 4 50 v
V," Clock Input Low Voltage -03 1 2 V
V, M x Clock Input High Voltage 55 VOID v
too Power Supply Current 45 mA
I 11 Input Leakage 10 rA
1, 1A Clouk input Leakage s 10 ,.A
VS Silence Voltage 045VOO V
VOW Peak 'u Peak S peech Output V bb = 11V 20 V
R ExT External Load on Speech RExr Connected Between Speech 50 kt)
Output Output and Vss
AC Electrical Characteristics' Ta = o •c ,o 70 •C, Voo = 7V-11 V VSS = OV, unless Olher*-se spec,f led.
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units
1a. CMS Valid to Write Strobe 350 ns
t cs
.
Chip Select ON to Write Strobe 310 ns
t '. Data Bus Valid to Write Strobe 5o ns
t. a CMS Hold Time after Write Strobe 5o ns
to Data Bus Hold Time after Write Strobe 100 ns
I — Write Strobe Width (50% Point) 430 ns
t." ROMEN ON to Valid ROM Data 2 xs
t^,a Write Strobe to Speech Output Delay 410 ^s
f, External Clock Frequency 392 408 MHz
,4011	 R,M arta Vt	 10 w%, Of MIC ROBUS f,Q^aif 4 00uld be 50 ^f ma—um
'%PC -8111041, 111,C2 —v ROM cmit-19.
 f ," covavaO Ov feparale dais I m"t to, ~2.64
Timing Waveforms
Command Sequence
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Timing Waveforms tcontinued,
ROM Data Timing
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Functional Description
The following desc r ibes the function of all SPC tnpil ano
output pins
Note In the following descriptions a low represents a
logic 0(0 IV nominal), and a high represents a logic 1(2 aV
nominal)
INPUT SIGNALS
Chip Selecl (ft The SPC Is selected when CS is low It Is
only necessary to have C$ tow during a command to the
SPC It Is not necessa ry to hold a !ow for the duration of
the speech data
Data Sus (SW t-ft This is an a-00 parallel data bus which
contains the Sta rting address of I" speech data
Data but inputs SW 1-SW B accept an II-btt binary address
which is Ins address o r the word w h ich is to be "spoken
from the DIG I TALKER output See the Maste r Word list
(Tab le ll for the complete list , ng of words and then resp/t
live addresses If the entire word list U not used unused
Inputs must be connected to VS&
Command Select (CMS) This line specifies the two com
mands to tee SPC
CMS	 Function
0	 Reset interrupt and Sta rt 	 saquonce
1	 Reset interrupt only
WrIlts Strobe (Wk) This l ine latches tee starting address
(SW 1-SW BI mtc a register On the rising edge or the W
the SPC starts execu l•on of the command Specified by
CMS The comr.:and Sequence is shown In the timing
wavelorm Wtinn It a command to start a new spee c h se-
guence Is Issued during a speech srquence, the new
speech Sequence will be started ImmelLalaty When con
nacting WTi to a aw :c` it be a Sir gle pose 2 position
switch at Shorn On page t
ROM Data (RDATA 1-4 This an 6 br parallel data bus
which contains the speech data from the sposch RUM
OUTPUT SIGNALS
Interrupt pNTR) This signa' goes high at the completion
of a r`^ speech sequence It is rose! b y the next valid com
mano It is hlsofesel W power up
ROM Address (ADR O-ADR 13k This Is a 14 bit parallel
bus that su ppli es the add ress o f the speech data to the
speech ROM
ROM Enable (ROMEN) For low powe' applications this
line ca^ be used 10 d r ive a iranststo' that switches the SuD-
ply for stat.c speech ROMs See ROM data timing
Speech Output (Speech Out): This is the analog output
t^a! or f esents the speech data See frequency response
section
INPUTIOUTPUT SIGNALS
Clock Input fOutput (OSC IN. OSC OUT  These two pins
connect the main timing re ference (crysta l, to the SPC
PHRASE OUALITY
In norma^ hu ma n speech. the b r a in puts du,ti of
Silence between the words 10 make the Sentence flow
Smoothly Since several durations of Silence are provided
In the Master Word LIST. the actual quality of any phrase
can be significantly improved by add,ng durations of
sile nce (a l so assigned add ,esies l between the words As
one thinks about how the phrase is actually spoken one
might assume the appr oximate duration o f
 silence be
tweer earn word and insert the closest duration of
silent-.-'roll the word list A hint in this area would be that
lot words beginning with the lette rs K. T. F B D. and G
Insert 80 mllltsecends silence pr'ot to the words and for
words ending In tee same letters as above, 60 mill.
seconds si lence follOVVmg the wo r d is recommended
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Functional Description (Continued)
TABLE L DT1050 MASTER WORD LIST
6811 Binary $ BIt Binary 11.11111 Blnsry
Word Address Address Address
; ^: •
	
SWISt" S	 SW
--)
I
THIS ISDIGITALKER 00000000 O 00110000 IS 01100000
ONE 00000001 R 00110001 IT 01100001
TWO 00000010 S 00110010 KILO 01100010
THREE 00000011 T 00110011 LEFi 01100011
FOUR 00000100 U WOI10100 LESS 01100100
FIVE 00000 10 1 V 001 1 0101 LESSER 01100101
SIX 00000110 W 00110110 LIMIT 01100110
SEVEN 00000111 X 00110111 LOW 01100111
EIGHT 00001000 Y 00111000 LOWER 01101000
NINE 0000 100 1 Z 00111001 MARK 01101001
TEN 00001010 AGAIN 00111010 METFP 01101010
ELEVEN 0000101 1 AMPERE 001	 1	 101	 1 MILE 01 1 0 10 1 1
TWELVE 00001100 AND 00111100 6AILLI 01101100
THIRTEEN 00001 101 AT 00' I 1	 101 MINUS 01 101101
FOURTEEN 00001110 CANCEL 00111110 MINUTE 01101110
FIFTEEN 00001111 CASE 00111111 NEAR 01101111
SIXTEEN 00010000 CENT 01000000 NUMBER 01110000
SEVENTEEN 00010001 400HERTZTONE 01000001 OF 01110001
EIGHTEEN 000100 10 BOHERTZ TONE 01 00001 0 OFF 01 1 1 001 0
NINETEEN 000 100 11 20MSSILENCE 01000011 ON 011	 1 00 1	 1
TWENTY 00010100 40MSSILENCE 01000100 OUT 01110100
THIRTY 000 10101 t30MSSILENCE 01000101 OVER 01110101
FORTY 00010  1 1 0 1 6OMS SILENCE 01000  1 10 PARENTHESIS 01 1 1 0 1 10
FIFTY 000101 11 32OMSSILENCE 01 000 1 it PERCENT 01	 t	 101	 11
SIXTY 00011000 CENTI 01 00 1000 PLEASE 01111 000
SEVENTY 00011001 CHECK 01001001 PLUS CIII1001
EIGHTY OOUI 1 0 1 0 COMMA 0 1001010 POINT 01	 1	 1 1 0 1 0
NINETY 00011011 CONTROL 0100 101 1 POUND OtIIloll
HUNCRED 00311100 DANGER 01001100 PULSES OtI11100
THOUSAND 00011101 DEGREE 01001101 RATE 01111101
MILLION 0001  1 1 1 0 DOLLAR 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 RE u t	 11	 I 1	 t U
ZERO 00011111 DOWN 01001111 READY 01111111
A 00100000 EO'JAL 01010000 RIGHT 10000000
B 00100001 ERROR 0101 n001 SSINots t) /0000001
C 00 1000 10 FEET 01('10("0 SECOND 10000010
0 00100011 FLOW 01010011 SET 10000011
E 00t00100 FUEL 01010100 SPACE 1 0000 100
F 00100101 GALLON 0 10 1 0 1 0 1 SPEED 10000101
G 00100110 GO 01010110 STAR 10000110
H 00100111 GRAM 01010111 START 10000111
1 00101000 GREAT 01011000 STOP 1 000 1000
J 00101001 GRfhTER 61011001 THAN 10001001
K 00101010 HAVE 01011010 THE 1000 10 10
L 00101011 HIGH 010'1011 TIME 1000 101 1
M 00 101 100 HIGHER 01011100 TRY 10001100
N 00 101 101 HOUR 01011101 UP 10001101
O 001011/0 IN 01011110 VOLT 10001110
P 06101111 INCHES 01011111 WEIGHT iNole21 1000111	 1
M•N I SS TN08 4^I	 .Yd C^^'4
M•N 7 Alid'Ns I43 a 11,9461 pt, aw'.66 , IMS pam . CU , Y w0rd'.61 I.Cow-N aw • ••s 1 41 •.11 01W VC •
 0 '0108 M y—IM1i0-CIN 1,6110 a p08Ch 0•ti
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Crystal Circuit Information
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BLX-9252
32K-Byte Bubble Memory
Expansion Module Board
• BLX bus-compatible memory
expansion module
• Smallest bubble memory subsystem
• 32K-bytes non-volatile storage
• 5.8 me average access time
Product Overview
The BLX-9252 is a member of the new line of BLX
bus-compatible expansion module product[ from
National Semiconductor The BL-X-9252 plugs directly
onto any BLX bus-compatible host board uttering
low cost, incremental, on-boars expansion Nations'.
offers severstl BLX bus-compatible host boards,
such :s ;he BLX-8611 ?B. BLX-80+11A112A114A, and
BLX-Mllf, the board offers the reliability and non
volatility of bubble memory technology, coupled
with compatibility to the popular and convenient
BU( bus
The BLX-9252 features 32K-bytes of non-volatile
storage capacity that can be configured into either
54-byte pages or 25&byte sectors Data rel i ability is
reinforced with a 12 -bit Fire Code capable of detect
Ing up to three random errors or an error burst u p to
12 bits in length, and capable of correcting any error
bursts of up to 3 bits In length Data transfer can be
accomplished in either pnlied or interrupt driven
M , tiw r^ (_ ► n NI D►Yfre^.^wr
• Error detection and correction
• Removable
• Polled, Interrupt, or DMA dstQ
transfers
• Opel ation to 77
modes, or the BLX-9252 can be used as a channel to
a DMA controller for sted :,) the host board. The BL.X
module is closely cotipled to the host i3oard through
the BLX bus, and as such, offers maximum oii-board
performance, freeing the host system's bus traffic
for otner system resources Incremental power con.
sumption is minimal, requiring only 4 6 watts
Functional Descrirrtion
Figure 1 is a functional block d,agram o'the BLX - 9152.
The board uses the NBM2256 Bubble Memory, Its
associated inte+lnce c.rcuits, and the NBSW851
Bubble Memory Controller, all from National Semi.
conductor Corporation The NBM2256 Bubble Mern.
ory provides 256K -bits o l non-volatile storage which
Is formatted into 32K-bytes by the NBC82851 Con.
tro'ler The Bubble Memory Controller generates the
complex timing necessary to drive the Bubble Main-
ory and also provides the user interface. The system
-USA
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software communicates, with the NA-9212 across
the B" Interface, using YO mWAirrile commands to
the Bubble Memory Controit es sVM user =me ble
registers.
Neer Aeoses" Reglslam
Communication with the BLX-9252 Is through the
Bubble Memory Controller's sight user accessible
registers; these are addressed as an 6-0yts block of
the host CPUs UO space (am Specifications—lie
Addressing. Commands are Wousa by writing into
the CMND register. Oats Is transferred through the
FIFO register which accesses the current trite of the
internal 16"o FIFO. The address and length of the
data block In the Bubble Memory Is written into the
Sector Address Registers (SAM and the Multiple
Sector Register (MSR$ these registers are updated
during a data transfer operation. The Status register
(STRI may be read to nmWtar execution and error
status (see Specifications—Device Stetuo The
Residual Control Register (RCR) is provided to set
various modes of controller operation (see Specifi-
cations—Residual Control. The System Features
tisgiater (SFR) also sate controller modes, but should
always be set to zero In the BLX-9212.
CommorW Functions
The BLX-9212 has commands tc Read and Write
Data, Correct Data, and Position for minimum
latency. The data space can be arranged into 512
pages of 64 bytes or 126 sectors of 256 bytes with
the SECTOFU PAGE ADDRESSING mode flag; a
sector or a page is the minimum transfer size. Data
is . ►ansferred through the FIFO as it is requested
by the Data Request flag (DRO).
g MWA,T ^
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System commands are available to Initialize and
shut down the BLX-9212. Initialization involves syn-
chronizing the Bubble Memory and Controller. Plus
getting the Redundancy Map Information (RMPI)
which is used to map out extra (redundant) storage
locations In the Bubble Memory. For diagnostic and
maintenance purposes, commands are also provided
to read and write this RMPI, and to read and write
data without mapping. RMPI data Is also transferred
through the FIFO.
The BLX-9212 command set is shown In Table 1.
afa Transfer Modes
Throe modes Of data transhr to the BLX-9212 are
possible: Program Controlled or Polled, Interrupt
OdveA and DMA Controller Driven. These modes
require various levele of host software intervention.
M the Program Controlled mode, the Status register
flags CNTRL NOT BUSY and ORO we continuously
polled by the host. CNTFN_ NOT BUSY indicates that
the has completed any operations and
can accept a now command. ORO indicates that the
controller is ready to transmit or receive another
byte of data. In the Interrupt Driven mods, the Hubble
Memory Contrdlor generates interrupts based on
these flags, freeing the host fma the need to con-
tinuously monitor the STR. The ENABLE NBUSY INT
mods flag permits CNTRL NOT BUSY to generate an
Interrupt on MINTRO. The ENABLE ORO INT flag per-
mits DRO to also generate an interrupt on MINTRO.
The DRO line can be connected to MINTRt, gen-
erating a MINTR/ interrupt upon a Data Request. In
the DMA mods, the BLX-9252 Is used as a channel
to a DMA controller on the host board. The DMA
controller is programmed with the data block pars-
motors for the host system and the BLX-9252 with
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the appropriate transfer parameters Issuing a trans.
kr
 cor^inand to the BLX-9252 then causes data to
be transferred under control of the host's DMA con
trotter without program intervention
Initialization and Rossi
The BLX-9252 is initialized upon receipt of an met a
lize command or a low to high transition of the RESET
line Shutdown of all Bubble Memory operation is
a ,^compleshed with the Terminate Immediate com-
mand Terminate Immediate executes an orderly
shu!dcwn of the BLX-9252 within 30os A Terminate
Immediate is also accomplished by a high to low
transition of the RESET ienP The nESET line is ORed
with a Power Fail signal which is activated when the
onboard sense amplifier detects a power fail sonde
lion. The trip level of this sense circuit is adjusted by
the PFA potentiometer which is preset V the factory
between 95 1ro and 90^ . ,l of nominal supply level When
either the 5V or the 12V supply fads below the set
percentage, the PFA signal is activated, generating
a Terminate In.meniate
Most Bus Irterlece
The following is a brief -lescr,ption or the input/output
signals of the BLX-925k
MAO-MA2 Active high address lines, generally
I'm three least significant bets of
the VO address These lines address
tiro eight user accessible registers of
the BLX-9252.
MCS01 Active low Module Card Select one
which is the result of host 110 ad
dress decode logic Note If the
MCSO' signal glitches, BLX-9252
logic may cause a glitch on MWAITI.
MWAITI well be settled In less than
75ns after MCSO.' bettles
of an MCSO sag 1al If the bus opera
lion was a read M';:AIT wil l be dea_
Uvated after the data has been place
on the ous of it was a write MVl'AIT
wil, be deactivated after the data has
been written into the controller
MPST,	 Active row Module Present signal
This line is grounded on the BLX-9252
MINTRO.
	 Active high interrupt lines Carl
MINTRI used to make interrupt requests to
the host A MINTRO interrupt is gene
rate -, by an mterrup' from the Bubble
Memory Controller Mode flags in the
RCR select the type o f interrupt as a
NBUSY interrupt, DRO interrupt, or
both When Jumper W7 is closed
between 1 and 2. a MINTRI interrupt is
generated by the DRO line
M DROT,	 DMA handshake signals MDROT is
MDACK/ an active high data transfer equest
signal from the BLX-9252 to the host's
DMA controlle r which is enabled
when jumper W7 is closed between 2
and 3. MDACKI is an active low
request acknowledge signal from the
DMAcontrOCer MDACKI acts as the
chap select for the Bubble Memory
Controller and automatically selects
the FIFO for data transfer independ-
ent of the address lines The direction
of data transfer will Lre determined
by IORD! and IOWRTI.
The BLX-9252 module plugs directly Into either of
the female BLY connectors on the host board The
module is then secu red at one additional point with
nylon hardwa re to insure the mechanical security of
the assembly (see Figures 2 and 3).
BLX-9252 Jumper Options
Prior to use, all jumpers on the BLX -9252 should be
set to system requirements. Jumper location is
shown !n F. jute 3.
Signal	 Description
IORD1, IOWRTI Active low Read and Write Command
Signals. An active command line
coupled with a chi p select Indicates
that the address leres are valid and
the bLX-9252 should perform the
read or write	 Installation
RESET	 Active High reset signal. Generates Jumper Description
an orderly shutdown of the Bubble W1 W2 Always closed (provided for debugging)Memory System	 When this s goal yy4, W5
manes a high to low transition, tha
system is initialized W3, W6 Normally Closed between 2 and 3 These
MDO-MD7	 Active high bidirectional data lines. two dumpers are c l osed between 1 and 2
Used to transmit commands and to only if it es desired to give a write map com-
trionsfer data
	 MOO Is the least signi mand and remain closed between t and 2
ficant bit. only during write map command.
MWAITI
	 Active low wait signal which Indi- W7 Normally closed between 2 and 3 to con-
cates that the BLX-9252 has not yet nett	 the	 controller	 DRO
	 to	 MDROTI
completed the bus operation MWAIT Closed between 1 and 2 to connect ORO
Is activated !mmadisteiy upon receipt to MINTP1,
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Command Ilea IlpbleFa' - OEIN Tnnatenrd' Status Flags
Opt Iona Code Descriptionn Altectod'Loaded Altered spa te
Read' 00 R S S Read one PIS 64 2% C D.O,E,R
RDM
SSD
08
Oa
R.S
R S
S
S
Read One P'S without mask
Read one PIS but do not transfer
7
0
202
0
C.D O E R
C.D.O.E.R
MS 10 R.S.M S.M Read multiple P W N 256'N C.D.O.E.R
MS RDM 18 R,S.M S,M React
	 PIS without mask -	 N 282•N C.D,01 R
MS.SSD 14 R,S M S.M Read multiple PIS. no transfer u
61
0
.'S
C.D.O.E.R
C,D.O,R,WWrite, 40 R.S S Write one PIS
WRM 48 P.S S Wile one PIS without mask 71 42 C.D.O R.W
SAD as R,S,F S Write one PIS no data transfer 0 0 C.D.O RA
MS 50 R.S.M S.M Witte multiple PIS WIN 256'N C.DO.H,W
MS WRM 58 R,S M S M Write multiple PIS without mask 71'N 282'N C.D,O.R.W
MS SAD 54 R,S.F,M S,M Write Multiple PIS, no transfer 0 0 C.D.O.R.W
Position	 -- 26 S Position for zero read latency 0 0 C --
W 66 S Posi tron for zero unite latency 0
0
0
0
C
CAInitialize Fol Synchronize without loading RMPI
LM FC Synchronize and load RMPI
End env process at end of page
0
0
0 CAN
Terminate 02 F 0
I 09 F End any process immediately 0 0
Read Map — — Reac HsAPI — — — -- -- 64 C.D,0.E60
C 66 Read RMPI, compare to Map Duffer 36 36 C.D.O.E.IN
Write Map CO Wrote RMPI into map loop 2 64 64 C,D,O,W
M C6 Write RMPI into map loop 1 64 64 C,D,0.0
Read Corrected' OC S,M FWd one PIS. corret;t any errors ba M•NPTE C,O,O.E,N.S
11 Nomenclature Residual Control Register (R) Sector Address Register (S) Muni ple Sector Register (M). FIFO Regisiw (F) Command
Register is loaded and Status is anefed by all commands and thus not listed
21 Number of Pages or Sectors (NI Number of Petioles to Error (NPTEI
2) Nomenclature CNTRL NOT BUSY ICI DROIDI OVERRUN (OI ERROR IN DATA (E). NON CORRECTABLE ERROR (N). MAP COMPARE
OR SYNC ERROR (Mi RANGE ERROR (R- WRITE PROTECTED MBM (W). SOFT ERROR CONDITION (Si
41 The Read Write and Read COrrecled commands wi l l asecute for wtOr s if the SECTOWPAGE ADLAESSING Doi in IM RCA is not
wI pages if it Is although Read Corrected is normal-, only uesd in page mode PrS. Pages or Sectors
51 Selling both RDM and SSD or WRM and SAD options is not perm4led
61 Termination status atier Terminste command Is IM Same as the status Of IM termnated Command
71 No registers may be mpdiheci between Read Sector command and Read Correcled Command
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Table II. BLX-9252 Pin Assignments
Pin Mnemonic Description Pin Mnemonic Description
35 GND Signal Ground 36 -5V +5 Volts
33 MDO MOATA Bit 0 34 MDROT M DMA Request
31 MD1 MDATA Bit 1 32 MDACK/ M DMA Acknowledge
29 MD2 MDATA Bit 2 30
27 M03 MDATA Bit 3 26
25 M04 MDATA Bit 4 26
X23 MD5 MDATA Bit 5 24
21	 MD6 MDATA Sri 6 22 MCSO1 M Chip Select 0
19	 MD7	 -- —MDATA Bit 7 20
17	 GND Signal Ground 16 +5V -5 Volts
15	 IORD/ u0 Read Command 16 MWAITI M Wart
13 IOWRTI 110 Write Command 14 MINTRO M Interupt 0
11 MAO M Address 0 12 MINTRI M Interrupt 1
9 MA1
_
M Address 1 10
j	 7 MA2 IM AdOre55 2 B MPSTI ISBX Multi moduleBoard Present
5 RESET Reaet 6 MCLK M Clock
3 GND Signal Ground 4 -5V •5 Volts
1 -12V -12 Volts 2
/	 &	 _	 6
C
04C MAX i
SOCKET
t
080 , MAX I	 BL 1 1,152 E •P ANS,ON MODULE BOARD
131MAXI	 91'	 v	 v
!'uNNECTOP
N A L E i	 (((/^„l C 'h1\	 050 ,MrN I
9LX
i".	
I	 I	
SOCKETO •.4 E C TOR
';T V,Cglr ..^. .,a q^aRD
Figure 4. BLX-9252 Expansion Module Mounting Clearances (inches)
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Specliicatlons
OC Power Requirements
	
Operating	 Stan00y
	
Mon._
VCC. -5Vs5%	
ICC n _
--200mA	 JOOmA	 400mA
Vol) . • 12V25% lop.	 300 MA	 70 mA	 400 mA
Power supply voltage fall time from 95 0 . to go'. of Specified value Man not be leas tnan 1506
DC Electrical CNaracte ►lallce
Parameter Description Conditions	 -- Min. MU Unit	 —
VIL Input Low Voltage 08 V
VI M Input High Voltage 10 V
VOL Output Low Voltage IpI, . MaR 05 V
VGM Output High Voltage IpM n Mtn 24 V
I II, Input Low Current MDO-MD7, MA1-MA2 -05 mA
MCSO/, RESET, OPTO
I	
-16 mA
input High Current
MDACK/, IORU /, IOWRT/ -1.0 mA
I IM MDO -MD7, MAO-MA2 70 NA
MCSO•, RESc-T,
MDACKI. IORD/,
IOWRTI, OPTO, 100 MA
IO L Output Low Current MDO-MD7 25 mA
WNTRO, MINTRI, MDROT 2.0 mA
MWAITI 16 mA
IpM Output High Current MDO-MD? -200 MA
MINTRO. MINTR I, -100 µA
--- — —MDROT, MWAIT/ -50 µA
Mole Stated limits do not apply to MPST ,
 on the SLR-922, as it 4 connected to Ground
MAIN.
MCUNV
MWAITI
IOWRTI
MD0 MD7
AC Electrical Characteristic•
syrffOM ►ersfaeNr MM. Ins) MON. Ins)
1,
Address sl ab#* be lore read 50
Address s t able after read 30
1 3 Read pulse width (with MWAITJ 500
141 Data va lid from read 350
Is Data floal after read 30
tr CS stable before read 25
to CS stable alter read 30
tei Power supply in spec to RESET 25ms
lob Rising edge of RESET to dale bus disabled 50ms
1 10 Address stable before WRT
Address stable alter *W_ - -- -
Wrge pulse width (with MWAITI)	 —	 -
50
30
Sm
-l, I
I I I
1 1 3 Data valid to writ e 350
1 14 Data valid after write 30
I ts' Date valid from failing edge of write ISO
1.r MWAITI pu lse width
Reset pulse width
MCSI to MWAITI valid	 - — -	 —
525
2Sms
0
15.6
its
I'5tie
130 RACK set up to M read or write 100
t ? , DACK hold 30
In Read or wr ite to MOROT
—
200
t H MWAITI 10 valid read data
MWAITI to and of write
	 - ^	 -'
0
0t»
'Thu does not conform to the BLA bb# swifKallon
Figure S alX -92S2 board UO Witte T1mIr-q
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MAINZ
MCSINI
MWAITI
IORD
MM M07
Figure 9 BLX - 9252 Board 110 Read Timing
MDROT	 ~	 -
-122
MDACKI
tm	 ^ 121
10 RO OR to WA,
Figure 7. 9LX - 92S2 board VO DMA Timing
POWER
^1ts~I	 -.. 110 —1
RESET
DATA bus
MDI-M07 INACTIVE 	 ACT^VF	 INACTIVEACTIVE
Figure 9 board Reael Timing
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S — SOFT ERRORS PRESENT Indicates that a
different error has been detected in a READ
CORRECTED command (1 = Error)
	
UO Addressing	 If the CNTRL NOT BUSY bit In the Status Register
Connettw	 IsType	
a zero, the only other bit that Is defined Is DRO•
d	 if one, the operation is complete and the other
	
Register Name	 Sy""	 PraOperation
	
t
 Address	 statue bits are defined as given above.
word Size
Data —	 8 bits
Command	 CMDR	 Write	 XO
Multiple Sector	 MSR	 Read, Writs	 X1
Sector Address
bits 0 -7	 SAR 0-1 
i 
ReadrWnte	 X2
Sector Address	 I
bits 8 -15	 SAR 8-15 1 ReadrWrlte I	 X3
Residua, Control	 RCR	 Writs XI
System Features
(not used)
	
SFR	 Waste	 X5
Status	 STIR	 Read	 XO
FIFO (data ranslen1 FIFO	 ReadfWnle	 XT
No%: The port addresses art determined by the Most
microcomputer Helot In the Ha r dware Re f e r ence manual lot
your microcomputer to determine IM first digit IXI nt IM
connector Pori addressee
Device Status Register
S I W WR N E O 0 C
7	 0
C — CNTRL NOT BUSY indicates that the cuntroller
is currently not executing a command 11 = Not Busy).
D — DRO indicates a Request to transfer data
(1 = Data Request)
O — DATA OVERRUN Indicates a FIFO overflow
(underflow) or an illegal attempt to transfer data
(1 = Error)
E — ERROR DETrCTED Indicates that the data or
RMPI just read contains an error For READ
rngRECTED command. Indicates that an error
exist: in another ECC block of the same sector
I1 = Err.,r)
N — ERROR NOT CORRECTABLE indicates that
READ CORRECTED could not correct the error
11 = Error)
R — END OF RANGE indicates that the last page
address is being accessed 11 = Last Pape)
M — MAP COMPARE or INIT ERROR indicates
that the RMPI in the Bubble Memory does not
match the RMPI In the controller or contains no
sync code 0 = Error)
Now i R) and II a rt rrre ORed onto oil 5 as in" occur under
di lterent com mands ( hey rill mover occu r together
W — WRITE PROTECT Indicates that an attempt
to write to a write pro tected board occurred
II = Errorl
Residual Control Register
F S H N I O A 'i W l
7	 0
W — WRITE PROTECT Inhibits writing to the
Bubble Memory (t = Protected)
A — SECTOR/PAGE ADDRESSING Selects
addressing mode It = 3ector. 0 = Page)
D — ENABLE ORO INTERRUPT enables the DOR
flag to MINTRO 11 = Enabled)
N — ENABLE NBUSY INTERRUPT causes CNTRL
NOT BUSY to activate MINTRO (1 = Enabled)
H — FIFO HALF FULL (EMPTY) Inhibits DRO until
the FIFO is half titled or half empty instead of
Immediate (1 - Half. 0 - Immediate).
S — STERD (Slo g) It Error Detected) terminates a
read at the end of the Curren; page when an error
is detected Must be on to use READ CORRECTED
(I = Stop on Error. 0 = Do not Stop)
F — READ FIFO ENABLE permits reading but not
writing FIFO when CNTRL NOT BUSY otherwise
writing but not reading is permitted Must be
Cleared before executing a command it = Read OK.
0 = Write OK)
Data Rates
Average
Data Rate —	 13.5K bytes!s
Average
Access Time — 5 8 ms
Max Response
Time to DRO — FIFO HALF FULL on 5111.s
FIFO HALF FULL off 1024,,s
Interrupt
	 Two optional into -upt requests
Requests — DRO on MINTRI and NBUSY or
DRO on MINTRO as selected in
the RCR The NBUSY I nterrupt is
set by CNTRL NOT BUSY. and is
reset by a bus read or write.
10
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Interfaces
BLX Bus —	 All signals rTL compatible
Physical Length 2.83 in (7 19cm)
Width 3.70 in. (940 cm)
Depth.
BLX-9252 including connector
0 80 in (2 U4 cm)
BLX-9252 plus Host Board
1 13 in (286cm)
Weight 3 U7 oz (87 gm)
Environmental Temperature
operaline 0'C to 50'C at
100% duty cycle
(see figure 10)
0'C to 70°C at
negligible duly cycle
Non-volatile storage.
-40'C to 100'C
Relative Humidity 90% maximum,
non-condensing
Air Cooling 10 CFM recommended
Thermal Shock -30'Clhr max rate
70
AMaiEr^r	 1
TEMPEAATuAE
Ovt RA' NG
AE G•ON
sc
o • .	 goo•.
MOM DUT Y CYCLE
Figure 9. Bubble Memory Maximum
Operating Temperature
Duty cycle constraint must t>e satisfied over
any interva l where the total time of operation,
which may or may not be contiguous. exceeds
one minute. Thus a 1(.°/o duty cycle may consist
of up to 1 minute of operation total and 9 min-
utes of standby during any 10 minute Interval.
Ordering Information
BLX-9252	 32K Byte Bubble Memory
Expansion Module
Documentation
420400014-000 NBC.82851 User's Manual
(order separately)
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LIFE SUPPORT POLICY
NA T IONALS PRODUC T S ARE NOT AUTHO FIIZED FO R USE AS CRI T ICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPOP IEVICES
OR SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT O F NATIONAL SEMICONWCTOR
CORPORATION As used heroin
I Lale Suomr dev,CeS of systems are Oev.ClS Of Systems
Which UI a r e intended lot surgical Implant into the
bodt o' Ib , support of s^ e 'a . n life and whose fa.lu'e tc
perlofm wren propely used In accordance with In
strucl.ons tot use pfov ,ded In the labeling can be too
sonaWy ex pected to result in a significant in j ury to tht
user
2 A Critical Component is any component of a life support
drv.ce or system whose failure to perfor m can be •ea
sonabl y e ► peaed 10 f oust the fo-lurr of the ..le support
device of system of to a f tacf its safely of effectiveness
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ORIGINAL PACT
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAK(
VERSATILE SPEECH MODULE T M
(VSM /1) 	 TIT RE Tzu1
FEATURES
• True synthetic speech technology and a built in
nncrocumputer eliminate the constraints of a
	 ^^	 I
small fixed vocabulary speech module
	
t n
• Ultra low bit rate of the SC 01 maximizes ROM	 "t-t 7,-
word storage capabilities 	 r^arr„
• Large lexicon of con.monly used words with
industrial engineering base stored in EPROM
• Built in pref;x/suffix table for prestored words 1
• Additional vocabulary can be created and
permanently stored 	 p^
• Phoneme accessing capability for unlim-ied9	 P	 Y	 ^	 1"	 ' ea-A• r^ sr4
vocabulary
• Speech rate end pitch dynamic programming for
stress patterns and simulation of mui.i voice
environments
• Sound effects. from gunfire to musical
sequences can be easily created from prestored
sound macros Additional sound macros can be
user defined and EPROM stored for even
greater flexibility
• Expandable via interiace ports
• Parallel and RS232 conipatible serial interfacing
with selectable baud rates and terminal modes
• Foreground and background sirnulianeous
operation for speech and voxOS (voice operating
system)
• Built in microcomputer can also simultaneously
perforin mciiii1oring activities and execute
speech commands
Figure 1 Votrax VSM/1"
(Versatile Speech Module)
APPLICATIONS
The VSM/1 i ^ can be used as a microcomputer
to simulate or develop talking products, such as
o talking calculator or talking games. It can also
be used for unlimited real time speech synthesis
while simultaneously executing commands and
performing monitoring activities
• The VSM/1" can plug directly into the card
cage of an industrial control computer to provide
prompting to- operating personnel (instrumons
for a real time situation) Typical applications
are chemical processing plants, nuclear power
stations. aircraft systems. seismic monitoring
stations and automated warehousing
Division of Fedetai Sctew Wotk•
/^
	 (1/. ,
500"/*^ 	 Stephereon Highway Troy Michigan 11
 v` C 	 Phone 13IJ)5cW 2650
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APPLICATIONS icontinueol
• The VSA1.11' ^ can operate in a computer to
computer mode for task downloading in addition
to voice synthesis It i s a smart peripheral which
can be used in a distributed processing mode.
Instructions and activities can be dynamically
supplied from another computer or from a user
ROM
DESCRIPTION
The Votrax VSM/1' 0 introduces a new level of
computer speech module performance and flex-
ibility It removes the constraints Imposed by
small fixed vocabulary speech modules typically
used by designers The VSM/1' . is based on the
truly synthetic speech technology of the SC 01,
The SC 01 is a completely self contained solid
state device which phonetica l ly synthesizes speech
from low data rate inputs Over 1.300 industrial
engineering based words can be stored in as little
as 8K bytes of ROM By using the built in prefix
suffix table, a repertoire of several thousand words
can be created. Additional vocabulary, tailored to
the users speed,; needs can be permanently
configured on up to 8K bytes o r EPROM via
on board sockets
Using the phonerne capabilities of the SC 01,
along with the p • estored words, the VSM/1'" can
produce an unlimited vocabulary Speech rate,
pitch and pause controls can be dynamically
programmed, via control codes. to produce stress
patterns By altering the master clock controls.
many human voice effects can be programmed to
simulate a multi voice environment
rXList	 .n»o wc.
rr.r	 w.r	 f.^	 w^.e	 ^.^	 w.r	 ^.r	 u.r	 re.r	 .w.r
.	 .	 lrn.^ rue
n». ra e^ow
Figure 2 VSM11' ` Flow Diagram
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BLACK AND WHITE PHJ T JGr`API1
Serial	 Parallel Serial Speaker
Communications
	
I/O M68M Communication Connection
Port	 Connector Micro-	 Expansion Sit Rate
processor	 Connector Volume
Parallel i Control
-
serial	 1/0 Port
185232)	 /
Interface
Connector ^^
	
!	 1	 /	 -
r-- --^	 - ^^- a
A;7-'^ am t }s
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Aux t User Vocabulary	 I I	 Auxiliary
	 \
Expansion	 Application Expansion	 1300 - Word	 RAM	 system
Socket	 Socket	 sockets	 Vocabulary	 Sockets	 RAM
Figure 3. Versatile Speech Module ' " Circuit Card
-	 1 SC -01
IA speech
^
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Adjust
Speech
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Effects
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Port
The VSM/1"can produce o multitude of sound
effects from prestored SOLnd macros. Space
sounds, gunfire, explosions. rats czars a,id even
musical .sequences can be . m asily created. For
ddditfonal flexibility, additicnal sound macros :an
be user defined and sicreu In the EPROM's.
The voice operating system (voxOS) may be user
byp assed. Rte user can supply the necessary
firmware to change the system fun,ctic i This
change, for example, can be from an :-xperimentai
sy-, tem to an actual ap,;hcat on
The VShs/1'" has faur audit segilenre memories
for loading sp-ech callout codes, system controls,
prestored speech and/or sound effects. System
changes can be accomplished by placing a user
supplied EPROM in one of the vacant card sockets
on the VSM/ 1'
The VSM/1' ` can be used as a microcomputer to
talk and execute commands, or as a smart
peripheral chat is expandable by interface ports.
System fun--t:ons can be changed by downlouding
a 6300 com patible code segment.
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VERSATILE SPEECH MODULE  "_ VSM/1
SPECIFICATIONS
Crneral
• 1.300 + prestored vocabulary
• Prefix: suffix modifiers
• Phoneme mode
• Srund effects
• Speech stress
• Usable as a general purpose controller(
simulator
Hardware
• SC-01 phoneme synthesizer
• Powerful 680C MPU (microprocessor unit)
based design
• Parallel and se r ial (RS232) interface (selectable
baud rate of 75 9600 bits per second)
• 1 K byte RAM (sockets for additional 2K bytes)
• 2K byte voxOS cperat:ng system
• 8K byte prestored vocabc lary ROM
• Expansion sockets for an additional 8K bytes
127161 to 16K bvtes (2532) of jumper ;electable
EPROM's
• On board audio amp:ifier, 8 ohm, 1 watt, with
volume control
• Half memory plane expansion connector 132K
locations out o! 64K Customer access to 32K
locations via the microcomputer data address
bus I
• Form compatible with a popular microcomputer
board
• Variable speech rate clock
• Variable master clock frequency circuitry for
pitch control
voxOS
• Full feature byte oriented editor (insert, delete
change and move data pointer)
• Computer and terminal prompting modes
• Phonemes, sound effects, controls and
prestored speech may be intermixed in any
audi o) sequence memory
• 4 aua o sequence memories * 1 sound effects
control memory (16 blocks of 8 parameters each)
• Merr.Ory dump
• Execut= 6800 operating code sequence (!or
downloading or overriding operating system)
• 12 prestored sound macro; (to provide basic
waveshapes for user selection of features)
• 4 use: definable sound macros (to ; eside in user
supp l ed ROM firmware)
• 48 programmable MCRC (master clock resister
capacitor) settings *or continuous dynamic
manipulation of audio parameters (instant-
aneous, course controls)
. 4 MCRC transitioned trim controls (slowly step
toward target)
• voxOS bypass (to jump into user supplied
firmware)
Audio Sequence Commands
• P. estored speech callout 06K byte direct access
rangel
• Two phoneme execution modes (fixed inflection
and transitioned inflection)
• 4 fixed inflection levels !instant)
• 4 transitioned inflection levels (step)
• 16 sc end effect (commandsl control blocks
(load control memory and pick i of the 16)
• 8 speech rates (will not affect sound effects)
• 8 pause durations
• 8 prompting sounds (canned sound effects)
• Prestored prefir- rsuffix word modifiers
Division of Federa l Screw Works
! 500 Stephenson Highway Troy Michigan 48084
Phone (3131588 2050,,,.,,•	 «.....-1.......1,	 «...-.,.
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CST lax	 SC-01 SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
A Division of Federal Screw Works
500 Stephenson Highway	 DATA SHEET
Troy, Michigan 48081
Volrax' CMOS Phoneme Speech Synthesizer
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Thf SC 01 Speech Synthasizer is a completely self-contained
sold s4ae device This srsgle chip phonetically synthesises
con r muo is speech. of unlimited vocabulary. from low data
rate mpul, Figure 1
Speech is synthesised by combining phonemes (the building
blocks of speech) in the appropriate sequence The SC 01
Speect , Svnthes,zsi cdntains ur drtrerent ,.`rwwmes which are
accessed br a 6bt code It is the pro w, sequential
comb,na!,on of !hose phoneme codes that cris ps continuous
speech
The S(' U1 Speech Syn;hesrrer is cost-effective. consurnes
-nusnrtal I s-)we t and erodes ,nhoose product development
without vendor dependency Signals from the SC 01 are
applied to an audio out put device to amp)'fy and distribute
thr svn,hes,red speech See Figure 2
FEATURES
• S,ng;t CMOS chip
• 70 b,ts per seccx+d
• :2 p,r package
• 9	 current drain
• Wide voltage supply rarvp
• latched 5V compatible inputs
• D,g, tel ptdt level ,nruts
• Automatic inflection
• On-chip master clock c,rcu,!
• Optiona l aaternal master clock
• Var setv of voice effects
• Sound effects
• Customer product security
The design or tee equjpnvenj specified hMom io proprret"
Wghts for IM reproduction and distribution of the data contained
hsisin e , e granled esoept for the manufacture and r•productnort
of the subject equ,pfrersl
Figure 1 Votra nA) SC-01 Speech Synthesizer
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
The SC 01 Speech Svnthe%i:rr sa22 pin laige Scale Iniegratnf
Circuit which contains all the Circuitry nVCM%&r y to gener.lir
phonetically synthesized speech The SC 01 .% fabricated a%uly
CMOS technology which olfe.% high input impedance And low
power drain
ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION
The SC (11 Speech Sy nlhr%izet is a program compatible with
existing Votrax l* phonemr %vnthes.zers It requires 70 bits of
data per second lot continuous %patch production The 6 bit
phoneme code% are 5 volt logic compatible and are latched for
data bu% app lications A phonemrconst.uct.on algorithm and
filters within the chip, create the sy nthesized audio output
PHONEME DESCRIPTION
Table 1 lists the fit phonemes produced by the SC 01 Each
phoneme cede is accompanied by its s y mbol. average duration
tune. and an example The underlined segments of the
r.ample word demonstrate the phoneme use , e sound to be
pronounced
Table 2 subdivides the 64 phcreme symbols into sewn
cat got-es Each category represents a different production
feature The first six categories are characterized by voiced
fricative (expired voice). .nd nasal sounds The seventh
category n characterized by honemes with no sound output
PHONEME PROGRAMMING
Manual Operations Votrax^k
 maintains a library or
phonetically programmed words Reference to this library and
programming manuals will aid in word synthesis
Ao1onl411C Operations Votrax tT can supply a micro Computer
s y s.em for automatic conversion of English text into phoneme
sedu incvs This system n particularly useful for ui house
vocabulary development anJ product security Contact
VOtra O' for further information
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Table 1 Phonem- Chart
Phoneme Vhorwrha Duration E »ample
C-de Symbol (ms1 Word
00 E H3 59 jacket
21 EH2 71 enlist
i2 F -if 121 heavy
03 PAO 47 notound
04 DT 47 butter
05 A2 71 made
06 At 103 made
07 ZH 90 azure
08 AH2 71 honest
09 13 55 inhibit
OA 12 80 inhibit
OR 11 121 nhlh,t
OC M 103 m_ at
OD N 80 sun
OE 8 71 bag
Ot V 71 ran
IO CH' 71 chip
11 SH 121 Shop
12 Z 'I zoo
13 AV%1 146 la_wlul
14 NG 121 thing
15 AH1 146 father
16 001 103 looking
' r OG 185 book
18 l 103 land
19 K BO trick
1A J 47 1udr
16 H 71 hello
IC G 71 get
1D F 103 fast
r E D 55 paid
IF 90 pass
PAonem*
Code
Phoneme
Symbol
Duration
Ims)
E n ample
Word
20 A 185 day
21 A  65 day
22 v 1 80 yard
23 UH3 47 m ssion
24 A 250 moo
25 P 103 oast
'l6 O 185 cold
27 1 185 o n
28 U 185 m.>ve
29 V 103 anv
24 T 71 tao
2B R 90 red
2C E 185 meet
2D W 80 W,n
2E AE 185 dad
2F AEI 103 Nte
30 AW2 90 Salty
31 UH2 71 about
32 UHI 107 uncle
33 U  185 cup
34 02 80 for
35 01 121 aboard
36 1 U 59 you
37 U 1 00 IF o_u
38 THV 80 the
39 T  71 thin
3A ER 146 bird
38 E H 185 got
3C E1 121 be
30 AW 250 call
3E PA 1 185 no Sound
3F STOP 47 no sound
i	 lust p/rrrrt- ( H to prnc i f C H $0,11111
D nr,1sr wei e(k J to wo(h-f J $OUnd
Table 2 Pnuneme Catego r ies According to Production Features
Vowel 'Voiced' Frrcallr• FIIC Attie
No
Voiced FImes Stop Stop Nasal Sound
E	 EH AF U 001 Z B T S M PAg
E1	 EH1 AEI IJH1 R ZH O DT SH N PAI
v	 EH2 AH UH2 ER J G K CH NG STOP
Y 	 FH3 AHI UH3 l V P T 
I	 A AH2 O IU THV F
I1	 AI AW 01 U H
12	 A2 AW1 02 U 
L	 1 3 	 AV AW2 00 W
Vnl r a l l` r re►e r re% the .ghl in a l l- , - Is product line at In s time or rhanpr %kieciflcatuons or des-gn w- ehoul lwf•rr And N thrsul
obligation
Copyright Vol,&." 1980
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SIGNAL DESCRIPTION ISee F,, wes  4 and 5)
Phoneme 6-Bit Selection Code (Pa-11O81: Data input Is to six
pins Latching is contrnllea by the strobe (STB) signal.
Strobe (STB): Latching occurs on nslnq edge of strobe signal
Inflection Level Settmg01. 12) Instantaneously sets pitch level
of vciced phonemes
Acknowledge/Request (A/R) Acknowledges receipt of
phoneme data (signal goes from high to low one master clock
cycle following active edge of STB signal) Also indicates
timing out of old phoneme concurrent with request for new
phoneme data (signal goes from low to high)
NOTE
If external phoneme timing is desired, phoneme
requests can be ignored However, best speech is
r eahzed with internal timing
Master Clock Resistor .
 Capacitor (MCRCI: This input
determines the internal master dock frequency Select R C
values for 720 kH1 to achieve standard phoneme timing.
Connect :his input to MCX when using nternal clock. ground
when using external clock
NOTE
Varying clock freq uenc y vanes voice and sound
effects As clock frequency decreases, audio
frequency decreases and phoneme timing
Ivngthens Figures 6 and 7 illustrate manual and
DAC (Digital to Analog Converter) voice variation
srhematics. respectively
Master Clock External (MCXI: Allows control by an external
clock signal
NOTE
Ground MCRC during MCX oPerat.on
Audio Output IAO) Supplies analog signal to audio output
device
Audio Feedback IAF): Used with Class A or Class B transistor
audio amp; f ers for added stability
Class B (CBI Current source for Class B I• ans,stor audio
amplifier
T able 3 T • ming Specifications
CHARACTER I STIC SYMBOL MIN TYP	 MAX UNIT
Input Setup Time (PI to STB) TS 450 NS
Input Hold Time IP I
 to STB( TR p NS
Rise Tim; of STB Edge 18V to 4V 1 TRS 18g NS
A/R Width (A 'R Connected to S T B) ' TARW I 13 us
STB Width Tsw 290 NS
STB Low' TSL NS
Propagat,on Delay 1`,TR n,A R a f ter TARW TDAR 5" NS
A,R Rise Time lCapacittve l oad ° 30o ll TRAR lgg NS
A/R Fall Time (Capacitive load • 301 TFAR lag NS
Time from A/R Request to STB Service- TARS d 500 us
Time of Phoneme Duration ' TpM 47 107	 250 MS	 1
oepetwenr on Master Coca freu"eo, v 120A Hr
Slrohe mint --atn low 172- M.ftiler C l ock Pr• nnrti Indnrr r^.^^nJ r•dOv
Votrax ` reserves the right to alter its product line at any time or change specification% or design without notice and without
obligation
Cop v ,ghl Votraee 1980	
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NOTE
Data at address 8 must be a pause phoneme code
Multiple Message, Fined Block Sue. See Figure 9 Message
address block is loaded into the counter The message is then
clocked out of the ROM by the A/R signai
NOT 
Message Block • " maximum
Figure 6 Variable Voice by Potentiometer Control
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w	 sacoc
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Figure 1 Variable Void b y DAC Current Inlectior
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
Genarel The SC 01 S reach Synthes,:a is eas,iv designed mtc
systems rarv.ng in compleii from ROM counter, :o
nnivoprocamjr contr,,llers.
Single rvws- ife System: See Figure 8 When the counter is re
leasedlSTART -sTRUE I the meuage,s clocked out of the ROM
by the A R s.goal The sv+tem must be stopped when DONE ^+
TRUE Note When us.nq A R tied to STS connect a 01
i apecitor to TP3 to insure power up reset of SC 01
Multiple Moss l Variable 81004 Sin: See Figure 10 The
microprocessor loads phontmes into a data bus The A. R
signal generates an interrupt requNSt for ea& new phoneme.
CONNECTING THE AUDIO OUTPUT DEVICE
Audio Output The AO signal has a maximum peas to peak volt
age swutq of 26 times VD, depending upon the phoneme x
IPCled. and the AO signal is D C based
Clan A Amplifier: See Figure 11 For a single transistor
Amplifier. the se l ection ct A. C. or R s
 values depends upon Me
value of Vp and the desired audio level
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Figure 8 Single Message System
VotraA reserves the nghl to oiler It product i,no at any time or change stracihcations or design without notice and without
obligation
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Figure 9 Multi p le Messer. Fixed Block Sire
MClass B Amplifier: See Figure 12 A current source fCBI is
required for this push pull amplifier
NOTE
Minimum power is consumed when speech is
inactive When Vp • +129 volts and R s • 40
ohms. the Gas current drain is approximataly 3.5
mill amiss
Controlling Audio Output lower See Figure 13 A resistor or
ootenhometer from the speaker to ground can be used to
introl the audio output power
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Figure 13. C ontrolling Audio Output lower
* For Class B Amplifier 1 01 x IR, mm I • 81 6 a IVpI where B is beta or current gain of transrs!or The AO line is protected by an
internal series current limiting resistor of 90 ohms maximum If more current is required of the SC 01 then Int above formulA
indicates distortion will occur
VotromX reserves this r .9nt to alter its product lire at anv torte. or change spacificabdb or des+gn without notice and without
obliga!ion
Copyright VolraA 19W	
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Table 4	 Analog Output Soec1l.catlons
CHARACTERISTIC MIN MAX UNIT
Output Voltage iAH °hor.emei 18 , Vp 26 , Vp VP p
Out p ut B.js Current "	 ' 6V c CB , Vp , 3 5 7 3 ^•A
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 	 T, • 0 to 70'C, Vp • 7 to 14 VDC
CHARACTERISTIC MIN TVP MAX UNIT
D,g-tal Input Im pedanCe 1 Meg Ohm
Input Capacitance 1P I, STBI 3 pf
Input Ca p acitance 111. 12. MCXI 8 pt
Dgoal In put Loglc "I" Iercept 11, 12. MCXI Vr,	 0 5 V0 - 08 VDC
0,9-14- Input Loglc 	 11" IMCX1 VG	 1 0 VDC
II D grtal	 Input	 Log-c	
..^.•	 II1. 121 2	 vp VDC
DIg•tal Input Logic "	 " (except 11. 12, MCXI VD • 40 Vp - 0 5 Voc
I 	 D,g,tal Input Log-c -1- 0 1 	 121 8 - Vp VDC
D-g-tal Input Logic "1" IMCX) 46 VDC
D,g-tai Output Logic "0" II sink • 0 BmAI V6 •0 5 VDC
D^g,tal O , Wut Logic "1 ' II sou r ce • 0 5mA i Vp - 0 5 VDC
P ow# r Supply Cur rent	 Vp - 9v 9 1 ^'A
V p ' 9V" 11 18 A
Vp : 14V' ^ 18 27 mA
"Aaster Clod Frepuency 720V HI
MC), Input Cut e
 C ycle 60 4c, 40 60
"daster c lock Revstor Value IMCRC "' 6 5k Ohm
'^auer t ock Capac,tor Value I MC R CI , 40 p1
Venable
"W,rh CB 4F 40 connected ror C lass 8 aud,o amP/,C,er /see APP( I CAr i oN No7ESI
"'Frea,enc y or Masrer Crock = 1 25 RC
'.otr TP1 TP2 must be left open for -ormal ope,at,on
Votrae n rise r +N the I ght to alto, .IS product Lne at any time, or Change tpeC,fhCatlons ur rle%gn without notice and wtthou•
,bl.gat^on
' o pyr. gh t Votrame k- 1960	 128
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Table 5 Ahtulutr Ma,.mum Raungt
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS'
RATING SYMBOL VALUE UNIT
Power Supply Voltage Vp 20 VtlC
Power Dissipation at 25°C PEW 650 mN
Derahng Above 75 C 5 m1v	 C
Operating Ambient Tem perature Tn 0 !^ 70 C
Storage Temperature T$7G -55 to 175 C
Input Voltage VINM -0 5 to Vp+0 5 IrDI
DC C.n rent M— Above W-11 5V IINM 1 0 ma
Lea ,J Temperature ISOlderrng '0 set I TL 300 C
Operation above 'hew Irm CS could damage It,* device
NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS 7v < Vv < 14v.0' C
	
% ^- 70'C
Vutra •' rrwfvet the right to alter its product line a+ onv time or change Sec Arcabont o r Cset,gn without n p l.ce and A-thoul
ottr,gabon
Copyright Volrar' 1080
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For EL display, the EL graphic display unit (S-1021A) and EL mabaapa display unit (S-1050 are available.
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dIACK AND WHITE pPOTOC;RAi''•l
HaWka Off Ce.-Plant
An introduction
In 1961. Shinshu S-eiki Go Ltd was
established as a member of Suwa Seiko
Group, maker of Seiko watches. to
manufacture watch pans Subs_'quently in
1969, the company was redirectod to
develop, manufacture and market general
,nformation processing eau-mx ?nt
Embracing the advanced principles that had
propelled its parent to world leadership in
fine watches. Sh-rshu Seikr, now EPSON,
proceedeu to become the largest producer
of small electric digital printers and liquid
crystal displays
EPSON has succeeded in commercially
producing the world's first long-life liquid
crystal displays. making possible the first
long-life pocket-size electronic calculators
This breakthrough was the result of many
years of concerted R&D effort to refine low
voltage operation, low power conSUmption
and other critical points affecting liquid crystal
display life We offer diversified lirbs of liquid
crystal products made under a highly efficient
production system ranging from displays for
Danels and ultraslim pocket calculators. to
displays for watches. audio equipment.measure-
ment instruments and computer terminals
oto Dnis-ri
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Liquid Crystal Displays
mirw :i` •
1 . STANDARD LJOW CRYSTAL DISPLAY MODULS
F	 mm No. - 11	 1, low,
 
modu r No ^...
^ALPHANLWEMC -	 -- — -----
MA 895 ,)8 64 c-ha.., (32 x :	 In,el IAO x sox 10,1m" I	 6
MA-895:8 40 cha,o (20 \ 2 hnol 147C 47 x 19rnm 6
MA 89558 18 chap (16-1	 hne) 93 x 38 x 14 Nm. ' 6
MA 89588 V chmn 116':	 hrle) ilb x47xt9rm 6
MA 098SB 120 L.ha. d 132,4 final 180 x 69 x 20 Smm
MA B961E 60 ctwA (AO \i	 hrla) 2W1, 47 x. I,nn, 7
MA 88001A 40 chain (40x1	 1.1101 210 x50x ITmm 7
NA BN907A t10 chars (40 x 2 hnel 210x50 x 17.101 7
TWEPECES
A4H Blrl-1B 3 172 dig-I. 7mn' 581,24 x 7 4mm t 5
MD - L M)a 3 112 digit. 7mm 56 K 24 x 6 6r1 I y
SML: 20t11A (TSC 20(l1A) 	 3 1/2 dpd Nmm ,w 10— 60 ; x 38 x 10mm t 5
SMC 2300 R SC 2,1001 3 1 12 dplt. Omm W 2 \ 38 \ 10 14nm 1 S
11 . 	STANDARD LKWID CRYSTAL DISPLAY PANELS
—
mode( No
-
Deec,11~ (L8i exampie) Gass Sue(ThIck 1e"'
-1
Page
GEMEAAL PURPOSE
LO 6705)BZ 3.112 digit, 12 7mm i1nl" sd ICL 71081 52 x 30 5 0 llrnm 10
LE) H7915A%AYrAZ(7151 3-112 digit. 12 7m,rn ticdMad lCL 7106 so 8 \ 30 50 0.111, 10
LD H193LMIAZ 3 1 1 2 dpd, 12 7mm 0W-sd K"L 71M 50 8 \ 30 S It lknm 10
LD H79/GA,AY/A2(716) 4 dlgi. 12 7mm (OKI MSM5679GS) 5011 x311 Sit Irnm 10
L	 I -117918A , AY , AZ(718) G digit, 12 Tmn, (RCA CD4055A) 69 8 x 30 S (1 0mm 10
LDH 792.A-AZ( 7 221 31,2 d,gd SAWmn• ilme,vl ICL 7tl)d) SO 8 x 22 116 (1 11mm 11
LD
.
 H7923AMZ1723) A dpi. 81118nm (OK1 MSMS829G$) SO 8 x 22 86 I t / lmnl 1 I
LD-H7924A I AZ(7241 41/2 mgi 8 Ntimm (8:44 '2244 A)) 50 8 x 22 88 0 llmm 1 1
LD H7992AZ 3-1r2 dpi I,' Ihmm (lntomd ICL 7108) 69 ft x 38 1 i Ilrnm 1 I
LD-H7MMAZ 4 d,g,l, 17 Tmm (CNU MSM5829GS1 69 85 x 38 1 (1 i"m 1	 I
LD-H 7, 905AZ 5 d,glt. 17 . %m	 IRCA CD4055A) 81 3 x 301 0 + Imm I	 1
LD-H I99NAZ 6 d,gi 17 78 (RCA CD40S5A) 93 0.S x 30 1 0 11,­ 1 1
LD-H	 M9L 100 ole	 M' tylr -g,aDh 70 x22 0 Itmm '	 t
LD H •926A(7261 8d,gd -. ,n intw6d tCM72311 52 x22 t61rnm 12
LD-H7927A( T 2 7 ) 10 1 2 d.gd %ma' intan.d ICM7232) 6l x 22 (1 I)mn, 12
LD-H7928A028 1 8dpd 7mm dr+tomi ICM 7 2331 70x22(1 1 pnm 12
LD 82108 Ndpd. 9 mn.(ITT SAAb0021 TOx30111)mm 12
1 n El&k13 8 dpi. 7—(NEC UP07225G) 52 x 2211 Ilmm 12
L (I H79&)A 4 1 ^ 2 d,gi V­, (InImsd )CM7231) 508 x30, 0 11mm 12
FOR CALCULATORS
LD 86 1 5 Nd,gd Smm(TNhiba T6014) 40 x1801Mnm 13
LD 688 N n,Od e— ,NEC UPD1832G) 52 x IS (, 11— 13
LD-626 8 d,9d ,;n,n, (NEC UPOIP 1?G) 52 x 17 3 0 Will 13
LD-326 N d,glt f% m INEC 11PD1632G) S2 \ 2211 tlm­ 13
LD-8370 8 d,gd 6mm ,NEC UPD183tG1 52 x 22 (1 1Imm 13
LD-0395 N d,gi 43"m (NEC MPO103213) 40 x 18 -0 71mm 13
LD-8889 8 , ,Wt. 4 Smm (TOSh,ho T 18211 40 x 18 M 71rnm 13
LD-8882 8d,g,1 6mm iToah,ba 73922) 52 x 2. 1111mm 13
LD-8690 8 d,gi 6— 17c1lh,ba 738211 52 x 22 it trnm 13
LD-8480 Calender 6rnm (loeh,ba T30231 52x3511 tlmm 13
LD-8613 8 d,gd 124— (NEC UP0185." 131 62 \ 22 I, limn 14
LD-8657 8 d,gd 6mm INEC UPO16b4G) 52 x 22 0 trnm 1 4
1D-8678 11 Ngi Nmm ITOah,ba T67551 52 x 22 0 llmm 1 4
LD-OWS 8d,gd 8mm,f:uhlba T39161 62,,221 (11rnm 14
LD-372 11 dpd S kmm INEC LOPD1956GI 61 x 22 11 1imm 1 4
LD-8412 ! dlgi S Smm (TOeh+ba T6705) 52 x 22 (t Ilmm 14
LD -BN22 10 digit tlmm tTo4Mtmv T8701) 70x22 0 Ili— 14
LDP R8IN 10 d,9d. 9 Lmm IT cxlndw T6701) 90 x 30 0 11mm 14
LD - BN20 12 dpd Smm (T ISh,ty T67011 103 x30 (1 11mm 1 .1
LD-86.14 W d,gi. 1Omm (NE.0 LOPOI033GI 90 x 30 0 Ilmn, 14
TOWPECECS
LD-812.' 3.112 dpi, 6 Smm (4E C L1PD&TJ(il 40 x 16 41 1)r11m 15
LD 8130 3 1-= dpi. IOM- (MiNi+,shi M58412P) 52 x 22o ii— 1 5
LD 8188 a d,g,t N 4mm tOKI MSM5557RS1 62 x 2211 Ilmm 15
LD-BIS4 6 dig. Smm i7oah,ba TCA208AF) S2 x 22 o Iim- 15
LD-8171 6 d,ild 01mm (Toeh+Pa TC %202AF) 52,,21 o Ilmm 15
LD-0 1 37 6dp,1 Amm (NEC UPD1993G) 70x30i131mm 15
LD-81,8 .l 112 d+9d I; mm (NE C UPLWA. kl1 10 X.10 0 3",,' .5
l O-BLYIOE S 172 dpd Smm I SUW A St IKO SS7691 23 8 x 13 9 10 7 ►nm ti
Sort Awab(-Is ate S,DrRI lo c114r1Qs ,► ,f11gA n'41oe
Ask E
-PSL1•N kv th► wee( soeciWAft" and po&u l Iwo ,41
17 9
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Liquid Crystal Displays
ALPHANUMERIC LCD MODULES
EFSCIN LICUIE I-F
[,CIT r1ATPI
	
C I=FLN',''
E F' 71- l L I ' -11 ! 11
[0T MATF'I': [ I
MA	 N(T.L!1u f^dEf ,
NIuN [ , UTY A-N LCD 6EVI C E EF SIN
EF"=:'I LI B-	 ..	 -
r
-.r	 ^r	 r
MA -89658 1 DOT MATRIX LCD DEWCE
I IERY CLIMPACT.LOW POWER.012345678
S WDEFG141 JKLMNCPQR5T1.1ll_IWXY.V/'M
EPSON SHINSW SEIKI CO..LTD
FEATURES
011$ or 116 multiplex drive LCD
Sfhgh contrast and readabdlty
DESCRIPTION
Epson Alphanumeric LW Module cons st$ of a
Liquid Crystal 4rsplay. CMOS LSI to control and
drive the LCD. and d power distribution circuit with
temperature compensation circuit A e8 Multiplex
Drive using a newly developed FEM twisted ne-
matic type liquid crystal presents complete 5 t 7 det
matrix alphanumeric characters and a cursor The
combination of LCO and CIv10S LSI affords the
benef its of extremely low power consumption.
compact site and light weight The Module can be
connected dr rectty to any microprocessor charac-
ter generator. and r andom access memory TRAM)
This , nexpensive drsolay module. suitable fora wide
varrrly d apnlnatr:iru •c;:.jrinq alprwxrnenc (splay
is an outgrowth of Epson S highly proven technology
MCompac! size and light weight
nEasy-to-read :haractef size 15), 7 dot
matrix hxmatl
nLow power consumption
In 1/3 Multiplex and 8-digit display developed for the
hand -held Calculator hel.1
The LCO Module has two kinds of Cli LSI X dnv-
er and Y driver fine X driver takes care of driving
4acolumn lines 18 characters) , and the Y diver takes
care of row ! nes (8 back planes) The Y driver also
controls the whole module operation Basically, the
Y driver addresses and selects the information con-
tained in RAM It accepts the data input through a
character generator and displays it New .1rSplay
information is wr tten by addressing the memory by
the CPU alter turning the address bus of the module
to high rmpeaa..,ce state by an ACID FLT signal A
cursor can be displayed at any place by h1dressing
180	 t to the module
`BRIG►NFL PAGE
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Liquid Crystal Displays
I
SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
n
o IFW
i	 ,w^ -
I
w
t
o
ts	 -
"
^.	 t !	 Lta	 po
o	 ent o0
w•e•cmi
uo°""~^0^	 our ^-t^o
X DRIVER 6 DRIVING WAVE FORM
Itt;
^. _-. of
INPUT/OUTPUT SIGNAL
ADO FLT	 (INPUT)
	
Address "Wing pus
CUR STS	 (INPUT) : Cursor address signal
CUR INH	 (INPUT) : 'O- when cursor is used
-1' when cursor is not used
AO to AO. (OUTPUT) : Address pus of ctwacter data to RAM
AI, to AI.	 (INPUT)	 Address pus for cursor input
0	 (OUTPUT) Synctvonous signal to character generator
If necessary
S to S,
	
(OUTPUT) Row select signal to character generates
CS.i CS..
	
(INPUT)	 Select signal for mr dine at cursor address
input
DI to DI(INPUT)	 Parallel --. ta of character for column lire
CE	 (OUTPUT) Synchronous signal with merry if using
semi static RAM
Von	 (INPUT) : Power supply for logic circuit
VL,	 (INPUT)	 Power supply to' LC driving
TIMING CHART
yADOPT ~  r
ADO FLT—
AG, Z
^Fioabrp	 t mn S O J
(FO AlodilAl
CUPINA cartwa	 r
\	 f	 /	 1: Tn yOM
—50,4
4 
AV	
is inn sOJ
—so,
-f u
MY AOOIIM - C G CAI?V-R DATA DELAY TON
AD AQ	 /1 t ^rA• S OJ
Di Di
►J
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF MODULE
-^	 T
-
CAM LN	 a"oa t sr
-CrtaiLar.
L-tne L y	 ins Est
A D-
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Liquid Crystal Displays
ALPHANUMERIC MODULES_
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Liquid Crystal Displays
EPSON LCD'S FEATURE
• Ultra Low Power Consumption
• Excellent Readability/Wide Viewing Angle
•C-Mos/TTL Compatible
• Multiplex/Direct Drive Technology
• 100,000 Hour Ex pected Life
• Wide Temperature Range t -30'C to +80'CI
e Proven Reliability/Excellent Quality Assurance
• tiigh Contrast/Bright Backgrounds
• MIL-STND Connector Pins
•Reflective/Transmissive/Transflocfive Versions
•DIL Pin/S pring Pin/Plnless Version
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
Absolute Maximum Ratings (with polarizero)
_ uvWd tayarr 1iAatirrw
v,ram@ten
_^9aatie^
CamlarCW T4altparaltw	 ti1M_WICa
Stadc_U 	; IiilllavllxlW 1	 80aMC A	 ^	 9lallc B	 MIItipMnatl A —_
Applied Vol". AC 10  10 —	 10 _	 20	 20	 _20_	 _ _ Vtma
Aooiied Voltage DC a5	 _ 15 _  V
_
	 15	 _	 _ 1 	 7	 -	 1V
Operating Temowatve Range 710- +55 _-110-
-
+55
__
- -,C_-10- + 56	 -3_0- +!0	 -30-+80  	 -10-+00 1
~Storage Tariperahss Rarye -20	 +80 - 20 - +80 _20-  +60	 -40 - +85'	 -40-+W , 	- 40 - +J8'	 'C
Operating Frequency Range 30	 160 30	 180 60	 300	 30	 100	 W -180	 W -300	 - -
	
lit
—' in case of DIL pin connector type, the tarp@ is -30 - 4W
Recommended Operationg Conditions (with polarizers)
Liquid Crystal kft
Parameter Ctinatt^pal	 I Wlda ToregrnMa Unit
Static I
_
Stattt tI	 J Mult Dw.ed 1 sl__A —SOaac B KU10aad A^
Operating VOltaga 2 7	 31 33 3	 5	 7 35	 5	 7	 I' S	 5	 7 VW4	 .
Ove ia rp Voltage 54 ..62 . 66 . 6 . 10	 . 14 7	 10	 14	 7	 10	 14 Vpeak peak
OoenatiN . ytege 2 gs  31	 326.
_	 y
45	 "	 V
Sa"abon Voltage -2 .3	 _	 J
.Opening Fn*tx*ncv Range 30 120 30	 120	 a0	 I60 30	 120	 30	 120 60	 180	 Ni
C4Wao rg T,mLwati^@ Range
_	 _
	 _
0	 25 40
_	 _
0	 25	 40	 0	 25	 40 20 25	 801	 -3D 25	 W - 10	 25 . W0	 C
'1 TsniparaNa cmWViealw isn aLwed
'2 Von - t Mo 1T 1 Von - , OW kwl, caieitions 0 40'c
'3 Von -284VI-1 Volt - I 45ViMui Ccinaitions -10 60C
Typical Operating Characteristics (on typical conditions)
Egiad Crysta l Materul
	
v,uw tr._
	
camwcral	 Wide Tarrlpartltae	 Und
	
Static I
	
Stall 11
	
Multipiewd I	 Slant A	 Static a
	
Mun,ole.ed A
JOMating C slwt 12 1 5 12 i s 1 5 .,A digd
^'Tvnic 51 c hars ^eight
.operating Response Time
Tr i7a-60'0 25 2S
T1 iTa -80'CI b 30
Tr IT& . 25'Cl 120 100 120 45 40 120
TO iTs -25'CI 100 100 i5o 75 50 100
T, (To -0'cl 600 Soo 500 150 too 300
TOITS • 0'C 1 400 500 400 300 120 300
.TriTs .
	 20C1 1000 350
TIITs .
	 20'CI 1000 400
.T r iTa -	 -30'CI 600
T 1 i T 4 •	 30'CI 800 ma
Camast Ratio 201 .301 201 201 201 20 t
E.Vocted 1.111 s0 ow s0 000 so Ono too o0o 100 000 100 000	 r4o,n
detention llion a	 confirmationNOM Above are OI Dicai WW-6tat 10ns to rots iefomnCe P1MM ask to an indiv43ua1 spocdt adorn ot each mo" bet
Won• design 184
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Liquid Crystal Displays
Typical Envir roww" Teel SpOCHICab"
Parvrrlw - —	 - - -	 --- - LOO Oy"11 Ir -Wiw -	 u+t+
-	 am1.as/1^allI arokNppaarA	 !!re•
T to awa 111w"ft
A No Polar ens
60C. 964. Rwative Hvn,oitY	 > 100
	 100	 I > 200	 N
60C. 70 .1. Rsian HLve fmidtY	 > 500	 > 7.000	 i > LOW	 N
B pow,Zen, pnied
60C 704, Ralsow Hu—*ty	 > 3DO	 1.Ow	 1.000	 H
4M 90% awati» Hwn dny	 > 700	 wo	 H
Thermo shock
s C to JOm-mitsa 25C to 5m.n sean	 .. - 10
	 fix-40  	 , . - e0
"C to WnrrkAaa, 20 .cyclw	 /. Ib
	 A. a5
	 0. 66
Naaatae IAIMieal -- --
	 -.
	 -_	 _	 I	
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SRCeeda MIL-STD-810 swWn 1001 Grode E Ths LCO win
Oprata a0o" X k/1onMSrs A wttn in we amid rig lamp raffia	 X.30
	
X. 3D	 X-30
	
Mtn
f
--	 rnlr,IM^,
	 --	 Mitt,	 TM	 M.X. I	 Ural
 shook
MaCfynCal Shock colwerelp of 500 Go	 1 twifieeco d of 1Wt wevetoan to Veda
naAtrltv orvsnd cuss now Tr LCD is fixed in position on tts It" si ilecto
	1 	 Cycle,
One LoparyOvrK keQuano ntreep kot• 10 b 500 Hi (awkno-dal) to 10 Go co 1 52""
ani ftdo Iwntcnevr a amWWI ovvq a 15 tri,\a♦ tstie penod Jr sweap r MQUnd
in Own of Ifeaa muRrp 0rprtAC.1Ia►
 M TM 00 16 head in pool ow an ft OM
	 I .7	 anapp/
svtaca
Crarctw M Nrd Taal
W.In an 7 ow" wwpa attectea 10 Vie Pins. IA• pin nkst ancae0 Rvee 90' hsrldy
baton darlRIG 	 3	 Owds
Example of assembly (Retlective type)
Now a Titow pw" as carak*y • pose
• Avoid drect eunVA
aDo not sion Do $ vn NO wrlparON" andfor kfpn faa^ IM snvnavnril
• Clean pw ted vvitn wall co SKnaticr Out- Wd 001rn[en wt' r.et a ary Ciotti
a Trw sir• .,I Pu%owi(Twvid(M Vw Ad be lase Rrn ",w, dedaY «re Of prlw
a  kanapa IP =110C. flat 0.09ts Clesi aoyl plebl 01 ,300 be provided m ms hrushi p hoka V b pio$W1 dtepIft kpn pn,11CM
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Liquid Crystal Displays
GENERAL PURPOSE LCD$
r—
a L^' ^` Mn ji ^Wi Be 9
	
C
UwLD e7096i "
LD• MMSA D.D• B7155Y)
_	 7M...r^i...1.
1	 —	 1
1
1 --
1
—	 1
LD-H7915AY (LD •07155)
	
LD H7915M (LD•87156Z)
BSI
a goes
^	 1	 I	 f1
LD N713U
	
LD-M7935AZ
	
-- 
-KAM—.
	 --
_-1Y'1-3 M •• . • .	 LD H7916A ( LD BMW
36 5. a
^ _	 1
I_f
1 1  -^	 ^ 1
IM • ^ •^Ma^ell ^	 ,a
lD• M7115A^ ILD•97N51	 lD•M71NA2 ILD 671[,BZ I
	
TP[ y	 _
_	 Vul.	 _	 LD Nt91BA (LD 87168ri
1
1
1
a a	 ^i^: .^ •/^	 w	
1
r
LD•M7/MA/ MD $"N)
	
LO-N7/MAZ ILD 57"Z1
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Lipuid Crystal Displays
1
^__^f"R- -^
	 ..e I I n w	 1
LD-N7677A (LD-0278111	 LO-N7.72AZ (LO-8777.21
rte...	 ..w^ 4R
	 .i^•.
	
^	 Ie.eee i F F
.
LD-147673AIL0 67276Y1 LD-N7673AZILD 87236Z I
LD•NM3 KD-87701	 lD - NH7A RD-67711	 LD-N)•7AA LLD-87744Y1 :D - N7624AZ (LD 6724411
N w ra	 -----	
-- "W"I  _ -- • aea is
.._	
a ra uq	
_ -„	 r,.,	 - as rrt •en_
	
r	 ^	 r	 --^
^W>r
- -	
1	
s
	
ht. 7 l..•..@ 7.0 ..!L	 03^. No w>, 	a. 	 .Wa_w a>
lD N7667AZ	 lD•M16•AAZ
.^	 71
	
To St. mow? ; 514-.oi 	 r	
—^
	
I;#^I	 ' I T l I- I I ! I - I - I ^,	 AA^	
^Z^^^L^7^
	 ^
0
L---	 I
,.,_•s.aa•a...ow.u.a..t._	 ^.00.p ^^ow^
	
LD-N6003A	 LD-"796661 MD-•77wD
RRf
_
8.B••B•B.B.a
L 
LD N7.6Y
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Liquic
1
GENERAL PURPOSE MULTIPLEXED LCDs
m
MAW-  - _	 -
^^^	 e.e88888.8.
1 L
'.3 7
1
1
521 2 Q171	 it	 1
4k!_ 1721	 _ - _C0q)_L0 0431
ibbE'1.3S=iiSli `
fi t _ ' L—	
--	 -- --- --
F ♦ toon456 lie
LD-M7v26 LLD-N2en
	 tD-N792 71LD -/77 r r 1
LD N7e2e ILD-6728y)
in 58M3
LD-Give
1	 Lew YTIU" 141TB/1,
,,aaaB
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Lipuid Crystal Displav-
FOR CALCULATORS
n FOR 8 DIGITS CALCULATOR
It
tit
	
-----------
LD-ftfs
r
t
LD US
Lo 326
Lo x770
n FOR 8 DIGITS CALCULATOR WITH CLOCK
dew .0?,Vw
ro
1
mcm*— volm
LD 9395
-- -------------111^ 1t - -  =1L
LD M9
..,W- 	 — ..;Now
LD BM
LD MOO
. 
188888088r
q
law'. ^ 1
LD "W
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Liquid Crystal Displays
	
n FOR SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR	 n FOR DESK TOP CALCULATOR
E	 Leto,	 —	 __•.,.w•	
y6^M	
^i^oo^	 '.00a' ^
7<
^
`- '	 •$8.88.$$$$
	
• w	 -	 ---	 ,
^^_ L---•	 •^ - _	 r888888888.Q	 1^
	
_---y	
_,	
.....	 _.._....._	
^ iii	 •
Mao•n	
_	 `.o.•u^f ^.ao^^.oW
.•.o ,.s-.•6eW.s.^w^-
__	 _l0 M17	 I	 LD 8412	 ••
rwo.y..	 ...	
_	 ••.rte•	
_1'r
r  13,^t
	
--	
_ I
^ 3 Y `	 r e.e.e e.8.8.e.e. 	 ^„ ^	 ^8.^•8.888.8•Q6.8.	 ^^r 6w 66^Y ter r^
	
It •^	
- -
-0.m-
LD
	 mrs^loou	 •^^
 M!7	 1	 LO Mt]
T..r.
,Ma^	 wool.	 _.—"•
^ ^ ^	 .88888S8S888	 rr
LD 66?6
	 "•	 LD Be1H	 - -
,w7Q,•
- r --
"E+8.88.8......8.8.8.
LD 6670
+
E888^88.8.8.8.8.I`....
I	 -
LD 7^t	 LD 6664
-- -- — - 190
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-98.8.88$QS.&88.^
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Liquid Crystal Displays
TIMEPIECES
o -AI
BFI !100661	 y^Y4066.
21k, VM
AM
^ 18j"I
MB 8163B	 mo G1630
ft "I"	
- -- 
W.-.	
-
&S-p T
xas:
SMC-200IAaW-Z00 1A;	 SWC-23001TSC-23001
314137%
M.20	 IW00431 1 %004 31
I oil
Y — -- ---------T
	
6 ;,-"
 
^ae:ee	 ^^	 ^'^ ^°^dB :88ee '!
20-3:26
iD Ott M 02r
LO•B122	 LD B168
00 mol—
--42LO WS. im- op.
x5:88	 AL
L'--
	
.3-33 0:	 2000:-c 
­5
LD-9130	 I	 Lo 6154
M.
"aw
An WS:88
—
Lo 0171	 Lo-om
.. ....... ..
LP-1"37	 Lo WASk
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Note 1Glued	 Attached	 E.Uuoed
2 ♦ UDper Parts Uwepolaize with U V I ;1v
♦ Rea -arts
l Reflective
	
Po.."er w^tn elleCta
21Tgnsni:sswe P Nw,Zer with U v ,,rear
31 Transflecr,ve Pda , :er with U V WtM and
transllector
7 —
Il. OLD MODEL CODE
ORIGINAL PAGE !3
Liquid Crystal Displays
FOR REFERENCE OF MODEL NUMBER STRUCTURE
EPSON LCD model numbers are structured based on the following
I. NEW MODEL CODE
LD-BU65^
1. PRODUCT MODE	 T	 —
LDPanel or panel with pons
M . Module
2. FLUID TYPE
,Blank) Yellow
B white
G	 Guest - Host
H	 High Quality
j	 Guest Host
High Quality
3. VIEWING ANGLE —
iBlank). 06 00 O clock
Bolto- to up!
U	 12-00 0 clock
V 09 00 0 dock
W 03 00 O !ock
Y 0.	 ,3 OOiO^ 00 O lock
T	 04 30.07 30 O clock
S	 01 30/10 30 0 chock
d. APPLICATION
5. SERIAL NUMBER
13AZ-
LL
28
9. COLOR CODE
w	 8. DERIVED NUMBER
—T. CONNECTOR TYPE
!	 iBlank) Rubber Connector Type
Z	 DIL Pin Connector Type
Y	 Spring Pin Connector Type
x With FPCB Type
W Soldenrig Type
C.. EOUPr :.N;
SymeDl	 ­a	 UMV Parts Rear Part
Blank
4	 Retlern rr
a
C	 Gel! Only
E	 Tranvnisswe
F
G
J	 Transflect-
K
LD-BU321BZ
T
1. PRODUCT MODE	 7 SPECIALITY
LD Panel or pan? w,tti pns	 ^Blanki Nol spec,al
M - Module	 Z	 Spec-al E. with DIL twns,
2 FLUID TYPE	 —	 6. E.OUIPMENT
lBlankl y ellow fluid	 P, U,,8 White fluid	 Symbol 	 _ V F iryr DUN -Isar Doan:e Re ectar
IBlankl
3. VIEWING ANGLE-	 )	 A
i0lankl 06 00 G :lock	
9	
.
'acROm to uol
	
0
U 000C C IOLA 	 j	 E	
reA APPLICATION	 I	 %M 1 IC Gkd	 r;
	
.	 Anhr.l	 E.ch.dedl
2 Rear oolr-rear w# ich -s nm vtxhed bar ekecto
5 SERAL NUMCER	 —	 rcl	 W11 hne
192
!6
I Character height	 mm
J G l ass edge to first contact pad
K Pitch of Contact pads	 min
L Contact pad width	 mm
M contact pad space	 mm
N Pane! thickness	 mm
mm	 O Conn: lcv pin length	 mm
mm	 P
mm
Rcry -tt}row spacing of Connector pins
rnm
mm
Viewing Angle
bw Oik)ck
ISTNO bc4tcrr • up)
Q 0L O c Inck
9oo0 clo'k
3 00 J cock
307 9000cwck
4 30 7 30O c Ilx k
13a 10 30 O cock
Polaimms
'""WC—Al
W jh q"i, v
L pmruatetl
Ltxhe
193
Reflector
FfnlshPd g lum-nilm loll i$TNDI
$,Atw t~s
T'AnOlockv
ConnectorType
F !am-0, IF^LIr`rVr'
ypl,W pin ITvlpo. ,w• snAp ,n)
DIL pu,
C4—,WA1ioly L51
,(,phi uh.r
,t
Liquid Crystal Displays
^	 L
1
CUSTOM
Liquid Crystal Displays
A
H YF4VY LIMfW."N""__._
eConwl EPSON repres polative in
your tenitory of head office to
deriver, and pricing information
Y"`	
--+—N 	 O
1^M
Mw, f m
	
.MINI.`
• 1.1, tk19"•t..	 -W UL,N"!t..
-	 v
----n'^^F----
g	 Y/. I"V[MM..r,lI
L K -7
Dimensiom::
A Glass length	 mm
0 Glass width	 mm
C Bay kglass wrath	 mm
L) Contact plant, oftsot	 min
E Typical sea l width	 mm
f3mm Is recornmendedl
IF Glass edW M viewing area
G Min height of viewing area
N Min length of viewing area
Operating Conditions
rww•w«	 ^i ^ tro kW
♦ltf at^`L: L•W.LP	 .
Driving Method
Quest tN..r
I . molt q`IPt
1 , 3 mult.10vt
1.4 mull.ple.
I P maniple.
1.16 munyW t
AUTHMZED DIST R BUTORS_
IN SWITZFRL AW
1E.AP0FFXt. W MOOR AG
RMv..114.]M % 1:H	 H
l` ,vw ,011 W Ae44 T1.ly, X451 Ltl.;
SUBSKXARr W Mom &A.
^.n1uw. Larrw
l• v u T.W. :',IA(1
N WF.,TGEF*AANY TECHHOP"GAKT G=m
H.— h	 ',ft — Al
7fY11 \h 11^T 1
l'hv M^l' •1 11 ,`41)fF inl.\ 1411 ^: 1.17
IN AUSTMA W MOORGMrI
sh1. 11 	 N,V	 1 1 1 01x1 Wy
1\4 wAA Thy. 04 —
 16.111
E P%zoo 0 N
SHINS L)5LIKI C'O.LTD
HEAD OFFICE A FLINT 90 t4wookA, SnKrywl-Crty, Nagam. 399-07 JaW Tel 026, S -2552 Telex L1334-22141S ►+1NH JI
OVERSEAS AFRLLATTD COMFAMES
EPSON AMEwG. INC. M•1
waa ry1r.V.— RMf T .f14tY'.1 Caw ArilC
1^..M .,131.171%	 .',0 1 "12
EPSON AIERI(A. NC(KY)
11 C..1M1 4hN rk—I i a 4!.]1 4w V,W%
o.. — 1,f. M' 'M1 Thy. 12'9 SKQ. 1(1711
EPSON (+EUTICH AND GUM
M tiwl.ly :4 aM 1Jlrlrkl t• 11 r R C•
iw— a; v1 UQ' Tw. 1 41 - GSM 7Ae
EPSON U KLM
.14—W 1 ...r 1'6 t4k~ Fivd 4>,I 1. 111-- IAA: Of P U R
1... • 01 1:: •1.1 2. 0 4:: '01A Tw. oi , 0ji1—W
EPSON ELECTMONCS TRADWG LTD
li.— ' 1 4 4— en]111 l r'M '11 :4 G•hfhn H11r1
f .r.wtibl• 11..1A.n H.ry X—V
FRS 1AW.1A.1.1AW.W T w. 04:71(4714
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ORIG!NHL PAULI
BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOkQJRAPH
SHARP S-1021A/S-1050
EL Display Units
Sharp's electronic technology makes possible new computer
systems, with a slim, clear EL display unit
Novi DIN Data ,.gnat
CRC L):11: transta crow
WTI Monzontai fync slgna,
v 
	
vert,cai s ync apnai
,WVT.>nv1 •51 I IlIc
ftw suppry lint is 100
ORIGINAL
BLACK AND WHITE
PAGE
FHOTOGR;,rH
Sharp's EL display
consolidation of a
display panel and
MOS IC logic cirCL
Sharp's EL d.splay unit is comps
parts: an advanced thin-film EL
known for its high brightness ar
and reliable high-voltage MOS K
circuits which hava been develo
panel drive. The un t also has a
circuit which can be controlled !
external signals. G%ohtcs and
messages can be displayed by
three DC power so-,rces and foL
input interface signals supplied
at the LS TTL level (data signal,
data transfer clock, horizontal
synchronizing signal, and
vertical synchronizing signal).
Moreover, the EL display unit
is clear, thin and has a wide
viewing angle. It allows
incorporation of various
terminal equipment to form a
new system.	 •n,tat to,
	 goboard ror codedgra^ 0 n Dlar$t0p
r^
	
• tntartaca Circuit 	 .board ror tun
	
'JOP M.C a l so lal, 	 ^l
G
System configuration of EL display units F_
The sample system configura'on
illustrated here i s
 
for a fun graphic
dispial , using a Z 80 microcomputer.
-Main applications
With various terminal equipment—
Online terminals. bank terminals,
POS terminals, office computers,
personal computers, word
processors, elec:rontc
typewriters, and educational
equipment
With measuring equipment—
Logic status analizers. manufacturing
process control monitors. NC's, and
measunnq equipment for med cal
electronics
EL dlaDlay unit 1S 1071a or 51050!
Scan IWIroda
	
mooulanon dns	 *"merrasn
Inver ics
	
Curcuwt	 dnvar nrcwts
C n D
0t
iota atatnoda	 r^ ng controlEL Pan 
	 ics ~—	 urcu^t	 v
Mb
	
T	 T
modulation	 oscltlatof
dnra crrcun	 and mrMac,.^wts
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rnrlrsl,zrn^
prcu,t
Sr^c argon
gar "10,
ICTC at,,
r-
Nars • sa^ O'sD1111
cOnbo, urcwt
Oaal:aror	 I	 Drap4r raaCou'
O,rM« urcu-t	 coum
1	 l",
nm,ng contra , 
_ 0 Mult,p4sr
cl+cult
PrS co-O . Is , ^_	 LRAM
,,.C.016R . A b,ts
e^A CK A F?IG/WH ITE
^ PAGE
 FLjUTpp R.QF 4
• %ws r su pD4 and	 Back elecilodt,
for EL O rsDrr .,rid	 UDD« nsuul .n , yre•
S 1040	 ^ummaste^l uye,
^ Iowa,
/—" ^ ".— ^naurtmy
—^,arer
—ass subshate
Tgnitit"nt Nscltoos
Features
• Slim and light In weight
Due to the consolidated
	 ^..,..
construction of a thin film 	 r+r^
EL display panel and IC
logic circuits, the unit is
very light and compact. 	 L
-Clear and stable display The desired display
position Is specified by selecting some of
intersections of the vertical and horizontal
electrodes in the X-Y matrix panel. This means that
the display image is clear and stable without
ctstortion, drift or glare.
-Wide viewing angle Thanks to the thin film's
luminescent elements, the viewing angle is w`de
and convenient
-Easy-to-read display The orange-yellow readout is
very effective in minimizing eye strain.
o Complets display with a lull-line electrode
configuration Since the X-Y matrix electrodes
const ,tute a f0dine configuration, graphic displays
as well as Character and symbol displays are
provided.
The structure of the X• y matrix type EL panel
The EL panel has a multi layer construction
consisting of an EL layer sandwiched between
upper and lower insulating layers All these thin
films of the panel, except the back At electrodes,
are transparent The electrodes are arrayed so as to
intersect with each other at right angles and form
an X Y matrix. When AC pulses are applied across
these two electrode groups and a high electric field
is applied to the specified electrode intersections,
the corresponding picture elements emit light to
form the desired Image
k
i!
Interface circuit board iS 1076Fr
Will. AD	 Mrcrocomput« clrcu»ry
e o
A7IIFb Cnna, aou,pmM1
UIONS 9A50$. R€vZ
Docoo«
o p
n' to
<s
A ,A17
DO—D'
CPU U4001
I
—^
u0 contra,
c,rc.r
1 
^
Slant ammss
talc" urcwl
AOOrass latch
[Intuit
--A ^—
Data
V I[n C.,c U,l
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MICRO SWITCH
product .sheet 53SD5-2
MOS ENCODED COMMUNICATIONS SOLED STATE KEYBOARD
The 53SD5 2 is a low-profile, modestly priced key-
board, ideally suited to conversational time s. aring
terminals for online inquiry. The keyboard utilizes
the time-proven technology and reliability that made
MICRO SWITCH the number one solid state key-
board manufacturer. The keyboard incorporates the
proven approach of MICRO SWITCH Hali-effect solid
state keys coupled to MOS encoding, thus eliminating
all moving parts except the key plunger. MOS in-
creases the number of functions the keyboard can
perform, while at the same time allowing significant
cost reduction by reducing the number of compo-
nents required.
The "Model 33" array, similar to typewriter key-
boards, is familiar to thousands of operators and thus
trained touch typists will readily adap t . ' eery aspect
of the keyboard -; designed for max mum operator
throughput. This incl.._'^s operating orce, key spat
ing, button shape,, legending, d..j stlrnt operation. In
addition, an electronic two-ke 4 ronover is built into
the keyboard circuit It allows the operator to roll
keys during "burst speed" typing of familiar words
without entering an erroneous code.
Mode 2, shifted, the code for the characters ap-
pearing as the top characters on the keytop is
generated.
Mode 3 . control, the code for non-printing func-
tions is generated.
Mode 4, control and shift, the code for special
non-printing control functions is generated. The
code and character assignments are given on
page 3.
features
HALL EFFECT SOLID STATE KEYS COUPLED
TO MOS ENCODING ... Gives greater reliability
with significant cost reduction.
FAMILIAR, "MODEL 33" ARHAY ... Ideally
suited for on-line inquiries.
USASCII CODE ASSIGNMENT ... With four
modes of operation
TVVO-KEY ROLLOVER .. Permits high speed
operation
QUIET OPERATION ... Only moving part is the
The keyboard is encoded with the USASCII code.
	 key olunger.
There are four modes of operation
Mode 1, unsh fled, the code for the characters ap
pearrng as the bottom characters on the keytop
is generated
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SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRICAL DATA
Power 5 VDC '5% @ 500 mA max.. 250 mA Typ.
Requirements 12 VDC ' 20Qr, @ 50 mA max	 40 mA Typ.
Keytsoard Ground @ 0 Volts
Note	 T o l erances nclude ripple
Data Key Logic * '0** 	 40 VDC max @ IA mA max.
Outputs (sinking)
IPosrtrve Loo_ it "1" • 2 4 VDC min G' 400 yA max.
Logic) (sourcing)
Data t :s are held in memory until the next
k ey c depressed
Functroo Key Openrlyd 0.4 VDC maA. @ 8 mA max.
Key (sinA mgl
Outputs Key Unooe.are ld 2 4 VDC min @ 200 uA
max. (sourcing/
F 1
	 HERE IS IStauon 17)
F2	 REPT (Station 56)
F3 - BREAK (Station 57)
STROBE DC Level strobe will go to a logic -1- 	
5
microseconds minimum after data bit,
are stable
MOS ENCODED COMMUNICATIONS SOLJD STATE KEYBOARD
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS (For Re/e.ence Onlyl
of u	 !sb
0.J0 ineh.f
.r !y0)a
Ls	 f _ __	 7lyf	 ta,
t 1 1 T
j	 HCOrWIMO[C rMll CUTOUT 	 ttflsl
+	 LMs " "$to orr o, lwi	 J)}}^^	 trt[u au •T0.0 YO	 ^ )0)i)ITia -	 - rou,	 M0
f	 -J. ) +a
a )^
s Al 41etl-	 ^-Navy V)I
c •K -`^	 .-axtY iey
y.Ir	 .tT	 -.t v0(.10%
i
00,10. sr0tf a r	 a s
Or, Dan-	
^Fn	
am
f t.on —	 i	 .. 3 1%1m j x^ur
—11, —
,ta.xra110- a1.M
.a. Kra.t:. ra	 I	 1[^u •xJMtc carararr+t^l
y! .•
t'•.
ti
p)' ..(a nl flxKO Ta00 fO. Ol x[0 COtae.0
.l.O!	 /0•• C •r .M0tog a• •[a.A..f.
MD	 KU•Ta,
1
-L.- % W.
yo
^	
^ rof	 as
tbl
TERMINATION
Card edge output with gold oldied Ierminals accepts standard
connectors such as Cinch 251 12 30 160 with Type II Key
(Nu connector is furnished with this Itstinq 1
dUTTONS
MICRO SWITCH double shot molded p uncdted buttons,
med..-;m gray won white legends lot touch typing keys and
.:ark yray with while legends for all control and function keys.
All I)ulin r,s have a matte lirs•sh
KEY ROW OFFSET
3 FI	 3 If,	 3 P inch
KEY SPACING
Keys spaced 3 4 inch ureter to cell let
BUTTON ORIENTATION
Sloped
WEIGHT
Wit h E rclosu re and Connector 7 5:1)s Aoprox 153SD5 11
Without Enclosure and No Connector 1 75 Itn Approx
(53SD5 2)
'11 , 1 7 .t abefrt atchad , Hoof I area 2 B•r 7 will be ah"hest .n
Mode! 7 end a lot xevs 25 rhru 34 Otd 46 i-U, 53 o-h ort-, rho
Conuot key 1441 n Held denvtNd
I1
itsTo
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MOS ENCODED COMMUNICATIONS SOLID STATE KEYBOARD	 prIKllfr ► .•Ir.: r 5305-2
F, z 3T:TSTFT"TeT9TCT*T=T,
H	 1/	 16	 1'T t.	 1.	 k	 1	 11	 II	
>11 1 
is	 N
FaTOTwT'E u I'RTT TUTi..-ATP oT^
CHARACTER	 «
ASSIGNMENT	 v
.,	 .	 .•	 «	 .	 1cT7	 11	 » -•.	 »	 7.	 47
1^ cn,T ` 	 Eo7TtuTiE^T I T/Tolw^ .TK» ^h OK"
L-L 015 D f I G f N J l K I L 	 ou 7
^Y1,F1 ^ Z x TC v B T^ TMT`T'T^T"J
E40E T mom 2 N= 3 -	 YOOE 4
KEY
NO CN.R, P 1 765	 421 C... Pi 765
	 4321 CN.R	 P	 765	 4321 CHAR.	 P	 765 4771
5 + 0 O"	 OW' 1	 0'0	 000+ 1
-	
o -Oil ^°ot
2	 0	 O't	 0010
-	 c ,e	 000,
t	 010
	 00106 7 0 0+/	 0010 +	 010	 00 1 0
7 3 1 j 1)" j 00" • 0	 0101 00" ]	 t	 011	 ppn	 •	 0	 0+0	 00n
6 4 DID,, 1 0100 6 '	 CIO (, too a	 O	 pn	 O,OOi
	 6	 +	 0,0	 0+00
6 5 + 0" DID' • 0 0+0 J'ol S	 0+1	 Q+o,	 •	 07 010 010+
10 6 + l oll 01101 a 01 010 0 1 101	 6	 1	 0"	 01101 a	 C	 O'0 0"0
+, 7 0 0"	 o",
0.,+l-om I
+	 0 1 0
+	 o,u
Ot0,0
011, I
	
7	 0	 0,1 of++ 1	 070 011+
u	 6
13
o t000`^ e o a„ ,aao. ;1010 toac
ipQ,^6,00t	 ,	 un ,001	 ,	 _ p	 0•p
,. • + 0++	 OOOO 0 , O , t DD00	 O	 1	 Ot+ OoQO	 •	 +	 Olt o1)le
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USASCII CODE
ASSIGNMENT
MO DE SELECTION
SHIFT LINES
SHIFT CONTROL
	
MODE
0	 0	 11Unsh,fted)
0	 1	 3 (Control)
1	 0	 2IShItil
1	 1	 6 (Shift Control)
Notc The keyboard panel must be
electr ical l y tied to systerr ct.ass,s
grounc to prevent elechOstat+c
damage and noise pickup
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OPTIONS
Additional flexiUlhty has been em
gineered into the 53SD5 . 2 design to
inexpensively provide the optional
features
1. Key Number 24 (ALT MODE)
a. Cude change to "ESC'
(00110111
b Function key ,ermineel ting on
connector pin "C".
2. Key Number 35 (LINE FEED)
a. Func:Ion key terminating on
connector pin "D".
3. Key Number 36 tRETURNI
a. Function key terminating on
connector pin "E".
4. Key Number 55 (RUB OUT)
a Fu:Iction key terminating on
connector pin "F".
5. Negative logic for data bits and
strobe.
6. Fven or odd parity
7. Tri shot batons, with legends in
two different colors. may be speci-
f
i
ed for visual separation of keys
that generate control codes
B If an enclosure and connector are
desired. order catalog testing
53SO5 1.
9. NKRO (N Key Rollover)
SYSTEM INDICATION AND CONTROL
I C'..,1, 01 Th.l keyboard can be externally shifted between
Modes 1 ihru 4 by providing an opentouector TTL gate at
pin 'N' (Shift) and pill 'L' (Control) of the connector and
by suppl y i ng the following drive capability.
Input active. 0 4 VDC max @ 4 8 mA max. sink nq
Input inactive, 2 4 VDC min. @ 200MA max leakage
2. Ind.cateon The shift and control Imes can also be used as
mode Identification to your system. These outputs are TTL
compatable and capable of driving the following load
Mode active, 0 4 VDC max @ 3 2 mA max. slnkulq
Mode inactivo, 2 4 VDC min. ^) 200uA max leakage
ORDERING INFORMATION
MICRO SW IT CH r,ev] enginee r s in b r anch offices through-
out the United States and Canada are ready to work with
you In satisfying your keyboard requirements proper se-
lectio n prici n g and delivery Scheduling These keyboard
expe r ts will provide Sound and p r actica l answers to your
neeas It you m arket or purchase In Europe. MICRO
SWITCH provides professional sales-engineering service
— xey Euro pean titles
ENCLOSURE
1 006 7
4 26
I	 ^
2jz,z
—^I9,4
As an oobon MICRO SWITCH offers an enclosure and con
Hector as illustrated III 	 d l menv-m dra ,,.Ing The cover
s dark gray high strength ABS and the base Is light gray cast
aluminum alley. If an enclosure Is needed order catalog lest
Ong 53SO5 1.
While we provide ap p lication assistance on all MICRO
SWITCH products, p rsonal'y and through our literature
It Is up to the customer to determine the suitability of the
product In his application
_ T
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